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THE SEVENTEENTH SESSION OF THE ALL-INDIA 
WOMEN'S CONFERENCE 

For the second time in its short life of 18 years the .Annual Session of the 
All-India Women's Conference was held in Bombay. This Session was held 
after a gap of 2 years. Unfortnnately, owing to the ulisettled political condition 
of the country and the imprisonment of both President and President-elect no 
Session could be held in 19-:l3. The enthusiasm with which this Session was 
received and acclaimed all over India proves "ithout a doubt the hold the 
Women's Conference ha~ on the hearts of women tl1roughout · the conn try and 
its influence and importance as a lead-giving organisation. 

The arrangements made by the Reception Committee, the grandeur of the 
panda! and the abnormal crowds of visitors that attended all the~four days' 
sessions, did full justice to Bombay's reputation as the premier city of India. 
Not only was the material arrangements for the comfort of the delegates on a 
good scale but the whole spirit both intellectual and emotional of the Session 
was on a scale and of a character not known hitherto. The delegates were in 
wonderful form, ·their arguments cogent. A spirit of go-aheadness pervaded 
the discussions. There were many new comers. The younger section of 
educated women seemed to have woken to the potentialities of the Women's 
Conference and made a determined bid to utilise it to its fullest extent. The 
old system of Subjects' Committee and Plenary Session was reverted to as the 
Group System had been tried and found wanting. A departure from the usual 
procedure was made in that, men of repute were invited during the Sessi(u1 to 
give their specialised views and findings on subjects involved in the resolutions, 
e.g. Dr. Anjaria spoke on " Food and Inflation," and :Mr. ~Iotilal Setalvad, 
·one of the leaders of the Bombay Bar and an authority on Hindu Law, on 
"Hindu Women's Position: nnder Hindu Law." 

The Seventeenth Session will ever remain a historic one because of the 
address presented to Shrimati Sarojini Naidu, the Bulbul-i-Hind by tbe 
A.I.W.C., the National Council of Women in India, the Bombay Presidency 
Women's Council, the Reception Committee, the Constituent Branches· of the 
A.I.W.C., in Bombay and its Suburbs, and 75 other social service organisations 
belonging to the city of Bombay, for her Jife-long services to the cause of the 
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country in general and women in particular. Sarojini Devi was buried twice 
over in garlands and the surge of emotion rose to an indescribable climax. The 
anti-climax lay in the fact that Sarojini Devi could reply to this overwhelming 

· expression of love and affection only by a Namaste, the Government of India 
having sealed her lips in speech. 

A Civic Reception was accorded by the Mayor and the Municipal Corpora
tion of Bombay to welcome the President and the members of the Standing 
Committee to the hospitable city of Bombay. 

The Delegates who had come to BomlJay prepared to rough things, haviug 
heard all about the rationing scheme and the food saving, were pleasurably 
surprised at the lavish arrangements of the Reception Committee. The At 
Homes and Dinners given by institutions and individuals and H~r Highness 
.Maharani Bhakti Devi of Nepal's Banquet also cam~ as a welcome surprise, and 
also her magnificent donation of Rs. 20,000 towards the Kasturba l\lemorial 
Fund. 

The artistic excellence of the Variety Entertainment and the Handicraft 
and Swadeshi Exhibition which have become customary features of every 
session, were in keeping with tl1e general scheme of things, and the mammoth 
crowds of the public meeting of women organised by the Dadar-1\Iatunga and 
Parel Constituent Branches filled the hearts of. the delegates with envy. 

Our sincerest thanks are due to Lady Premlila Thackersey, the Chairwoman 
of the Reception Committee and her band of indefatigable Secretaries whose 
labours resulted in a smooth, successful and happy Session. 

·-~ .. PROCEEDINGS ., I 

The 17th Session of the All-India Women's Conference was held in a 
spacious pandal erected in the grounds of Vanita Vishram, Sandhurst Road, 
Bombay, on Friday, .April 7, 1944. The proceedings began with a prayer 
rendered by pupils of the School of Indian Music, after which 1\lrs. Vijaya 
Lakshmi Pandit, the retiring President addressed the Conference. 

Speaking in Hindi, 1\lrs. Pandit recalled that the ConfereJl.ce was meeting 
after two years, the last session having been held at Cocanada in 19.U. In 
the period that had intervened between the last session and the present, many 
notable events had taken place all over the world. In India specially tho 
last year had been a tragic one and circumstances beyond the control of 
the Conference had come in the way of its normal work. For many month~ 
Rome of our hest workers had been in detention and it had not been 
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possible to give effect to many of the resolutions passed at Cocanada. It 
is to our credit that throughout this difficult period mt>mbers individually 
and collectiwly had kt>pt the spirit of the Conft>rence alh·e. 

~Irs. Paudit exprt>ssed the opinion that rdorms in the political, &M:ial 
and t>conomie spht>re were intt>rdt>pendent. "Thile it was true that the main 
aim of the Conft>rence was to raise Indian womanhood to its rightful plae'!, 
they could not be blind to the political situation. If the Conference wi:;hed 
to progress rapidly towards its ideal it cou)J. not afford to· keep out {•f 
politics-not the limited party politics of any gt·oup but those wider i~u~ 
which face humanity. We must bring this wider political interest within 
our purriew and attempt to solve our problems in the National intere!it 
rather in the limited circle of our own immediate needs. frhe world is 
engaged in a War for freedom and we cannot forget that our country ('OU.'ii,t
ing of one-fifth of the human race is also a part of the world. For the 
satisfactory solution of any of the difficulties that· face us as a grollp {>1" 

which face the country, freedom is the first essential and only then can we 
help towards the building up of a better world. 

The women's movement in India has forged ahead with a rapidity whid1. 
if one understands the handicaps we have had to owrcome, has been.remarkaUle. 
The Indian woman reformer has not been the enemy of man--our men have 
helped us in our fight for equality and the bitter antagonism which eri.,ted 
in the West between the sexes never found its way into our ranks. Our 
ancient tradition has been one of comradeship and we look forward m 
the future to its growth. 

She was glad to state that the membership of the Conference was (•u_ 
the increase and that more and more women in the mofnssil areas were 
beginning to realise the advantages of joining the women's movement. ~ht> 
hoped the time would soon come when hundreds of branches of the Conference 
would spring up all over the country. 

The work of the Conference during the two years that bad pas....OO sin~-e 
the last session was mainly relief work for the sufferers in the ealamitit>s 
which had overtaken Uidnapore and subsequently the whole of Bengal, anJ 
Bijapur District in Bombay Province. Workers of the Conference had not 
only collected funds but had rendered help in the distressed areas in every 
possible way. In this connection she referred to the All-India Save the 
Children Committee which had come into existence as a result of eonditi<•n<> 
in Bengal. --· ·-- - ~ f: . 

~Irs. Pandit referred to another tragedy which had cast a gloom in every 
Indian home viz the death of Kasturba Gandhi who was the symbol of 
ideal Indian womanhood to thousands all owr the country. She apfW>aled 
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to women to help in the collections for raising a suitable memorial, which it 
had been suggested, should take form of an organisation for advancement 

·of women's education, a subject with which the Conference was very much 
concerned.· 

Paying a tribute to Shrimati Kamalade,i, :\Irs. Pandit obsen·ed that the 
Conference ,\·as fortunate in having her as their President for the year. 
She ·was one · of the foundation menibers of the Conference and a valued 
worker. Her work for women both in India and abroad had done much to 
raise· the prestige of Indian women. Mrs. Pandit was specially happy to 
hand over charge to a woman who was her comrade in another and bigger 
sphere. She felt that all she had left undone during her term as President 
would be more worthily accomplished by Kamaladevi who would guide the 
Conference with ability and.courage. 

Lady Vidyaben Nilkanth seconding the ·proposal of ~Irs. Yijayo Lokshmi 
Pandit that Sbrimati Kamalodevi do take the chair said : It i~ my great 
pleasure to second the proposal that was so ably put before you by )Irs. 
Pandit. We all agree that Shrimati Kamaladevi is pre-eminently fitted 11) 
conduct this 17th session of .the .All-India Women's Conference. She has, 
as her predecessor told us, gone round the · world B:ud has increased the 
prestige of our institution as well as that of the womanhood of India. I am 
sure you will all agree with me that we should offer the chair to Kamaladevi, 
and I am sure she will conduct the business ,;ery ably tb!"oughout the session 

. as well as during the year till we meet again. I hope you will all carry 
this 'vith acclamation. 

Lady Thackersey garlanded Shrimati Kamaladevi, who then occupied 
Chair. 

1\lrs. Urmila 1\Iebta, Hon. General Secretary, then read the messages 
received from the followh:ig persons and institutions wishing the Conferenee 
success:

Begtitri IIamid Ali, llussoorie. 
Sir C. P. Ramaswamy, Ayer, 

Trivandruin. 
Sbri G. D. Birla, Calcutta ... 
:Mis.s Vera Brittain, London. 
Dr. James Cousins, Bangalore. 
l\Irs. ll. E. Cousins, Bangalore. 
:Maharani Lalita Kumari Devi of 

Vizianagram. 

.. _..,... 

1\Irs. Rustomji Faridoonji, Hyderabad 
(DP<'Can). 

Lady ·wazir Hasan, Lucknow. 
}fiss .!gatha Harrison, London. 
Dr. ~I. R. Jayakar, Bombay. 
Dr . .Amar Nath Jha, Allahabad. 
Shri N. M. Joshi, Bombay. 
Diwan Bahadur V. V. Joshi, Baroda. 
Rajkum8l'i Amrit Kaur, Simla. 
l\Irs. G1·ace Lankester, England. 
)Irs. Indirabai Maydeo, Poona. 
Mrs. Sharadaben Mehta, Ahmedabad. 



Lady PnE~ILILA TuACtH:nsEY, Chairwouum, Reception Committ.t-~. Bombay. 
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Shri Pranlal DeYkaran Nanji, 
Bombay. 

:\Irs. Savitri Rajan, l\[adras. 
Sir S. Radhakrishnan, Benares. 
Dr. Mrs. l\Iuthulakshmi Rl'ddi, · 

l\Iadras. 
H. H. the Rani Saheba of Sang·li. 
Sir Td Bahadnr Sapru, Allahabad. 
Shri Nalini Ranjan Sarkar, Calcutta. 
:\Irs. Edina Sinclair, London. 
Shrimati Ammu Swaminadhan, 

l\[adras. 
l\Iiss Maud Dickinson, Editor, Bulle

tin of Indian Woml'n's Movement, 
London. 

Shri A. V. Thakkar, Delhi. 

l\lrs. Sufi Tyabi, Bombay. 

Mrs. Katherine Bompas, Secy., Inter
national Alliance of . Women for 
Suffrage and Equal Citiz~i1ship. 

l\Ir. Krishna 1\Ienon, Sl't>y.. India 
League, London. 

lfrs. Cot·bett Ashbey, Pr('sident, 
International Alliance of \\"omen 
for Suffrage and Equal Citi~enship. · 

Lady Hartog, Women's Advisory 
Council of Indian Affairs, London. 

National Committt>e and Staff, W. 
C. A., Lucknow. 

1\Irs. Katherine Innes, Secy., Women's 
International League, Loudon. 

WELCOME ADDRESS 

Lady Premlila Thackersey, Chairwoman of the Reception Committt>e, 
welcoming the President and Delegat('s said ~ I wanted to deliver this addr('ss 
in Gujarati which i-; my mother tonguP., but I chose Hindi because it is 
important I sl10uld speak in a language which delegates from othl'r parts of 
the country can understand. There is no other language except Hindi for 
that purpose. If we all learn Hindi tl1ere will ·be no need for us to learn any 
other language. 

After a lapse of fourte('n years we ha\'~ met again in Bombay. Bombay 
bas not remained impervious to. the mauy changes that have tak('n place 
during this period. Although it is not the capital of India, Bombay is 
undoubtedly the greatest City in India and it bas always given the lead in 
the matter of helping the rest of India, and relieving distress wherever it 
occurs. Bombay has played an important part in the organisation of the 
Women's Conference. Although the Confet·('nce came into existence in 1926 
its foundations were laid on a firm basis in 1930 at the session held in 
Bombay. Here I am reminded of late L11dy Dorab Tata, the then President 
of the Reception Committee. Let me hope that the silver jublee of the 
Conference will ~lso be celebrated in Bombay. Last year we could- not hold 
the Conference because of the political turmoil and the arrest of our national 
leaders. Even today we are meeting under the shadow of grief. The pass
ing away of Kasturba, the greatest of· our women, is a matter of profound 
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sorrow to us. She was the embodiment of the virtues of Aryan womanhood 
and we all can draw inspiration from her. 

Her death has caused a void in Gandhiji 's life which cannot be filled. 
Even so it has caused a void in the life of our country. Indian women owe 
a gTeat debt to Gandhiji for the progress and advance they have achieved. 

The sad demise of Shri Ranjit Pandit is still fresh in our memory. 
1.Irs. Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, the President of our last Session and the soul 
of our Conference has made great sacrifices with 11Ir. Pandit for the awaken
ing and freedom of our country. We all sympathise with Mrs. Pandit in 
her very sad bereavement. 

We keenly feel the absence of Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, one of our closest 
friends and very sincere and active workers on account of her detention under 
tl1e Defence of India Rules. 

It is our fortune, Kamalade\i, that you are here to preside over this 
conference. · In what term.<; shall I introduce you to the gathering ! You 
are the embodiment of world womanhood. You have done the greatest service 
to your sisters in this country by the most favourable impression you have 
created abroad. You have taken the keenest interest in our Conference. Yon 
were responsible for the opening of branches in different parts of the country. 
In recognition of your services the Conferenc:!e elected you general secretary 
thrice. _ Now when vital problems face us you have assumed the presidentship 
of the Conference. You are clever, cultured, gifted and talented ; you ~re a 
great organiser and you have great capacity for service. By participating 
in the international women's conferences at Berlin, ~eneva, Prague and 
Elisinor as India's representative and wry ably presenting our problems yon 
did a great service to us and won us the esteem of outside world. You also 
dispelled many wrong 'notions about India that prevailed in other countries. 
I :am confident that· in the present critical juncture you will be able to lead 
us along the right path. 

It is a great pleasure, we have in our midc;t today Mrs. Sarojini Naidu 
who has gone through a long period of detention and illness. She is not 
quite well as yet; and it is her great interest in our Conferenee that has 
brought her here today. Srimati Naidu, we welcome you from the core of 
our hearts. I am sure that the Conference by presenting an address to you 
will show i(s gratitude for all that you have done for us and the country. 
Yon have raised the status of Indian women as no other person has done, 
and your contribution to Indian culture is by no means small. - Your presenl•e 
here is a great inspiration to us all. You have -brought lustre on Indian 
womanhood. May you be long spared to us. 
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Tht>re are many grave problems facing us today. Tht> war of the great 
powtrs is still raging furiously, and it is eueting great~r sa<'rifiees from the 
people. Although we have no concern with the war we have been dragged 
into it. India has made great sacrifices both in men, money and materiul. 
We are experieneing great hardships in travelling and getting the daily 
neet>ssities of life. No one appears to worry about the needs of the people ; 
and there appears to be no prospect of any impro,·ement in the situation. 
All round, we see distress and f.amine is st~tlking Bengal and other parts of · 
the eountry. It is a matter of bhame for our rulers that in a vast agricultural 
eountry like India there should be such famines. It is imperative that under 
sueh eircumstances we should know what is -our duty. I hope tlte Conferenee 
will give right and proper guidance in this matter. 

I am aware that India is a nc;t <.'ountry and there are numerous difficul
tie-s in our way. We are divided. There are provincial, linguistie and othtor 
diffe-rences whiclt come in the way of our progress. But if we approach our 
task in the right spirit I am sure we <'an accomplish it.. We have a great 
task awaiting us in the villages. Owing to certain difficulties we have not 
been able to give as much attention to this question as it desenes.. The 
vast masses of village women are illiterate and ignorant. They are like 
frogs in the well. Their outlook on life needs to be liberalised and broaden~d. 
In this task we have a duty to perform. You have set up a committ~e to 
deal with this problem. But I think greatf'r emphasis should be laid on this 

-work than hitherto. 

The Conference publi!>ht"s a magazin~ " Rosbni." ~Iany people do not 
know anything about it, inde~d tht>y hav~ not even heard its name, bi"t'au~>e 

it is in English. I trust that it will be publishtod in Hindi. 

As a result of the war many edueated middl.ca elass girls and womt"u 
liave secured employment. It is nect"..sary to utter a word of eautiou that in 
this going forward there would be no blind imitation, for such imitation 
would not help the promotion of culture. It is equally important that tbera 
is no neglect of the moral side of Pducation. It goe-s without saying that 
strong morality and eharaeter are t-ssential to suecess. 

Tht're are sev~ral women's organisations functioning in this country. I 
think that there should b~ a close co-ordination of their f'fforts. If tht'y all 
worked in unity and under a single organisation and direction we eould 
ac·hiev~ better r~sults. 

One~ again I extend on b~half of the Heeeption Committee a warm 
welcome to the Delegates and Visitors to the Conference. I hope you will 
l'X<:use us for our shortcomings. Let us hope that by the time our next St"ssion 
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is held the war clouds will scatter away, and· there will be harmony allll 
peace in the world, and India will acquire its proper place in the world under 
the guidance of the. apostle of peace, :Mahatma Gandhi. 

Mrs. Urmila Mehta, Hon. General Secretary, then read the report of 
the activities of the Conference for 1942-43. 

REPORT 

1942 and 1943 

The two_ years under review have been full of unexpected developments 
both in India and abroad and the Conference has not l.'scaped from the 
reactions of the political and economic upheavals. In spite of this our 
Branches have continued to carry on many of their .activities. 

Since the last Session held in Cocanada in December 19-U the amended 
Constitution has come into force whereby all Constihient Branches have now 
an equal status; The Standing Committee met four times during the pe1·iod 
under review at Abrama, Poona, Khar-Bombay and Delhi. The Aununl 
Session of the Conference was not held in 1943 owing to the abnormal situation 
in the country. During a period of eight mouths while the President, Shrimati 
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit and Hon. General Secr.etary were in detention-Lady 
Rama Rau and 1\Irs. Kulsum Sayani acted as_ Chairman and General Secretary 
respectively. 

The main features of the work 1mdert.aken during the period under 
review were :-

1. Scheme for Training of women for Social Service. 

2. Agitation in support of the Hindu Law Committee. 

3. Relief work in connection with floods and famine in different parts 
of the country. 

4. Miscellaneous. 

The Scheme for training women for social service was drawn up as a 
consequence of the lack of trained women to carry on work in our Branches. 
A training camp organised and run under the pl.'rsonal supervision of Shrimati 
Kamaladevi was held at Abrama (Gujarat) from l\Iarch 1942 to June 1942. 
The Hon. General Secretary, Shrimati l\lridula Sarabhai and Shrimati 
l\Iiraben helped in organising the Camp and our thanks are due to them, in 
particular to Shrimati Miraben for her pioneer work in planning the Camp 
and helping with the eonstruction. 
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49 women out of whom 11 were 1\Iuslims received tr~ining in the following 
subjects amongst ·others :-

1. Home Industrit>s. 

2. Spinning. 
3. Co-operative Societies. 
4. Health Visitor and :Midwifery courses. 
5. Adult and Primary Education. 
6. Health and Hygiene, 

7. Civics. 
8. Scouting. 

The special feature of the Camp was the harmony. and undvrstanding 
which existed between the yoWlg women belonging to different communities 
and who came from different parts of India. ~mphasis was laid ·mi the 
cultural aspect and folk dancing and community singing were encouraged. 

The Tata Graduate School of Social Science placed five of its lecturers at 
the disposal of the Camp and the thanks of the Conference are due to them 
for their generous help. The thanks of the Conference are also due to the 
many eminent men and women who visited the Camp, gave their time and the 
benefit of their knowledge to the students. 

The normal course of three months' training was curtailed to a period 
of. two months to allow University . students to avail themselves of this 
opportunity dming their summer vacations. About a dozen University students 
attended. 

Mrs. Renuka Ray was nominated to the Central Legislative Assembly as 
a representative of the All-India Women's Conference during the pendency of 
the Intestate Succession and Marriage Bills. Propaganda on both these 
Bills was carried on intensively by all our Branches. 

Funds were collected by all our Branches for relief in l\Iidnapore after 
the devastating cyclone of October 1942. Special mention may be made of 
the Delhi Branch as having contributed a sun1 of Rs. 13,000/- for this purpose. 

In connection with the famine in Bijapur work was organised under the 
guidance of Lady Rama Rau who visited the distressed areas several times 
and helped to collect large sum of money for relief operations. The Khar
Santacruz Constituency helped actively by sending 3,500 garments and 
organising au embroidery .and needle-work centre for the women of that 
district. In the light of the experience of conditions in Bijapur a revision 
of the Famine Code of Bombay was specially demanded by the Standing 
Committee held at Khar in May 1943, 
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July 1943 saw the culmination of the food crisis in Bengal which resulted 
in the terrible famine. ·The President and the Honorary General Secretary 
toured the affected areas on two occasions to devise a scheme of relief work. 

The Calcutta Branch issued an appeal to all our Branches for help and 
the sum of Rs. 60,000/· was received._ Besides this, some of the Branches sent 
donations to other relief organisations which were already f1mctioning in 
Bengal. 

The Calcutta Branch and the Branches in the districts were responsible 
for starting milk centres for infants and nursing mothers, gruel kitchens and 
medical relief. -

The attention of the President was drawn to the helpless condition of 
thousands of destitute children in the famine areas and a scheme for starting 
children's .homes was immediately undertaken. A· central fund called Save 
the Children Fund was started. This name was subsequently changed to 
All-India Save the Children Committee as an organisation called "Save the 
Children Fund '' was already in existence in Geneva with Branches in London 
and New York. 

The first meeting of this Committee was held in Calcutta in February 
1944 and the following office-bearers were elected :-

President :-Shrimati Yijaya Lakshmi Pandit. 

Secretary :-1\Irs. Urmila l\Iehta. 

Treasurer :_;l\1~~ Nalini Ranjan Sarkar. 

In response to the President's appeal large sums of money were receivt>d 
both in India and from China, America and Britain. 

The Conference quarterly, Roshni, which was ably edited by Mrs. Lakshmi 
:N. l\Ienon, was taken oYer by Mrs. Indira Maydeo in l\Iarch 1943. In spite 
of difficulties in obtaining paper, etc., the ~oshni has appeared regularly. 

The JJady Irwin College has made steady progress under the able guidance 
of )Irs. Hannah Sen and the number of studt>nta has increased. 

Since the removal by Government of the ban on women working under· 
ground in mines, the Conference has protested vigorously against this 
relaxation. ( •. . 1. : ~...,; .,:l.ith-'1, 

The reports_ of work _done by Branches will be submitted separateiy and 
is not being mentioned here. In view of the difficult times through which 
the country is passing, the sum total of work has not been entirely unsatis
factory. Lack of sufficient funds at the Centre has, however, · prevented 
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many schemes ft·om bt>ing taken up and expansion of work is not possible 
without money. 

It is hoped that the public will be generous in their support of the 
Conference and help with donations for the Central Fund. 

Shrimati Kamaladevi : Tlu~re will be a slight alteration in the programme. 
We will first have the visitors' speeches and then I shall· address the Con
ference. I now call upon His Worship the l\Iayor to address the Conference: 

Mr. M. R. Masani, the Mayor : Madame President, delegates to the Con
ference, ladies and gentlemen : I must first apologise to you for the dis
appointment caused to you by Shriniati Kamaladevi 's announcement of the 
slight change in the programme. I am sure you would ratht>r not have 
had the change. 

I would like at the outset to say that while two days ago. I . had the 
pleasure of welcoming your President elect and members of the Standing 
Committee to this city on behalf of the l\Iunicipal Corporation, now that 
I understand a larger number of delegates has come in. I would like to 
convey to them as well the warm welcome which the citizens of Bombay 
would desire me to give them on this oslasion. It is all the more pleasant 
to welcome you all because in a way this is the first time since August 
1942 that we are having a gathering of this nature in the city. One cannot 
help looking back and being reminded of occasions of this sort in the past 
which are no longer permissible in these days in · our country or in our 
city. You have brought added life to the city and raised the. level of its 
consciousness, and in that sense your Conference has contributed to our civic 
life. 

Having said that, I confess to an amount of . bewilderment as to the 
capacity in which I and my distinguished fellow-citizens who are invited here 
today are before you. I can only surmise that our capacity is something 
approximating to that of fraternal delegates from a fortunately non-existent 
All-India l\Ien's Conference. (Laughter). At the same time, the fact that 
the majority of the speakers on the opening day of the AU-India Women's 
Conference should be men is one which cannot but appeal to· the vanity of 
the mere male. I do hope it means an admission that even when you foregather, 
you cannot really do without us. 

There are just one or two points made by the retiring President and 
the Annual Report of the General Secretary to which I would like to draw 
attention. The first point, which was made by M:rs. Vijaya Lakshmi Pand.it, 
was that this is non-partisan organisation. That is a point which is well 
worth stressing, because I think that is the secret of the successful growth 
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and development of the Confer;nce. I think this Conference is bound to grow 
and become more and more powerful as a factor in our national life only 
to the extent that you can manage to retain that non-partisan character. We 
ha¥e seen unfortunately in the ease of certain other organisations of this 
nature, whether they were -of the workers, peasants or students, that they 
have all come to grief because of attempts in a certain quarter to permeate 
and capture those organisations for partisan ends. I do hope that your 
Conference will be able to survive any such attempts and repel them firmly 
~nd will keep its broad-based national eharacter. 

The other point is with reference to the Secretary's Report pertaining 
to the Abrama Training Camp. That Camp has set a very fine example of 
what your Conference can do_ to meet the growing demand for- trained women 
workers of various kinds in our countryside. There is a growing ne~d 

for doctors, teachers, nurses and technidans of every kind, including those in 
.social services, as well as enginee~. chemists and others. .And that waut 
has to be met. When one rt>ads of a plan like the Fifteen Years Plan. what 
one is worried about is not where the money is going to come from, but 
where the men and women are to <-orne from, because _such a plan requires 
laks of trained teehnicians, both men and women, of variou'> kinds. Toda~·, 

- those men and women simply do not exist in suffieient numbers in our 
com1try. For every doctor we have today, if we are to reach the Cnited 
Kingdom's standards, we need at least 16 doctors. And for every nurse we 
have in this country, we need 320 nur;.es if we are to get anywhere near 
the British standard. There is such a terrifie leeway to make up, and I do 
hope that you will follow the example you have set at Abrama and ha\·e 
eamps throughout thf'- <-ountry, in ewry pro\inee, and turn out a largt> 
number of women, trained in ~ocial and other seienees, so that when our 
country is free to t>mbark on big plans of development, women will be then•, 
to take up the work. I wish your session every sueeess, and, apart frOID 
king useful, I h(•pe you will find ~·our stay in Bombay pleasant. (Cheers). 

The President: Shri Bhulabhai Desai will now address the Confe-rence. 

1\lr. Bhulahhhai J. Desai : ·Madame President, Delegates to the .\11-
India '\\omen's Conferenee and Friends, I m~-selt \\'onder as the last speaker 
has <l~ne as to the actual place I occupy when I am invited to attend the 
Conference. If I was asked to do so as a survinl of those who used to bold 
what were eupbemistieally ealled social confere-nct's at the end of every session 
of the Indian Xatioual Congress, then I wish to repel the suggestion. For 
I am one of those who feel that the progress of the nation, and particularly 
6lU' own, no longer depends on the vicissitudes through which other countries 
pas.sed in the experiments of halting nature which were their fate. We 
stand today in a very- diBerent world in every sense of the term. 'While 
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ihere is the shadow of a world war, there is also the inspiration of a great 
example of the greatest experiment of a stupendous character in the applica
tion of freedom and equality to the relations of men and women and men 
and men in the world's history. It is that experiment which is the outstand- · 
ing event of this war, and of t4is world. And it is that experiment which is 
going now to be fore-runner of the work of reconstruction of society in the 
human world. For it is not by means of halting, individual measures that 
we are going to rejuvenate and revitalise this land, where no doubt in theory, 
in times gone by as was pointed Ot\t sometimes ago by the retiring President, -
there was an acceptance of the equality of men and women ,;. then there was 
period of intervening dadme<Js when women fell back, fell behind and fell 
into a state when the world began to look upon them with a certain amount 
of askance. It is not therefore by retracing this step, but by entirely reorganis
ing our life that the women of· this country are going to lead the world. 
I feel, if you look at the way in which the problem of women in India has 
during the la~t 2.3 years been tackled, I think it deserve; a considerable amount 
of congratulation. For there never was what may be called a militant move
ment which speaks for the fact that there was newr any resistance to the elai~ 
which they made. .An equality in the sphere (If life, an equality for the 
purpose of uoing their duty, and service to mankind, an equality claimed as 
the result of work, is an equality wbich could in modern times be never 
resisted. It is not a mere matter of histerical anachronism, but it is a case 
in which we felt that in this country we escaped the vicissitudes of militant 
womanhood in other lands, and for the simple season tbat it proceeded in a 
manner which evoked not merely the enthusiasm, but the assistance of meti 
whom you have invited here to address you. They feel that it is not by 
assisting you that they have done anything, but they realise that you .have 
made your own progress unimpeded by men so far as this country is concerned. 
It is a silent and tacit recognition -of a principle which the world learned 
after a great deal of time and trouble. 

For that reason, i feel, 'standing before you today and looking back to 
your work· for the last 17 years; it is a great pleasure to find that we stand 
where we stand today where no ,question can be raised. If you look-at the 
history of the last three or four years in the matter of franchise, the other 
day counting it over I found that while in every country, even in the Europea~ 
world, there was the question whether franchise should be granted or not, 
\\"e had a franchise of one in every ten women throughout the country.. I 
do not see any reason why there should not be the adult franchise applicable -
to women as well as men. How they won the last elections is a matter of 
history and a matter of great satisfaction to me ; it is a matter for great 
pride in the way in which they acquitted themselves so far as the organisation 
of the national life of this country is concerned. 
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I also wish tQ add a word about what was stated in regard to one of 
the matters in which the Conference holds a. strong opinion. That is, with 
reference to the pending legislation, as regards the rights of women as 
they are called. I would prefer to call them the restitution of their actual 
position. Whether it is the matter of intestate succession, or whether it is the 
matter of marriage, the application of correct principles of life is an obliga
tion and it is not a matter to be begged for. There are before the Assembly 
two bills, the Bill of Intestate Succession where ungTUdgingly they have 
recognised the right of inheritance of the sisters along with their brothers in 
almost every sphere and ev~ry grade. There is also before the Assembly a 
Bill codifying the Hindu Law on the question of marriage. It deals with 
two types of marriages, the sacramental and the civil, but even in· sacramental 
ma1Tiage, the principle of monogamy is sought to be obligatol'ily enforced. 
'fhe principle, while it appears revolutionary, will restore that self-respect 
and dignity to man al_ld woman which alone will place us in the position in 
which we wish to be placed before the world today. 

There are other matters which will arise before the Conference, but :so 
far as I am concernd, I feel that there should no more be any argument about 
principles. The world has seen, as I said, stupendous experimental success 
of the application of equality and freedom in all spheres of life and how it 
has vindicated itself in the vindication of freedom and democracy today. 
Let us now under the inspiring guidance of the application of this principle 
proceed so that our sisters will have no cause to say that Indian men did 
not assist in the restitution of their society, in the l'ehabilitation of their own 
life, and in the reconstruction of the future which belongs to this land as 
much as any other. I thank you for the invitation. 

The President: The Hon 'ble Justice Chagla will kindly address the 
Conference. 

1\lr. Justice l\1. C. Cbagla: l\ladan1. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, 
I have ceased to be a politician and I no longer understand politics. But 
without understanding politics I do realise that our country is at ~Jresent 
passing through a period of frustration and disillusionment and I congratulate 
the AU-India Women's Conference for not falling a victim to the prevailing 
atmosphere. 

One has only to look at this gathering to realise how .full of life and en
thusiasm the All-India Women's Conference is. The one great appeal that this 
cmiference has for me is that it has created a platform where united woman
hood can stand. Women of all communities, of all castes, and if I may say 
so of all races, from different parts of the country have come and sat on this 
platform, and as the previous speakers have pointed out the main feature 
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of this conference is that it is a nationalist, non-partisan institution. If 
Indian men have failed to create such a platform, all the greater glory to 
Indian women. (Applause). 

Ladies and gentlemen, I am sure that women of luuia do not claim any 
rights as women. The rights they claim are as human beings ; they want to 
have the same rights as men ha,·e. The rights they claim are legal rights, 
chic rights and economic rights. ~They claim that they should have tl1e 
~ame legal status in society as men han ; they claim that they should have 
the same rights of citizens~ip as the men have ; they claim that economically 
they should not be dependent upon the father or the husband, but should 
be independent economic units. I feel certain that there is no danger of the 
Indian Women's Conference constituting itself into a separatist body. For 
Heaven's sake, we do not want any more differences ht our country and we 
do not want a SE'X war between men and won1eu. 

It is my profound conviction that social reform can only be achieved by 
\\'omrn; l\Ien are not sufficiently interested in social reform.. They may be 
interested in the political freedom of the country ; they may be interested in 
economic or industrial advancement ; but so far as social reform is concerned 
it leaves them cold, because our present society is a man-made society ; men 
bave made the laws and have administered them and enn if this world 
is in a me&; it is a masculine mess. (Laughter). But it is time, ladies and 
gentlemen, that women redrt>ssed the balance of the old world. All that they 
claim is that the society of the future should be a society which must be 
tnade jointly by men and women. The laws which should govern society 
must be Jaws unitedly made by men and women and I do. not think that 
elaim is too highly placed. 

Ladies and gentlemen, the previous speakers wondered what role exactly 
~e speakers were supposed to play on this platform. I can offer au explanation. 
When Madam President instead of first delivering her presidential address 
asked U8 to speak I realised that we were to play, to use the language of the 
theatre, the part of curtain raisers and that we were to precede the going-up 
()f the curtain for the presidential address. I shall be the last :pe1·son to stand 
between the audience and the raising of the curtain. I am sur.e that during 
the term. of office of your new President the conference will reach greater 
tuccess. 

The President: l\lr. B .. J. Wadia, Vice-Chancellor of the Bombay 
University, will now speak. 

1\lr. B. J. Wadia: lladam President, La,dies and Gentlemen, on 
behalf of the University of Bombay I welcome the Women's Conference to 
the City of Bombay, and wish it tYery succtss. 
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I have a grievance ; but it is not against the President for having changed 
the programme. My grievance is against the organisers of the programme, 
because when I asked what I was to speak on, I was told...:_' Nothing in particular; 

. you can speak generally and say a few words.' (Laughter). 

I shall therefore, say only a few words, and will stand. aside for l\Iagam 
President to go on with her speech. In this world, and at this particular 
moment, we are going through enormous changes. We take new views of the 
past, we entertain new views and ideas of the present, and we are making 
a:ny number of plans for the· future. So that we are entirely in a state of 
flux. In the West, especially in England, women had to_fight long t!) attain 
the position which they have attained. They got the right to vote after many 
years. Having -got the right to vote they also wanted a change in the rights 
to membership of pro1Jerty. The old adage of the law was ' husband aud 
wife are one'; but the wife retorted : ' The husband is the one and not I.' 
'fheY. gradually got many changes made in their favour. 

In India things have not yet attained that stage. In England women 
have attained the stage of absolute independence ; but I do not comment it 
as ideal, that men should be independent of women and women should be 
independent of men. I. would rather that there was interdependence between 

_ the two. Without the two combining, no progress will be possible. 

I am sometimes told that education is making enormous progress in India. 
Judged from the larger number of students attending schools and colleges, 
that may be so, but the statement is not borne out by the figures of literacy 
in the country. In a country in which only 12 per cent of the population 
is literate the progress of education cannot be said to be satisfactory. Iu 
cities like Bombay . the nmnber of girls attending colleges is on the increase, 
but in the villages, which is the. real India, the ,progress of literacy is_ very 
slow indeed. I am looking forward to-the time when this progress will become 
more rapid, and I am sure that you are all also looking forward to the same 
end. l am sure that with the removal of the dead hand of the past, and 
when the tyranny of custom, tradition, and superstitio~, is no more, our 
women will make greater progress in education, whicl1 will ultimately lead 
to. their emancipation. 

Some of you may have heard, if not studied, wl1at Is. known as the Sargent 
scheme of education. It is a colossal scheme involving a colossal sum of money, and 
I for one am not so very optimistic as not to care where the money comes from. 
Undoubtedly, an army of men and women teachers will be required, and_ I am 
sure that amongst our educated men and women we shall find many able and 
willing to teach. The right to vote is important; but it is not everything. In 
~untries like France, Switzerland, Syria and Egypt women have not got the 
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vote. Everything does not depend on the vote. Much depends on the social 
position of the women. In China they say the wife rules the husband. I do 
not know bow far it is true, but I read somewhere that there is no com1try 
where there are more henpecked husbands than in China. {Laughter). What. 
is really required is that the position of women should be equalised,. and for 
that purpose we welcome the different reforms relating to position of inheritance, 
divorce and various other matters. I especially look forward . to the ameliora
tion of the position of widows because I cannot forget the words of Swami 
Vivekanand when he said : • I shall have no respect for any religion in the 
world, which does not wipe a widow's tearsnor bring a morsel of food to an 
orphan's mouth'. This was his great ideal. That is the ideal which we in 
India must look forward to. · . 

Food has become a great problem in India, and when we think of the work. 
done by women in the Bengal and Bijapur crisis, we men will never grudge 
the extent qone to the women for the great part they have played in this 
humanitarian work. I am sure we shall soon have many more women workers 
amongst us and when we shall have the real emancipation of women, men and 
women will become interdependent. It is a truism that no country can 
advance unless its women, the mothers of future generations, advance. We are all 
looking forward to a large increase in educational activity. I do not believe 
in, what they used to call in former times blue-stockings, nor do I believe in 
what they now call the highbrows ; but there is a tendency amongst our women 
graduates nowadays to ride the high horse, especially when they get higher 
honours in the University examinations than some of our ·boys do. I_ have no 
respect for highbrows, but I look forward to women who will not only. give us 
the educators of the future, but above all who will produce the servants who 
will serve in millions upon 'millions of Indian homes in the village where their 
work is most necessary. 1\ladam President, I wish your conference great suc
cess, and I thank you for the great honour you have done me by asking me to 
address it this evening. 

The Preside;nt: Sir Sitaram Patkar, ex-Judge, Bombay High Court, 
will now speak. 

Sir Sitar am · Patkar : Shrimati Kamaladevi, Mrs. Pandit, Lady 
Thackersey, Delegates, ladies and gentlemen, I have no complaint to make why 
I have been asked to speak on this occasion, nor why I have been asked to 
speak before the President has delivered her addreSs. 1;, am only anxious tllat 
1 should not detain you and delay your hearing the Presidential address. I 
shall, therefore, try to make my observations as brief as possible. 

During the last quarter of a century the Women's Conference has done 
great service to the country. They have brought tQ bear conF~iderable influence 

2 
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upon the consideration of many political .and social questions affecting the 
country. They have also been a .source, a spring of popular imagination and 
popular ideas. Women's associations have done great service for the political 
rejuvenation -of the country. 

The only question to which I shall now address myself is in regard to the 
social and legal statu.s of Hindu women. Their rights and liberties have 
been curtailed on account of archaic rules of Hindu Law which were framed 
centuries ago. They are inelastic, wooden, and antediluvian. They have no 
relation to and are not in consonance with the present environments of society. 

There are two forces which militate against the progress of Indian woman
hood. The first is the pursuit of out-of-date customs and the tendency to . 
maintain inherited traditions, and the second is the preservation of archaic 
laws by judicial decisions. The remedy against the _first is education of public 
opinion by means of the press, the public platform, and by meetings like this. 
But with regard to the laws of inheritance or laws of marriage they have 
become quite fixed and _static as the result of rulings given by final judicial 
decisions, and these rulings are now in force throughout the whole country. 
The only remedy against the mischief caused by the preservation of archaic 
laws by judicial decisions is through legislation. I will give one instance of 
how the ancient texts were framed and how the Vedic texts were misapplied. 
There was a Vedic text which related to the .prohibition of participation of 
Soina juice by women on account of their weakness and it was misapplied by 
Bodhayana who laid down on the strength of the text that women were 
not entitled to any portion of the inheritance. :Manu, another lawgiver, came 
to the conclusion that women were incompetent and, therefore, not entitled to 
get any share in the inheritance. I have reason to believe that if :Manu and 
Bodhayana were present at this gathering they would have modified their 
opinions as reg·ards weakness and incompetence of women. I am quite sure 
that the force of public opinion generated by women's associations will be 
instrumental in withstanding the opposition which is prevalent in some parts 
of the country. Already the efforts of women's associations have borne fruit. 
In the past they have been responsible for shaping legislation, and I have 
no doubt that in the near future they will succeed in attaining the ideals 
which they have in view. , ..... + .,.,. 

It is a matter -~f satisfaction that the Rau Committee was appointed. Its 
1·e-appointment was the direct result of the agitation carried on by the Women's 
Conference. Another instance in which women successfully carried on agita
tion in the Bomba·y Legislative Assembly was :Mr. Desai's Bill of Adoptil'n 
which had to be given up on account of their opposition. The Women's Con
ference and the associations affiliated to it have been doing immense service to 
Indian womanhood, 
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The Rau Committee has fortunately now submitted their well-considered 
views in the two Bills, one relating to intestate succession and the other to 
marriage. The criterion of the civilization and culture of any society is to be 
judged from the position accordt'd to tht' woman by that society, and I think 
the Rau Committee has done a great servict' to Indian womanhood by provid
ing rules of inheritance and marriage which are in consonance with justice and 
equity. In the civil form and also in the case of the sacremental form (If 
marriage it bas been provided that monogamy shall be the rule. In the case 
of inheritance the Rau Committee has recommended that the daughter should 
get a share simultaneously with the son . 

• 
In the past women's organisations have done great, service in the cause 

of education, but this work is more urgently needed in the rural areas than 
in the urban areas. I should like, therefore, to suggest · to members of this 
conference that they should extend their activities to rural areas, where much 
work remains to be done. They should also consider 1\Ir. Sargent's scht'me of 
education so far as it affects women. 

In conclusion, I would appeal to the members of the conference to go on 
agitating till they secure equality of statu_s and equality of opportunity in the 
competition of life, and equality of rights and obligations, which are the guid
ing principles in determining the status of women which in its turn is the true 
index of the civilization and culture of any society. 

The President (Shrimati Kamaladcvi) made' a few introductory remarks 
before reading her address. She said : It is customary on occasions such as 
this to w·ecede the address by an expression of great humility and the un
deservedness on the part of the person who has been elected to preside. But 
I do not want to indulge in such remarks because my feelings of pride and 
pleasure more than counterbalance my feeling of humility. I feel this in 
rather a personal way because of the tremendous response this Conference has 
had as also because of the rather creditable achievements of the Conference 
in the course of the last 17 years, and if this gathering of happy faces before 
me is any indication I think I should feel proud and happy because I have 
been very closely associated with this Conference from its very inception. I 
am also particularly glad that this conference meets in Bombay and during 
the National Week, a week full of poignant memories and associations for us 
and I, at least in my heart, and I think several others will be with me, dedicate 
this Conference and its work as one of the many national aspects of national 
service that we can perform in memory of the National \Veek. 

. . 

Shrimati Kamaladew then read her Presidential address. 
r 
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS' 
Friends, 

I should like at the outset to offer our sincerest sytnpathies to Shrimati 
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, our retiring President, in the irreparable loss she has 
sustained,· and send our greetings to 1\lrs. Margaret Cousins, who may be justly 
called the founder of this Conference, now lying on her sick bed, to 'Wish her 
a speedy recovery. 

Although the women's movement has fairly ad,·anced and matured, I feel 
the need today more than ever to restate its ease, because of the continued 
misunderstanding of its nature and growth by 1 large number of men and 
quite a few women alike. The women's movement ·is essentially a social 
movement and part of the process of enabling a constituent part of society to 
adjust itself to the constantly changing social and economic conditions, and try-

. ing to influence those changes and conditions with a view to minimising irritations 
and conflicts and making for the largest measure of harmony~ Thus it operates as 
an integral part of the progressive social structure in the broadest sense, and 
is not a sex war as so many mechanically believe or are led to believe. For the 
issues round which it revolves, such as right of votes, inheritance, entry into 
professions and the like, are an intrinsic part of the bigger issues striving 
to overcome the prevailing undemocratic practices that deny common rights 
to certain sections of society. It is therefore a .comrade to the struggle of the 
backward castes and the long oppressed classes seeking alike to regain the lost 
inheritance of man's inalienable rights. To give it any other interpretation 
or shear it off to isolate it from the main current, is soc·ially injurio~s. It is 
equally erroneous to hold the " nature of man " responsible for women's 
disabilities and give the women's movement an anti-man twist.- It is the nature 
of our society which is at fault and our drh·e bas to be directed against faulty 
social institutions. 

The women's movement, therefore, does not seek to make women either 
fight men or imitate them.' It rather seeks to instil into them a eonsciousnPss 
of their own faculties and functions and create a respect for those of the other 
sex. Thus alone can society be conditioned to accept the two as equals. To 
fit women theoretically and practically into this scheme, women have to be 
encouraged to develop their gifts and talents. This has, therefore to be one of 
the main planks of the movement. 

Closely allied to a false conception of the women's mo,·ement is also the 
false. value allotted to the women's economic worth. The correct premise to 
start from is the recognition of the social division of labour between the sexes, 
which gives the lie ·direct to the middle and upper class conception of women 
as domestic -and social 'parasites, living off their husbands and contributing 
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nothing. Woman power is basic and the woman must be recognised as a social 
and economic factor on her own, not as an assistant to man. Little recognised 
are the tremendous labours of the housewife and even in the most highly 
industrialised countries, house-keeping still remains the major industry, and 
the housewives still from the majority. To state blandly ·that woman produces 
children and rears them, cooks food, cleans, washes, is not enough. According 
to industrial economy she produces labour power, and labour power is basic, 
for, without it none of the other kinds of power can be made to operate. But 
that too is not good enough. The housewife is as much of a working woman _ 
as a factory worker. She expends more energy and time and skill in the pro
duction of commodities than the unionised, legally protected worker, for her 
hours are unlimited and her tools countless. Tradition has always tended to 
place a lower value on the home production and services. One reason may 
be because such goods and services do not come on the market but only eater 
to the family group as consumers. Yet, really speaking, this very fact should 
make them as one writer says '' Priceless.'' For, since society depends upon 
the family not only for biological perpetuation but cultu~al as well, woman 
.as the guardian of the home and one of its stabilising factors, will also continue 
to remain " Priceless." The tragedy is that its very non-pecuniary and non
competitive character has lowered the prestige of the woman's role. Husbands 
who claim they " support " their wives simply because the latter do not bring 
home a pay cheque, are being anti-social, upsetting the harmonious social 
equilibrium and breaking social solidarity. For it is time society recognised 
that every housewife supports herself though she' may not scratch at a desk 
or run a machine, by the social labour she performs and the contribution she 
makes towards the maintenance of the home and its happiness. 

The entrance of women into extra-domestic activities has to be welcomed, 
for it provides a wider field for the women's talents, breaks the relative segre
gation of the women as a sex, relaxes the restrictions that otherwise narrow 
women's functions. What is strange is that as long as woman confines herself 
to her domestic duties, she is censured as a burden on man,. whereas if she 
tries to earn a livelihood outside the home, she is equally condemned as a com
petitor of man, trying to take his livelihood away from him. Truly did Robert 
Ingersoll say that a fact will fit all other facts, but a lie will fit nothing 
except another lie made expressly for that purpose. Correctly viewed and 
rightly interpreted, the women's movement is found resting on a scientific 
basis, shaped by a rational ideology and indispensable in the social scheme of 
things. 

The field of operations that lie before the . Conference is ever-widening. 
Many varied activit.ies beckon and the temptation to rush in. all directions is 
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great. But like an autumnal matron who has developed a high sense of dis-
. crimination but· not lost her youthful vigour and enthusiasm, the Conference 
would do well to concentrate on a few items and do the~ well. First in 
importance I would place the training of social services, so eminently needed 
yet so grievously neglected. It had been my privilege to have my modest little 
t>xperiment in this field accepted by the Conference. The ready response and 
eo-operation it received from other organ.isationis, workers and the public 
heartens me once again to appeal to the provincial branches of the Conference 
to make this one of the. chief prog·rammes of work for the year, with any 
necessary modifications in the original scheme. Closely allied to this is the 
necessity for training women in handicrafts and fostering hand industries. 
Those of our branches who are already working in this direction, one of them 
even turning out paper, will testify to the utility of such ventures. They will 
provide a means of· livelihood to many helpless women. Incidentally, they 
will add to the industrial production of our countcy at a time when it is not 
able to meet our needs. Every Branch should initiate whatever industries 
can run best. In such undertakings, I am sure, we can always count on 
the help and eo-operation of other experienced bodies who are already in 
the field but who do not attempt, specially, to train and employ women, a task 
this Confernce is best· fitted for. 

As essential and as scarce are the health-services, particularly nursing. 
A rough set of figure~ say, there is one Nurse for every 56,000 people or to 256 
square miles. The Health visitors are about one. per 3,50,000. The .. maternity 
and child welfare movement is mostly a week-end show and the entire country 
can boast of only 800 centres to cater to such a vast area and population. All 
this makes an appalling picture. While admitting that the Women's Conference 
is not the body which can build up a complete health service to meet the 
c~untry's requirements, I feel sure it can make a small but appreciable contri
bution. It can recruit women to the nursing profession, encourage many more 
girls to take courses in public health, nursing, first aid, industrial hygiene, etc., 
and also get more of such courses introduced into our educational and social 
institutions. It can help to organise shorter courses in ih~ general principles 
of nursing to meet the present emergency in tht> country. At the same time 
it should agitate to raise the standard of hotL'Iing allowance, training and 
pay of the nursing staff, with a view to popularise and secure social recognition 
to this long despised but most noble of professions. The Conference can also 
organise relief units out of the available material and co-operate with such 
bodies as the Women's Reserve :Medical Unit formed by the medical women 
in Delhi, which did such excellent service in Bengal. Such work deserves 
our warmest commendation and I can only hope that this worthy example will 
be followed by other provinces in distress. The Branches and Sub-Branches 
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can certainly dot the country with numerous maternity and child welfare 
cntres, creches, etc. 

Although the food problem is the most frightening at the moment and 
tends to overshadow most others, its causes ·are beyond the Conference's power 
to remedy. As long as India's economy continues to be throttled and perverted 
by foreign interests, hunger and starvation must stalk this land of plenty. 
Only a careful development of its vast untapped wealth based on an economy 
designed to meet" the needs of the people by a free Indian people's govern
ment, can aspire to overcome this dreadful scourge of perpetual famines. But 
that cannot by any means be our final word on it. As women happen to be the 
regulators of food in the home they should be mor~ sensitive now than ever 
to the care and preservation of food, avoid waste in daily consumption as also 
in lavish hospitality which in the present setting strikes one as painfully 
incongruous. Working out of balanced diets with the limited things available, 
would also .help. The worst sufferers in this tragic drama are the children. 
In very responsible society they have the first claim on the available resources, 
particularly milk. But today in our country the man who pays the price gets 
the milk. So, while adults who are not wholly dependent on this article are 
able to get large supplies and sometimes even thoughtlessly waste it, children 
who solely subsist on it are forced to go without it if they do not have sufficient 
means. Ways and methods must be sought by us to alter this and see that 

·our children, which in reality means several future generations to come, are not 
hopelessly_ undermined. We shall be guilty of a grave crime if we do not get 
this righted immediately. 

In catering to the daily needs of the mere man we too often grossly neglect 
the cultural side, the delicate creations in word, song and colour in which the 
dreams of mankind find expression. The Conference must realise its respon
sibily in fostering creative work. It can encourage women artists and introduce 
them to th!'! public. It can place their writings with publishers, arti(!les ".'ith 
~ditors, it can 'organise concerts and exhibitions and help playwrights pr~duce 
their plays. This would help release floods of creative streams and direct 
them into useful channels, thereby enriching the cultural wealth of our country, 
a wealth which can only be measured by the happiness it brings to them that 
give and them that receive. 

Two happenings affecting women have considerably agitated the public 
mind :-the re-employment of women in mines and the Bills emerging from 
the deliberations of the Rau Committee, now before the Central Assembly.· 
The former~ an act perpetrated in violation of an International agreement and 
intense national feeling, has raised such a storm of protest both in India and 
abroad as to bear ample testimony to its unpopularity. The Government 
arguments that no compulsion is applied and that wages have been increased, 
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have no reality. Poverty drives people to any risks. The very fact that three 
annas a day is paid for surface work as against eight annas underground is 
explanation enough. The wage even after this grand increase is about Rs. 15, 
while the average in other industries in the neighbourhood is around Rs. 25 
to 30. In addition, the general conditions are very bad, housing deplorable 
and inadequate. Although the agitation against this measure has been con
siderable, it has not been efiective, and none of us can rest while it continues. 
'l'he Women's Conference, if it is to prove an effective instrument for safe
guarding women's interests, must get women out of the mines as speedily as 
possible. · 

·All progressive elen!ents in India have long dreamed of the establishment 
of a common national legal code, operating irrespective of caste or creed. It 
is as a step towards this that we welcome the codification of the Hindu Law 
undertaken by the Rau Committee, and not as an end in itself. I hope this 
attempt will fructify in the near future and give us the entire codification as 
a complete picture, instead of in bits and pieces which so easily lend them
selves to distortion when isolated from the whole. The Conference has sup-

- ported the Intestate Succession Bill in spite of its inadequate nature, because 
it seeks to give recognition to the principle of women's right. It is regrettable 
that in the Marriage Bill the barriers of caste ·and gotra which have lost most 
of their significance in modern society, have not been overcome. The clause 
on monoga~y is welcome though it would not serve the purpose without certain 
other changes which are envisaged. The 'Vomen's Conference, along with 
other liberal sections of society has always stood for the institution of marriage. 
'fhe strong allegience of women to this institution hardly needs reiteration, 
for lt is proverbial. Instinctively in their own interest and in the interest of 
social stability so deeply ingrained in them, they will always strive to keep 
this intact. But all societies including the Hindu, have recognised the need 
for modification, in its legal attitudes. Laws have had to ch_ange from time 
to time under changing conditions. Those who seek a relaxation in a rigid 
marriage· law or a law that makes differences between the sexes in dispensing 
justice, do not do so on flimsy grounds but on a deep respect for and under
standing of the function of law which is to enable harmonious living. Where 

·it becomes a social injustice, the need for an adjustment bas to be recognised 
by society as imperative. · 

/ 

Some mental and verbal agitation has been afoot over the political nature 
of the Women's Conference. To a subject people politics is its very life
breath. To deny that urge is to deny life. Weighed down though we may be 
by chains, we continue to live on dreams and thoughts of freedom and a 
striving. towards it. To. formulate political sensitiveness into an accusation, 
is to charge the organisation for being alive. The Women's Conference can-
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not remain impeniou.s to natural inner urges and cataclysmic outer even~s.. 
The members of the Conference may have di«erent political affiliations, but I 
hne no doubt they represent an effort to reach the same cherished goal of 
national freedom by varied paths. To lose sight of that goal would mean the 
negation of the very objective this great organisation stands for: self-respect and 
10eial solidarity. But it is in the very nature of its role and function that it 
should remain non-partisan, unattached to any political school or party. It 
has been our pride in the past to maintain that and it shall be our duty in 
the future to preserve it. Those who think and act otherwise, I have no 
hesitation in saying most emphatically, are no friends of the Conference. 

Our peninsular outline has widened into the global, with · an 
increasing awareness that we and the rest of the world are but part of a single 
sphere, that our destinies are inevitably linked, our paths interlocked. There
fore, world policies and events are as much our concern as our affairs, their 
responsibilities. War as mueh as peace reveals that the world cannot be 
divided into islands of freedom and slavery, that the present system of one 
people holding another down by armed might, no matter with what smooth 
explanations, leads ultimately to world enslavement by fear and violence, and 
to colossal human, material and moral destruction. Just as national freedom 
is but an extension of the social freedom, the Conference is fighting for, the 
establishment of the same principle all the world over is of equal interest to 
ns. Until this present system is not only outlawed in principle but abolished 
in practice, all talk of peace and freedom becomes transitory and meaningless. 
For peace is not to be achieved by armed victories or by refusing to bear arms, 
but by the removal of the root causes : imperialism and colonial exploitation 
that menace peace. Today we witness the fantastic spectacle of big world 
powers claiming to fight for the larger freedom and greater happiness of man
kind feeling no sense of shame or humiliation in denying those very principles 
to millions of the people they still conntinue to exploit and dominate. It 
is not idle curiosity or cheap sentiment which shapes the question that haunts 
and harasses every diplomat-like a family ghost : "What about India"! 
We may well say " Everything," for while England continues to hold India 
in political and economic bondage, the United Nations do nothing short of per
petrating a colossal lie on humanity. India is more than a test, it is- a symboL 
It is the mirror in which the world sees the shape c,f things to be. Today we 
are witnessing the fantastic spectacle of two warring groups, each assiduously 
claiming to fight for the larger freedom and greater happiness of mankind. It 
is towards a world which recognises the right of every nation to determine and 
rule its own destiny but in a eo-operative world order, that the women c,f India 
and of the world have to strive for, if humanity is ever to enjoy decency, peace 
and happiness, and ~orld wars banished from amongst our seasonal ptSts. 
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Before closing, I should like to send my thoughts to those millions all 
over the world whose homes have been gripped by the plight of death and 
destruction, and whose spirits lacerated by untold suffering, and offer them 
sincerest sympathies. In particular, my thoughts turn to the distressed areas 
within our own homeland and I. take this opportunity to pay my humble tribute 
to the various organisations, volunteer corps and individuals who are so self
lessly serving to alleviate suffering. I should like particularly to congTatulate 
our Bengal Branch for its splendid work in this terrible distress. 

The air is heavy with gloom, the sky rent with cries of pain. Civil 
liberties, one of the main planks of the Conference1 are under perpetual assault. 
Shadows of suspicion and insincerity deepen and lengthen blacking . out 
those neon lights mankind had succeeded in lighting through the ages, a grow
ing disregard for the common Courtesies and human decencies and a ruthless 
:flouting of popular feeling make a mockery of life. · The continued detention 
of our valued and irreplaceable leaders'and comrades who alone at the helm 
could transform the scene from despair to hope and weave order out of chaos, 
often dulls our spirit and stays our hand. But this very tragedy should in 
truth, galvanize us into greater and mightier action, for our responsibility 
becomes doubly great. There are some who turn to post-war reconstruction 
as an escape from the terrors of the present. Others believe that in large scale 
industrialisation lies the cure. Those who have faith in these patent pills have 
only to glance at some of the highly industrialised countries to note the havoc 
wrought out of priceless natural !-'esources and marvellous technical opportu
nities. Hunger, unemployment, slums, human degradation, all bear eloquent 
testimony to this tragedy. It is not enough to produce more. It is more im
portant to determine its basis, and the principles that will guide the distribu
tion, in short, who controls and_ directs the economy. We cannot surely 
subscribe to a system in which many produce but few enjoy the benefit, in 
which artificial scarcity is created by arbitrarily denying men the right to 
produce, and destroying natural wealth. Women can have real freedom only 
in a society which will uphold the sanctity of life and the dignity of labour, 
a society which will give every child the fullest opportunities for development, 
enforce and.. practise those fundamental economic and social rights that entitle 
every individual to a decent life, the fruits of his or her labour, and the benefits 
of science and culture. To achieve this the Women's Conference ·should ally 
itself with all the progressive forces in the country and develop a vital identity 
with other oppressed sections of the society to pull its full weight on the side 
of progress in order to overcome reaction. Thus alone can it meet the present 
challenge and play an accredited role ·in the national regeneration of the 
country. 
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Shrimati Rameshwari Nehru,_ speaking in Hindustani, said :-For 
the last two hours you have been listening the speeches by eminent public 
men and also to the instructive speech of the President. I do not, therefore, 
wish to take up any of your time, and will perform in the fewest words. 
possible the happy duty of proposing a vote of thanks to all those concerned 
in making this Session a success. First of all I thank the local Branch of 
the Conference who have made excellent arrangements for more than 200 
delegates from all parts of India. Our admiration and appreciation of their 
work is all the greater· when we think of the many difficulties they have had 
to contend with, such as rationing of food and petrol and difficulties of· 
transport. Lady Thackersey, the Chairman of the Re<!eption Committee, 
deserves our sincerest thanks. The arrangements made for us leave nothing 
to be desired. 

I hope I shall be excused if I make a few comments on the welcome 
speech delivered by Lady Thackersey. I appreciate it because I regard it as 
a contribution for the furtherance of Hindustani as the lingtta franca of 
India. It must have cost her an effort to write in Hindustani as it is not 
her mother tongue. But disregarding the inconveniences she has set an 
example which is well worth emulation. 

we are most thankful to the numerous volunteers who have been working 
day and night. They have spared no pains to make us comfortable and have 
succeeded wonderfully in their efforts. I also thank heartily the gentlemen, 
who addressed us this evening and gave us the benefit of their knowledge 

. and experience. 

We are also grateful to all men an women who have graced this occasion 
with their presence. What a contrast this Conference is to the days when the 
organisers had to go from house to house to collect a small gathering. Com
pared to those days we have made considerable progress, but it will not do 
to rest on our laurels. What we have done but touched the fringe of the 
problems that face us. A great many things still remain to be done · and 
it is necessary that we must have a mueh larger army of workers than we 
have at present. 

At this time of her retirement the Conference remembers with gratitude 
the unique services rendered by Shrimati Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit during the 
two years of her Presidentship-And that she has done in spite of many person
al difficulties. In Shrimati Kamaladevi, our President for the coming year 
we have a dynamic personality who is bound to leave her impression on the 
Conference. In her Presidential address she has given us an indication of the 
work she would like the Conference to pursue and we must all put our shoulders 
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to the wheel. Finally, I appeal to all to contribute to the save the Children 
Fund. 

Dr. (1\lrs.) 1\lalinibai Sukthankar said :-1 have great pleasure in 
seconding the vote of thanks so ably moved by our ex-President and Patroness, 
Shrimati Ram.eshwari Nehru. The Conference, wliich we claim to be the pre
mier institution working for the welfare of women, has met in this premier 
city of .Bombay after a lapse of 14 years. We are thankful to all those who haYe 
helped us and have made it possible to hold this conference in Bombay despite 
the difficult times through which we are passing. We have in our midst today 
our popular Mayor, Ml-; Masani, who is at the helm of civic affairs, !tir. Bhula
bhai Desai, the prominent Congress leader, lir. Justice Chagla, who has been 
taking a sympathetic interest in the women's movement, and two prominent 
educationists, the Vice-Chancellor and the Chancellor of the two lJniversities 
in Bombay. We are thankful to them for acceding to our request and coming 
here and speaking to us. 

· It is not posSible in a short space of time to mention all those who have 
helped us in holding the conference and I may be pardoned if I mention only 
a few of them. We are thankful to all our hOstesses, to the Gopaldas Charities, 
to the A. R. P. Authorities and the B. E. S. T. and to those who have helped us 
to make the conference a success. The aim of this conference is to strive for 
equality for women and to make her an equal a~d responsible partner in every 
sphere of life. With the able guidance of our President we shall go forward and 
soon attain our aims. Above all I must thank all those ladies and gentlemen who 
have graced this occasion by their presence. 

The President : I have two announcements to make. The first is that 
the exhibition organised by the Reception Committee of the All-India Women's 
Conference is open daily from 3-30 p.m. to 7-30 p.m. till the 16th instant. 
Secondly; I have to announce that the old Standing Committee still continues 
and will meet at Lady Thackersey's House tomorrow morning at 9. 

The Conference adjourned till 11-30 a.m. 9n Saturday, after the singing 
of "Jana Gana 1\Iana" by girls. 
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11-30 A.M. to 6 P.M. 

When the Conference resumed its sitting on Saturday mornillg, the 
President called upon the Hon. General Secretary to take the attendance of 
the delegates. 

The President next called upon the :Member-in-Charge of Special Subjects 
to read their reports. Shrimati Kamaladevi said : " I shall give :Members
in-Cltarge three to five minutes each. Then Branch reports will follow. ·I 
want to be very strict with regard to time so that the delegates will have more 
time to speak on the resolutions.'' 

The following reports were presented :- . 

REPORT ON GENERAL EDUCATION, 1942-43 

1\Irs. Hannah Sen, Member-in-Charge. 

Due to the general pre-occupation with the situation created by the War 
and with the distress and famine so wide-spread in the Country, little thought 
or attention could be given to Education and other important peace-time-acti
vities. The constituent Branches of the Conference found themselves more 
deeply concerned, and perhaps rightly, with problems that were mainly political 
and economic, in particular with the inequitable distribution of food and cloth
ing. There were, however, during the year, two valuable contributions of an 
.All-India Character towards the reorganisation and development of education : 
the Delhi University Bill and Mr. John Sargent's llemorandum on Post-War 
Educational Development in India. 

The Delhi University Bill, whose passage through the Central Legislature 
was of the utmost interest to educationists, emerged recently as a full-blown 

, Act, which, it is hoped, will be the precursor of similar reforms in other Indian 
universities: In my Report on General Education, which I placed before the 
Session· of the Conference at Coeanada, I gave a brief account of the outstand
ing changes that were then contemplated : namely the abolition of the Inter
mediate Course, the institution of a three-year Degree Course and the addition 
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of one year to the school course. It was felt that the§e changes, accompaniett 
by a complete overhauling of the school system; would result in the first place 
in so raising the standard of the final examination that 1\Iatriculates would be 
better equipped to deal with the problems of· life and in the second place in 
ensuring to university entrants an educational background that would enable 
them to make fuller and more effective use of their college studies. These 

. changes have now been incorporated into the Delhi University Act. 

The success or failcire of the Delhi experiment . will profoundly affect 
educational policy and practice throughout the country. It is gratifying to 
us-th~ members of the 'Vomen 's Conference-to know that one of our 
colleagues, Mrs. Renuka Ray, has shared in the task of shaping the Delhi Uni
versity Bill. 

1\Ir. John Sargent's 1\Iemorandum made its public appearance some time 
in October last year. He has drawn up a comprehensive scheme for national 
education at an estimated annual cost of 277 crores of rupees. His Memoran
dum embodies the main proposals contained in the reports of the various Com
mittees appointed by the Central Advisory Board of Education, and it deserves 
the full support of all well wishers of the people. Here again the Conference 
has indirectly played a part. For two of their active members, Raj Kumari 
Amrit Kaur Saheba and 1\lrs. Renuka Ray, have served on the Central Advisory 
Board and its several Committees. 

Mention might be made also of another effort towards educational recon
struction. The Women's Voluntary Service has appointed a Special Committee 
to frame a scheme of comprehensive post-war reforms, particularly in regard 
to women and children.- The Educational Sub-Committee of this Special 
Committee, has as its Chairwoman, Mrs. _Rustomji Fariodoonji, a Patron of the 
Women's Conference. 

We .are indeed glad that, in spite of other pressing needs, the problems 
of education are not being entirely forgotten and that some of our members 
are contributing vitally to educational reform and advancement. 

REPORT ON HEALTH, .1942-43. 

1\lrs. Kamalabai Nimbkar, Member-in-Charge. 

When appointed Member for Health in January 1942 no material on the 
subject was made available from past Members for Health nor was there any 
definite programme of work. However, from the " Scheme for the Extension 
of the Work of the AU-India Women's Conference" in the Allahabad Report 
by Rani Lakshmibai Rajwade, I realized the need for material. This material 
should cover all types of health work. It should form the basis of suggestions 
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to the Branches, of programmes of work and of pamphlets for . carrying out 
such programmes. Immediately I set myself to the task of collecting a library 
on Health Subjects and wrote to over twenty-five health and social organiza
tions with whom I was associated when a Statistician in America, for their 
publications, subscribed to a number of magazines such as " The Crippled 
Child," " Sight Saving Review ~' and the Bulletin Service of the National Re
ereation Association. .Among the organizations who have sent us their mate
rial are The American Heart Association, National Society for the Prevention 
of Blindness, The Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., The Children's Bureau of 
the United States Department of Labour, The New York Tuberculosis and 
Health Association, The International Society for Crippled Cb,ildren, several 
state health departments, and The Philadelphia school of Occu
pational Therapy. The last mentioned not only sent us articles on 
Occupational Therapy but wrote, ''should be very happy to have an 
Indian girl for training, and could, I believe, assist her with scholarship funds. 
Lacking that, it might be possible to find one of our graduates who would be 
interested in going to India.'' 

The .American organi1.ations were written to first as I knew it wo\.lld take 
many months to receive material from them. I am glad to tell you that 
through the generosity of these organizations we have today a library of over 
two pamphlets most recently published in America on health matters and some 
twenty posters. Many of the organizations are sending us their monthly 
bulletins and any new material as it is published. 

As the material was received it was listed in the quarterly issues of Roshni 
and two articles, one on Occupational Therapy and the other on Venereal Disease 
Control, was published in Roshni. To find 'out .how useful the material would be to 
the Branches and to let them know what I was doing I have purchased a dup
licating machine and with it prepared three Health Bulletins, each one con
taining a Health .Story. From my own· experience in educational work I knew 
that the right type of health education material does not exist in a readily 
available form here. I am most happy to tell you that a number of our 
Branches have written me that they are distributing copies to schools, some 
even going to the trouble of translating the stories into their local vernacular. 
The son of our Standing Committee Member for Baroda ·has translated the 
stories into Marathi and one of them has been published in a 1\larathi Children's 
Magazine. 

With the third Health Bulletin a scheme of work for the Branches was 
suggested which I hoped would be provocative and encourage them . to take 
up more of their local .health problems. Only one Branch acknowledged this 
letter and wrote saying that they were trying to follow my suggestions. More 
recently the Branch Representatives have been asked to come to this Coil-
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fere~ee prepared with suggestions- as to bow the Member for Health can 
heY, them with their local health programmes. I should like to say at this 
point that those with whom I have talked since their arrival have been most 
interested and helpful and I trust that we will be able to develop a real 
programme. of Health Work in each Branch before the year is out. 

· Nursing Study : At the Standing Committee Meeting held at Abrama 
in May 1942 it was proposed that I should take up the. Nursing Study which 
had been started a few years before by Rani Rajwade. Much of that 
material -was not up-to-date by the time I received it. When in Delhi this 
last November l went to see Miss E. E. Hutchings, Chief Lady Suprinten-. 
dent, Auxiliary Nursing Service of India. She told me that a very com
prehensive study was being made, that it would be available to us in a few 
months, ·and suggested that to _avoid duplicating work we should wait for 
her Report and then if we wished further material, we could ask the various 
hospitals and nurses training institutions !"or it. . 

Public Health in India : In order to avoid duplication and to han 
a better knowledge of our own problems I have more recently written to 
the Directors of Public Health of all the Provinces, the larger Indian States 
and the Health Officers of our largest cities. The material is daily pouring 
in and I am delighted to find that many Health Officers are not only ready 
for our co-operation but eager. · 

Health Survey and Development Committee : When attending our 
Standing Committee Meeting in Delhi last November the opportunity was 
taken to contact the Secretary of the Health Survey and Development Com
mittee. His Committee· is primarily engaged in a study of the existing health 

' conditions in India but is also collecting material for recommendations to be 
made at a much later date. He was particularly interested to see the ~ealth 
Education material with me as some of it is not available elsewhere, being 
the original work done in that field by the Bellevue-Yorkville Health Demon
stration of New York Cityof which I had the honour of being the Statistician 
~n charge of Research for two years before coming_ to India. 

From the above you will see that the first stage of a Health Programme 
is largely complete. · There has been a beginning in the dissemination of 
information. I trust that whosoever works as Member for Health for the 
coming year, will have your co-operation to make the best use of the material 
which is now available. 

In closing I should like to thank those Branches who 'have_ encouraged me 
by asking for additional copies of the Health Bulletin and who have expressecl 
their interest and desire to carry out more health work in their areas. 
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REPORT ON LABOUR-,VOMEN & CHILD LABOUR 194:2-4:3 

:Mrs. Sudha ~Iazumdar-:Member-in-charge 

No Legislative measures of importance dealing with Women and Child· 
Labour was passed by the Provincial and Central Governments in 1942. 

In 1943, as a first step in Social Insurance in Indian Labour Legislation, 
the Govt. of India started preparing a Health Insurance Scheme, A question
naire on Sickness Insurance was circulated. In this there are 2 questions 
specially concerned with women labour, namely Maternity and Funeral 
Benefits. There is a suggestion whether the Maternity Benefit Act prevalent 
in many provinces in India, should be transferred to the Health Insurance 
Scheme under· consideration. Dr. Adarkar, Professor of Allahabad University, 
has been specially deputed by the Government of India to prepare the Scheme. 
The Bengal Government are reserving their opinion until they see the definite 
proposals framed by him. Personally, I feel the Maternity Benefit should be 
brought under Sickness Insurance, as this is the practice in. all modern 
industrialised countries with sound social legislation. Besides, in this way it 
will be better administered, specially amongst bad and indifferent employers, 
the number of whom is considerable in this country. As for the Funeral 
Benefit it is a normal part of Sickness Insurance Scheme in other countries. 
Cash of Rs. 50/- in each case, I think, should be the extent and nature of 
each Benefit. · · . 

\ 

1. It was felt that the members of our Conference should also study the 
questionnaire and give their considered opinion on the measures proposed, 
and their further suggestions, if any, as to the betterment of the conditions of 
women labour generally, for placing the same before the Government. Accord
ingly, in August last, circulars :were sent to all our Standing Committee Aiembers. 
I am grateful to the Gujarat, Hyderabad (Sind), and Gwalior Branches for 
their replies. As most of us have been busy with Famine Relief measures, 
the Circular must have been laid aside for the purpose. . As replies were so 
few, no further action has been taken in the matter. 

2. In August 1943, the Central Government exempted all coal Dlines in the 
Central Provinces from the provision of the Indian Mines Act which prohibits 
the employment of women in underground workings. This was done, it was 
said, to maintain adequate labour in the mines, particularly during the mon
soon when labour is inclined to . leave the mines for cultivation. The 
position in the C. P. c.oal fields was unique. There was an adquatc 
wagon supply for transporting coal, but shortage of labour prevented a 
maximum output. It was hoped that by the temporary relaxation of the 
present regulation, women labour would be attracted to the fields, and that 
the output would increase. 

3 
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This Govt. Notification on the relaxation of provisions of the Indian Mines 
Act, forbidding employment of women underground, created much dissatis
faction amongst women who have worked so long for the amelio
ration of the deplorable conditions of women labour in this country; 
Accordingly a strongly worded protest was sent from our Conference, in the 
form of a telegram to the Hon 'ble Member in Charge of Labour in the 
Viceroy's Executive Council, and also to the Private Secretary to H. E. the 
Viceroy. 

It is a matter of much regret that Govt. so far has not taken any fur
ther action in the matter. If it is impossible to retract Govt. decision in the 
present times, it should be urged on Govt. that greater amenities and better 
wages be provided for the women labour employed underground. It is also 
felt that the labour shortage in the mines would not have arisen, if wages 
had been liberal. 

3. The Bengal Government's Tea Estates Maternity. Benefit Bill, as passed 
by the LegiSlative Council in 1941, has not yet received sanction of the Legisla
tive Assembly. It is likely that itmay be taken into consideration in the next' 
Budget Sessions .of 1944-45. 

4. It is indeed regrettable that the Bengal Government in spite of our 
requests, have not yet appointed a woman Fact.ory. Inspector. 

5. It is felt the Indian Factories Act needs amendment. A· few sugges
tions are as follows :-

1. A half day's holiday with pay once a 'veek to be made a general 
rule for all factories employing women labour. A mid week day, preferably 
W eduesday afternoon, might be declared a half day for all women. The need 
for this is great as most of them are mothers. From early morning till late 
in the afternoon they labour in the factory. · Evening means the usual cook
ing for the family, after which there is little time for household work, and 
very little energy left for it either. Sunday& are largely washing days, and 
they enjoy no leisure. ConsequentJy hard worked_ in both factory and home, 
the woman labourer is worn out before her time. The measure proposed 
would be good thing for the men too, who get little rest on Sundays with 
tbe women turning over the home to tidy it. They could enjoy a complete 
rest with their families, if all this was done on a 'Vednesday tbe women's off 
day. The children also will be benefitted, for many are compelled to miss 
school and stay at home, with odd bits of domestic duties, their mothers 
leave behind, for them to finish. 

Tbis mid w~ek break would mean better health for the women, and it 
can be reasonably hoped that in the long run, they wilJ be ~ble to work better, 
and make up their quota in the week. 
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As a war time measure this mid week break has been a practice prevalent· 
in the West, but it undoubtedly has its peace time values as well. It would 
greatly help to ameliorate conditions of women labour, if it is adopted here 
in India. · · 

II. Baby Creches may be made a compulsory provision for all factory 
owners who employ women labour. The number of creches are 'deplorably 
few. Unless the State embodies it in the l!,actories Act, it is futile to hope 
that all Factory owners will possess the same civic sense and humanity. 

III. :Most of the labour quarters provided by factories have no separate 
latrines, and bathing taps for WODlen. Men and women are compelled 
to line up for their turn at these places. It is felt these primary necessities 
should also be made a compulsory provision in the Factories Act. One need 
not elaborate on the importance of the subject. Women, no matter what 
strata of life they come from, are entitled in all decency to privacy for 
these purposes. 

IV. In some Departments of certain factories the work of women 
labourers involve standing up for long hours. This is injurious to women, 
particularly harmful to those of child bearing capacities. Medical science has 
much to say against such practice. This may be investigated, and measures 
taken to make the job fitted to the woman, and not the woman to the job. 
High stools might be provided in these departments. 

V. Since the Central Government is pressing for a provision, that Labour 
OBicers be appointed by every factory employing more than 500 labour, it is 
felt, it should be also made compulsory to have a woman Welfare Officer 
for every factory employing more than 250 women. 

Being a woman, this officer would have a privileged entry into the homes, 
and serve the special needs of women and children. Helping and advising on 
all questions of health and hygiene, she would be instrumental in bettering 
the homes, by which eventually the men would be benefitted as well. It is 
a known fact that both by temperament and nature, women make better 
welfare workers. In the West their number far exceeds those of the men 
employed for this purpose. 

6. In November 1942, the Calcutta University, jointly with the Indian 
.Jute :Mills Association, started Social Welfare Classes. It is a Diploma Course 
of one year, and is both theoretical and practical. This year, the University 
has sought the co-op(!ration of industrial concerns, inviting them to send 
their representatives to avail of this course, women being elgible. It is felt 
a nursing, midwifery or a teacher's degree would be an asset for this course, 
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as it would help .to make the women better fitted for their welfare work. 
Thus a new field of work has been opened for our women. 

7. One woman has been appointed by the Senate of the Calcutta L'ni,·-er
&ity to represent women on the Board. Incidentally, she also happens to work 
for the Indian Jute l.Iill.S Association. The problems of labour generally, and 
women in particular, are studied by her and form part of her duties. Another 
woman has been specially deputed by the .Association for Field Study, and 
research into the peculiar problems of women labourers in jute mills, restricted 
for a start solely to Titagur and Kamarhatty area, about 20 miles from Calcutta. 

It is gratifying to note the forward step taken by the Association in 
appointing the first woman Labour Officer in BengaL 

.Apart from !he above mentioned 2 women, another has been appointed 
to study labour legislation problems generally by the Bengal Chamber of 
Commerce. 

The Central Government has also appointed a woman to look after the wel
fare of women labourers in coal mines, and another in their Labour Department. 

The Indian lfining Association has very recently appointed a woman 
Welfare Officer for their coal mines. 

8. A new Ordinance providing for the constitution of a Fund for the 
promotion of welfare of Labour in coal mines, was promulgated in January 
last. It has been made compul'>Ory for all colliery owners to contribute to the 
Fund a cess on all coal and soft coke despatched from their collieries in British 
India for the purpose of promoting the welfare of labour employed in the min
ing industry. "While it is satisfactory to note the various benefits the Ordinance 
seeks to bring about, it is-hoped special attention will be_ paid to the parti
cular needs. of women labour . 

.After careful perusal of the Ordinance, it is apprehended that the oYer
head charges mentioned in it, like the salaries of the Inspecting staff, allowances 
of the Members of the .Advisory Board, etc., will I>e a big drain on the Fund. 
It is felt these items of expenditure together with all expenses incurred for 
administration of the Fund, should be borne by the Central GQrt. The nett 
proceeds of the cess should be t>ntirely devoted to actual welfare activities, for 
the labour concerned. Otherwise, there will be every chance of a substantial 
portion of it being swallowed up by_ these expenses. defeating its object. 
)luch forethought will have to be ginn to this by the Government. 

9. It would be well to promulgate another Ordinance to check the flag
rant profiteering that is rampant ever since the starting of Defence works in 
this country. These haYe involved the employment of a certain class of manual 
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labour who depend solely on this work which they get through the Contractors. 
Amongst them there is a considerable number of women and children. The 
military are known to pay handsomely for the work they order, but it is the 
Contractor who is profitting largely by this windfall brought about by the war, 
:while those who actually contribute so much to the work itself, are mostly 
underpaid.. Since the little amenities offered by factories ~annot be obtainable 
by this kind of labour, surely the State ~an help them to secure reasonable 
wages from these Contractors, who are fattening at their cost 

10. The courageou.o; venture of the Standard Pharmaceutical Works of 
Calcutta is to be commended greatly. As far as it can be ascertained it is the 
only factory in Bengal which has bad the vision and initiative to employ women 
workers in both skilled and unskilled labour. They are distributed all over 
the factory and office as packers, checkers, laboratory· and office assistants, etc. 
In the glass blowing and biological departments they are said to be a particular 
success: I was told they were superior to the men workers, as they were found 
to be more conscientious and painstaking. The scheme started. in 1942 as an 
experimental measure. .o\ small number were taken at a time and were carefully 
trained for 3 months before being allowed to handle their work independentally. 
They came from the backbone of the country, the middle and the lower classes. 
There were graduates, as well as those who were. not even matriculates. :Mostly 
came from sheltered homes that still clung to time worn tradition, and were 
at first handicapped much by their backgrounds of life. Their ages range from 
21 to 32. :Many of them are unmarried, but several" are married, and 
a few are widows. They draw the same salary as the men, and work side 
by side with them. To attract them to this work, which necessitated the cast
ing aside of many a prejudice, they were at the beginning paid at a slightly 
higher rate than the men. A hostel for these working women appeared to be 
crying need here. Better hou.<~ed, and better nourished and consequently in 
better health, their output of work stands every chance of increasing:' 

In conclusion, mention must be made of the remarkable couple responsible 
for opening this new venue of employment for our women. Dr. H. Ghosh 
the Scientific Director of the Institution together with his gifted wife, has been
instrumental in building up this factory which is a purely Indian concern. 
Within the short span of 10 years, starting with a devoted group of only 14 
men, it is at present employing 700 workers out of whom 56 are women. It 
produces potent serum, vaccines, and other, biologicals besides a large variety 
of chemotherapeutic and pharmocopical preparations of quality . . 

Particularly noteworthy is the fact that ever since its inauguration tlte 
Standard Pharmaceutical Works, has a woman as its lianaging Director. All 
through its lean years, till now a11 it stands assured in it15 success, she hM been 
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at the helm of affairs, guiding things with wisdom and foresight. She happens 
to .be the wife of Dr. H. Ghosh, herself an erstwhile student of the Pasteur 
Institute of Paris, and incidentally connected for many years with the Calcutta 
Branch of our Conference, of which she is an active member. 

REPORT ON LEGISLATION AND LEGAL DISABILITIES 

Mrs. Kitty Shiva Rao-Member-in-Charge 

The report submitted herewith is not really an A1mual Report but a report 
of almost 2! years since there was no Annual Conference in December 1942. 
This report "therefore covers the period from_ December 1941 ~o April 1944. 

During the· early part of 1942 I was in constant touch with the Hindu 
_Law Committee which drafted two bills, a bill to amend and codify the Hindu 
Law relating to Intestate . Succesion and a bill to codify the Hindu Law re
lating to Marriage. The Bills were published early iri June and 150 copies of 
of both the Bills wer sent to the Bony. General Secretary for distribution to 
the branches and Standing Committee members who were asked for opinions. 

The main features of the Succession Bill are·:-

(1) that it embodies a common law of intestate succession for all Hindus 
in British India ; 

(2) that it removes the sex disqualificatiolJ. ; and 

( 3) that it abolishes the Hindu women's " limited estate." 

The Marriage Bill seeks to abolish polygamy. Another provision of this 
Bill validates-though indirectly-inter-caste marriages by providing that, 
once such marriages have been completed, their legality can no longer be ques
tioned. The Bill does not deal with the question of divorce except in 1·egard 
to civil marriages. The authors of the Bill have reserved this subject for a 
future occasion. 

The half-yearly meeting o'f the Standing Committee which met in Abrama 
on June 7th and 8th, 1942, passed a resolution appreciating the work of the 
Hindu Law Committee and urging on Government the necessity for the codifi
cation of the whole of Hindu Law. The meeting also requested Government 
to nominate at least one woman to the Central Legislative Assembly for the 
period of the discussions on the Succession and Marriage Bills provided the 
nominati~ns were made from a panel of name~ suggested by the A.I.W.C. 

The opinions of the. Standing Conirniitee members and branches were re
ceived. by the Honorary General Secretary and myself by early August 1942. 
On analysing them we found that all the branches favoured the provisions of 
the Bills except Bihar. The Government of Bombay had asked for the con-
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solidated opinion of the A.I.W.C. not later than August 15th, and the Honorary 
General Secretary and myself drafted a reply which was sent to the President 
for approval. This letter was also to have been read at a public meet~ng due 
to be held in Bombay under the Presidentship of Mrs. Sarojini Naidu. Unfor
tunately 1\Irs: Pandit was in jail before she received the letter, and the public 
meeting could not .be held owing to the then prevailing curfew order in Bombay. 
We had therefore to send the letter to Government after consulting as many 
members as we could manage to get hold of, and it was sent under the signature 
of the Honorary General Secretary ; it supported the main principles of the 
Bills and strongly urged the completion of the Hindu Code. It also requested 
Government to nominate at least one woman member from the following panel 
of names ; Rani Lakshmibai Rajwade, Shrimati Rameshwari Nehru and Mrs. 
R ka Ray . ' . . . ........ ~-· . .- .. f enu . . .. -·- .·. ·--·-'~'tl"::-· ·: , 

.- • ~ -~·-1-~;;.'.;,.z.;- ~-- _. 

At the beginning of December 1942 some of the Standing Committee mem
bers in Delhi including myself went in deputation to the Hon'ble the Law 

. Member and other members of the Viceroy's Executive Council and requested 
them to introduce the Bills in the Budget Session of the Assembly due to be 
held from January to April 1943. We got little encouragement however and 
were told that some of the members were strongly opposed to the Bills and it 
was not likely that they would be introduced. I reported this fact to the 
Standing Committee which met in Poona in December 1942 and suggested that 
a deputation of women might be sent to wait on the members of the Assembly 
and the members of the '\?iceroy 's Executive Council to request their support 
for the Bills. The Standing Committee suggested a number of names to form 
the deputation which later on was further enlarged. The deputation however 
11ever had an opportunity to wait on the members of the Assembly or ihe 
Viceroy's Executive Council. 

In the middle of January 1943 some of us in Delhi went to the Law Mem
ber again to find out what the position was, but we could not get a definite 
reply._ It was only at the end of February that he sent for us and informed 
us that he had decided to introduce the Succession as well as the Marriage Bill, 
but that he would only move the Succession Bill for Select Committee in that \ 
session. We requested him to refer the Marriage Bill as well to Select Com
mittee, but he assured us that there was so much opposition to the latter, that 
it had no chance-at all and that it might even prejudice the passage of the 
Succession Bill. - At that stage we also reminded him that we wanted a woman 
to be nominated to the Assembly, but he said he could not promise that. 

The Bills were introduced into th€l Assembly on March 2nd and only after 
that the Law Member informed me that he would nominate one of our members 
if a panel of names were sent to him. Rani Rajwade not being able to accept 
nomination and Shrimati Rameshwari Nehru being in jail a new panel was sent 
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consisting of Yrs. Renuka Ray, ~ Shyam Kumari Xehru and· lirs. Lam. 
Subsequently Lady Rama Rau's and Mrs. Tambe's names "·ere added ·but 

' .Government had already decided to nominate llrs. Renuka Ray. 

The branches and Standing Committee llembers were requested to ·wire 
their support to the Bill to the Law Member in time for the discussion which 
waa tabled for l\Iarch 2-!th, 29th and 30th. I belieTe many messages were 
received by the Law Member from our members. Mrs. Ray and I did a eon
siderable amount of canTassing amongst the members of the Assembly as soon 
88 the Bills were introduced. To start "ith most of the members we saw in 
this connection promised their unqualified support though some of them with
drew fro~ that position later on, ·on the ground that not enough support had 
~n receind from the public specially from Bengal and Bihar . 

. The general trend of the discussion in the Legislative Assembly showed 
tliat the main objections to the Succession Bill were that :-

(1) that a daughter should not get even hall the share of a son, on the 
ground that property would be disintegrated ; and 

(2) . that the widow should not be given an .. absolute estatP " because 
if she re-married, the property would go into another family. 

11Irs. Ray made· an excellent speech, replying to most of the arguments 
against the Bill, which was very well received by, the members of the. Assembly 
as -well as by the press. She was also made a member of the Joint Select Com

-mittee, which met in May 194:3 in Simla for about a month. 

The Joint SelPCt Committee submitted their report on the Intestate Suc
cession Bill on November 8th, 1943. Of the 18 members, 16 have annexed 
minutes of dissent on particular points. As the rPsult of the report, the Bill_ 

·has been sent out for recirculation. 

The most important of the recommendations of the Joint Select Committee 
·was that the Hindu Law Committee be revived so that the other topics of 

··Hindu Law may be codified and a complete picture made available. The 
.. Council of State also passed a resolution to that effect. . 

The main changes made in the Intestate Succession Bill by the Joint Select 
~ Co~ittee ar~ : 

AI) In Clause 5 of the Bill the parents, if dependent upon the intestate 
· owner; and the widowed daughter-in-law have been included 
amongst the simultaneous heirs, along with the window, the son and 
the daughter have been allotted specific shares in the property 
instead of maintenance. 
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(.2) In Clause 13 in the devolution of Striclhan, the son and the daughtt>r 
have been given simultaneous rights, iusteacl of the daughter coming 
before the son ; similarly, a daughter's son and ·a daughter's 
daughter, and a son's son and a son's daughter, and, just as in the 
father's property, the daughter gets half a share of a son, so in the 
mother's St,.idlwn. the Joint Select Committee give the son half the 
share of a daughter. 

{3) In Clause 5 the brother's daughter _and the sister's claughter have 
been included among the heirs immediately after the sister's son. 

As a result of the Joint Select Committee's recommei1dations and insistent 
public pressure the Hindu Law Committee was re-constituted in January 1944 
and held its first session at the end of that month, a year and a half after the 
publication of the Succession and Marriage Bills.- We hope the Committee 
will draft a comprehensive code dealing with all branches of Hindu Law. 

The motion to refer the :Marriage Bill to Select Committee was made in 
the Central Legislative Assembly on 1\larch 3rd 1944. :Mrs. Renuka Ray 
replied to a number of arguments forwarded by the Opposition. She challenged 
the remark that educated women who were in favour of this and other reforms 
were " unrepresentative " of the big mass of women by pointing out that in a 
country where literacy was only 8 per cent. only a few men could boast of edu
cation. " If women," she said, " had to be denied the right to voice the 
gricvauces of their sisters, what right had the members of the lJegislature to 
speak and make laws for the natio.n as a whole.'' 

The Marriage Bill was referred to a Joint Select Committee without 
£livision on April 3rd, 1944. 

Members are do"Q.btless aware that the Hindu Law Committee in their 
report recommended the immediate enactment in the several Provinces of com~ 
plementary legislation extending the Deshmukh Act to agricultural land. The 
Standing Committee took up this matter and passed a resolution in the subject. 
Provincial Governments and States were addressed in due course, and the 
replies so far received are encouraging. The Assam Legislature is going to 
discuss the question and may have already clone so. Bengal has undertaken 

. to take necessary action as early as possible. The N.W.F. Province has already 
passed a complementary Governor's Act. Siml has a Bill ready and has pro
bably introduced it already in its Legislative Assembly, as it contemplated 
doing. Madra.c; has postponed taking action owing to certain technical difficul
ties ; it is to be. hop~d that ·these difficulties will not prove insuperable. . The 
Governor of the Central Provinces and Berar has already made an Act. Mysore 
has already a comprehensive Regulation and Gwalior has prepared ~ draft 
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Bill for the same purpose. It is interesting to note that the Gwalior Bill pro• 
poses to give the Hindu widow an absolute estate. 

In conclusion I would like to thank the Branch Representatives, Standing 
Committee Members and the Corresponding :Members for the help they ban 
given me throughout and_very often at very short notiee. 

REPORT OF WORK IN THE CENTRAL LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
MARCH 1943-APRIL 1944: 

Mrs. Renuka Ray, M.L.A. 

I was appointed to the Central Legislative Assembly during the Budget 
Session of 1943 at the instance of this Conference, A.I.\V.C., to represent women, -
particularly in regard to the Hindu Intestate Succession Bill and the Marriage 
Bill drawn up by the Rau Committee and introduced by the Law l\lember 
during the above session. The Intestate Succession Bill came up on a motion 
to be· referred to a Sel~ct Committee of both Houses of the Legislature within 
a few days of my appointment. The Confer~nce is aware and so it is unneces
sary for me to go into the details of the opposition that we have encountered 
towards this Bill both in the Central Legislative Assembly from some of the 
Hindu :Members and i~ the country outside. While this motion was under 
discussion, I bad to reply to ~ number of objections. It was also said by those 
who, in other respects, have shown no concern for the Congress, that had the 
Congress members who " represented the majority of elected Hindus " been 
present, they would have opposed these reforms. I pointed out that the Con
gress had already given eloquent proof, both in its election manifesto and 
otherwise by its actions, of its attitude towards women's rights and that it 
would be willing to go much . further than these cautious reforms. Subse
quently the Select Committee was appointed and met for a month in Simla 
in June of last year and I was a member of this Committee and attended 
throughout. Quite a number of those who accepted membership of this Joint 
Select Committee did so without subscribing to the main principles of the Bill. 
:Mrs. Prem Chand was also selected from the National Council of Women as 
an Adviser to this Select Committee, but she was unable to attend the meetings 
at Simla and only attended the last meeting held in Delhi. We had a very 
strenuous time in the Select Committee. Evidence was taken on both sidP.s. 
A deputation of Simla women presented a memorandum outlining our 'iews 
and were examined by the Committee and they stood this examination very 
creditably. I should like to acknowledge my thanks to all those branches who 
sent prompt replies and signatures supporting the Bill and also to Women's 
Organisations, such as the National Council of Women, the Atma Raksha 
Samiti and others who sent wires. It enabled me to make an analysis of the 
membership and strength of different women's organisations supporting the 
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measure which was presented to the Select Committee and which was subse
quently included in its report. It showed that only one women's organisation 
from Bombay with a small membership had opposed the Bill in its major 
principles. I shall not go into the details of the changes recommended by the 
Select Committee as these are incorporated in its report and the l\Iember for 
r~egislation has also referred to them. Suffice it is for me to say that apart 
from certain minor changes which have made an improvement in the Bill, 
there were changes in regard to the heirs who come under simultaneous succes
sion. As the members are aware, the daughter-in-law as well as the parents, 
if indigent, were included amongst these heirs by the ~elect Committee. This 
was done by some who genuinely supported the broad principles of the Bill 
but did not understand the implication that it might mean re-circulation of 
the whole Bill, particularly if parents were added and was also fully supported 
by those in opposition with a view to re-circulation. Six members of the Com
mittee including myself signed a note of dissent against re-circulation but as 
the majority were in favour they had their way. Fortunately we were able 
to get the Joint Select Committee to strongly recommend the re-appointment 
of the Rau Committee with a view to wholesale codification. A resolution 
was also passed unanimously in the Council of State in the November Session 
endorsing the Select Committee's proposal in this respect. As the Conference 
is aware, the Law Member has since implemented this recommendation, the 
Han Committee has started functioning again, and before long we can hope to 
have the entire code ready. This will make things much easier and will 
remove the opposition of a certain section who did not favour the bill as a 
single measure as its operation in actual fact would be to cover those governed 
by Dayabhag law in entirety while only covering separate property under 
l\litakashara. . This has been made one of the grounds for objection against 
the bill. The bill was subsequently re-circulated in the November Session 
for a year. Here I· think I should mention that in regard to the Hindu 
Intestate Succession Bill and other social bills of this nature, the Government 
has expressed the view that this will support them in their final stages only 
if there is a majority of elected Hindu members in favour. 

Tpe 1\larriage Bill which was also introduced in the Budget Session of 
last year was not taken up for consideration for a whole year, and was in 
danger of lapsing altogether. The new Law 1\Jember brought it up on a 
motion to refer it to a Joint Select Committee of both Houses in the last 
Budget Session. The Bill in itself, as members are aware, is incomplete and 
only deals with celebration of marriage in regard to sacramental marriages. 
No provision for separation or dissolution of marriage has been made in regard 
to' such marriages. Secondly, though it makes indirect provisions for inter
caste marriage in certain circumstances, it does not do away with the barriers 



of caste as both parties to the marriage must belong to the same caste and · 
separa.te gotras and pravaras. The only outstanding reform it seeks to 
inaugurate is the enforcement of monogamy. It will certainly need to be 
changed somewhat in Select Committee and we can also hope that by that 
time the Rau Committee will have drawn up the second part of the :Marriage 
Code introducing provisions for dissolution, separation and maintenance 
rights. I spoke on the above lines and mentioned that we welcomed the 
measure for reference to Select Committee as the bill i<J incomplete and 

. needs some changes. On the last day of the debate on the Marriage Bill 
certain developments took place which have justified the stand taken by me 
as. your repre~entative in the Budget Session of last year . 

. The contention that the largest group of elected Hindu l\Iembers did not 
support these bills was definitely proved to be untrue. The Congress 
members attending the Session participated in the business of the assembly 
in only what they considered to be vital issues. They gave their support to 
the Bill. :Mrs. Subarayan and :Mr. Hedge who spoke on their behalf made it 
clear that they supported these bills as a step in the right direction. l\Irs. 
Subarayan pointed out that the election manifesto of the Congress had included 
equal rights for man and woman and they stood pledged to it. After these 
speeches, those in opposition did not even challenge a division and the marriage 
bill was referred to a Joint Select Committee which is due to meet sometime 
in June. 

There is every chance that the entire Hindu Code will be introduced by 
the Budget Session: of the next year. A great deal of work will han to be done. 
The opposition are up and doing and are trying hard, and have already succeed
ed, to some extent, in getting the support of Hindu women who are ignorant or 
who do not understand the provisions of the Bills by saying that Hindu 
society is in danger. We shall have to concentrate some of our energies in 
explaining these Bills and also insist that the Government translate ~nd 
distribute them in all the Provinces. It will be necessary to see that the 
reactionary elements and their propaganda are counteracted step by step. As 
soon as the entire revised Code is ready, I hope all branches will take an 
active interest in seeing that its purport is explained to the ignorant as well 
as the semi-educated both men and women. 

The work before us is still to be done and I do not know how far we 
will succeed .. All that we can claim so far is that a certain amount of spade 
work has been done, and we have also been successful in obtaining tl1e 
reappointment of the Rau Committee. This Conference has always stood 
for wholesale revision and codification, and during the past year although 
certain disappointments have faced us, these were probably inevitable under 
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the circumstances. It may be that as a result of all this, we shall be ·able 
to go forward quicker in the future and obtain what we really want. 

Apart from these two bills, I have participated in the work of the Legis
lature in regard to the Delhi University Bill, the Food debate and the 
iidjournment motion which I brought early in the Budget Session 1944, censor
ing the Government for removing the ban on under-ground work for women 
in mines. I hne taken part on each occasion with the consent and in con-. 
sonance with the ideals of the A. I. W. C. In regard to the Delhi Univer.sit.y 
Bill, I was appointed on the Select Commiitee and I think we were able to 
bring in certain improvements, particularly a more democratic method of 
appointing the Vice-Chancellor. It w-as based on a compromise. I tried to 
establish the principle of election rather than nomination for the two women 
1·epresentatives but did not succeed though I put in a note of dissent and also 
moved an amendment to this effect when the bill was finally considered in_ 
tl1e House. 

In the Food debate in the November Session, I brought forward, in particular, 
the obstacles that voluntary relief organisations suffered in their work in 
Bengal and cited instances from the experience of the Calcutta Branch relief 
committee. I am glad to inform the Standing Committee that this did have 
some effect not only in exposing the procedure but in changing it to some 
t'xtent. 

I received a letter from th_e General Secretary late in January asking me 
to bring up the matter of the withdrawal of the ban on under-ground labour 
for women in mines. It was too late for a resolution and so I brought a11 
adjournment motion. It did not succeed as it was out-voted but it made our 
attitude very clear and has been commented upon even by the House of 
Commons. It is yet to be seen whether the pressure of public opinion may 
succeed but so far there are no signs of it. 

Before I conclude, I must acknowledge my deep gratitude to Mrs. Kitty 
Shivarau, member for Legislation, for all the help and co-operation that I 
have received from her. I can assure you that without her willing and un
ceasing help I should have found my task impossible. I should also like 
to thank the President and the Hony. General Secretary as well as all the 
Branches for their help. I am fully aware of the confidence you have placed 
in me as your reprsentative in the Central Legislative Assembly and I assure 
you· that I will endeavour to do my best to deserve it. The task is not easy 
due to the orthodoxy and ignorance that confronts us but let us hope that we 
shall achieve suceess in spite of all drawbacks. 
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REPORT OF THE .ALL-Da>IA WO~~·s ED"CC.A.TIO~ FUND 
ASSOCIATIO~ ..U."D THE LADY IRWIN COLLEGE 

FOR 1.9-!2 ~1\"D 1943 

~Irs. B. Seva Singh Gill, Honorary Secretary 

As no Annual Session of the Conference was held in 194:2, the report, which 
I am presenting to-day on behalf of the .Association and the College, covers 
a period of approximately two years-19-!2 and 1943. 

At the commencement of the period under review, we learnt that the 
Government of India had sanctioned a non-recurring grant of Rs. 50,000/- for 
the College, as well as a recurring grant, to enable us to provide for a larger 
number of students and new courses of studies. A special Expansion Committee 
was appointed to deal with this and they recommended that 

(a) the teaching accommodation should be doubled and the new hostel 
should consist of twelve self-contained flats, each to serve as a practis-
ing home unit ; · 

{b) there should be four grades of courses : a degree course, a teachers' 
training course, a diploma course and certificate courses in individual 
subjects, such as needlework and dre~aking, arts and handicrafts, 
institutional management, business management and interior 
decoration. 

. On the completion of our plans and schemes for expansion, we found 
that we could not obtain some of the materials necessary for the construction 
of_ the building and that the prices of others had risen considerably. We, 
therefore, had regretfully to postpone our proposed development till a more 
favourable opportunity. We fear that the work cannot be taken in hand till 
after the war. None-the-less we are glad that the value of our work has bet>n 
sufficiently recognised by the Government for they agree to new substantial 
grants, when the war makes such a heavy demand on their finances. 

There was, however, one bit of important work which the .Association was 
able to carry out and that was the institution of a provident fund for the 
staff of the College. Incidentlly also we drew up a set of Service Rules alllt 
Leave Rnles, Financial Rules and Rnles for Scholarships. 

The Q>llege has now completed eleven years of work. It was informally 
launched on the Uth of November, 1932. Representing, as this report does, 
the accumulated results of eleven years of endeavour, it might be worthwhile, 
in the course of its brief survey, not only to take stock of the present position 
but also to sketch the developments that hne taken place. 
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The Staff : Wh~n the College was fow1ded, three teachers apart from 
the Directress, comprised the entire Staff. Now we have eight full time 
teachers, a hostel superintendent, five part time workt>rs and an honorary 
Medical Officer. Among our Teachers are three of our former students. 

Tile Students : From 13 students in 1932 the figure has risen to 187 
and could well have reached 300, if more accommodation, as envisaged in our 
expansion scheme, had been available. With our present limited space, we 
are compelled every year to refuse admission to a large number of applicants. 
Because of the geographical position of Delhi, a good many of our students 
come from the Punjab, but the other provinces and some of the states are 
also represented. 

Courses of Studies : The courses of studies have undergone little modi
fication since their inception. They cover a wide range of subjects, intended 
in part for the efficient teacher of Domestic Science and in part for use in 
home and civic life. There is pro\-ision for a Home Science Certificate Course, 
a Home Sciene Diploma Course, a Teachers' Training Diploma Course and 
Needlework Certificate Course. The last named was added to the list in 
September_1941 and is gaining in popularity. The Home Science Certificate 
Course was introduced in September 1943. 

All the Courses lay due emphasis on practical and laboratory work. This 
side of the training continues to have two important adjuncts, namely, a wide 
l'ange of hostel duties and a comprehensive programme of domestic work in 
one of the practising cottages. 

Optional Subjects : :?l!usic, both vocal and instrumental and Indian 
Dancing have always formed part of our extra-curricular hobbies. Hindustani 
and Arts and Crafts were later addition, and for some years now Physical _ 
Culture has been a popular pastime. Recently Shorthand and Typing began 
to receive more serious attention. 

The main difficulty in promoting this section of our work has been one 
of finance. Except for a small sum ear-marked for Hindustani and Physical 
Culture in the College budget, the Teachers engaged for these subjects are 
paid whatever is realised in fees from the students. Such an arrangement has 
its inherent defects and pre,·ents a smooth, regular and uninterrupted func
tioning of the classes. 

Hostel Life : The opportunities offered by a residential College for 
interests other than those which are purely academic have been well utilised by 
the students. The Union, with its committees for literary pu1~uit<>, debates, en
tertainments, games and social service have been active. 
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In regard· to debates, the Union representatives have generally given a good 
account of themselves. At inter-collegiate debates, one prize or another has 
usually been secured. Their _greatest truimph was at the All-India Inter
College Debate held at the Law Hall during this year, while the College team-· 

·won the Challenge Trophy, the prize for the best individual speaker and the 
prize for the best lady speaker. 

On the side of entertainment, ample scope has, for sam~ years, been 
provided by the communal festivals, in the celebration of which 
all students· JOin together. Dramatic talent, musical ability and· 
culinary skill have had opportunities, thus, to express themselves. During 
the last two years, the Dramatic Committee of the Union arranged, in addition, 
for each section of the students to present an original and varied programme 
of entertainment for the rest of the College, thereby offering new facilities for 
initiative and self expression. 

In the field of sports, the College record has been a steadily improving one. 
In the Olympic lleet, held in December 1942, our students were several points 
ahead of other women ~ompetitors and secured most of the trophies, including 
the Challenge Cup for the Best Institution. In the Olympic Meet for 1943, 
held actually in January 1944, the college representatives secured all the nine 
challange trophies offered for the women's section. 

The social service activities of the students ha,·e been somewhat curtailed. 
Due to petrol rationing and the difficulties of transport, their work in connec
t-ion with a neighbouring village had to cease altogether. But they were able 
to carry ori with their literacy, needlework and general ('ducational cla~es, and 
go to Najafgarh for their annual training in rural ~conomics. 

B1tildi11gs. · Though· \\'e have progressed far in regard to buildings since 
:1932, when we had accommodation for six resident students only, we cannot 
but feel disappointed that our programme for further extension might have to 
be held over for some considerable time. .At present we have adequate space 
in a separate College block for the teaching of 150 students, in a hostel block 
for housing · 81 boarders and in two practising cottages for 11 trainees. We 
haYe had,· for several reasons, to admit more than these convenient numbers. 

0111· G1·aduates. Over 125 of our students have qualified during the last 
eleven years as teachers ~f Domestic Science and most of them have been 
engaged by schools in different parts of the country. A few months ago, a new 
avenue of employment, as dietetieians in military hospitals, was thrown open 
to them. 
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FINANCES 

At the close of 194.2 our capital account stood as follows :-

Building and Endowment Funds of the Lady Irwin College 5,09,93~-0 
· (b) AU-India Women's Education Fund Association l,H,202-0-0 

Total 6,2!,137-0-0 

These figures take no account of the cost or the current nlue of the Col
le.ge and Hostel buildings, the large grounds, the furniture and the equipment. 
The buildings alone cost nearly Rs. 31 lacs.. · 

The income from this capital is not large enough to enable us to meet the 
net administrative cost of maintaining the College with its Hostel at a high 
standard of efficiency, nor can the capital amount be utilised for any large 
scheme of expansion. The need for substantial donations and government 
grants is ob,ious, if the Association and College are to continue to serre the 
country in the cause which they represent. 

Before concluding, I would like to say how glad we are that the Standing 
Committee of the AU-India Women's Conference were able to hold their recent 
session in the College. Our only regret was that we could not extend to their 
distinguished President, Mrs. Vijaya Lakashmi Pandit and the members, the 
hospitality that we offered two years ago to the Village Reconstruction 
Committee. 

LIAISON GROUP L'J GREAT BRITAIN CO-OPERATING WITH THE 
ALL-ThTJ>IA WOllEN'S CONFERENCE, 194.2 ~"D 194:3 

Mrs. Grace Lankester, Liaison Officer. 

· In gtvmg a report of its work during the past two years, the Liaison 
Group of British Women's Societies co-operating with the All-India Women's 
Conference regrets that it will not be delivered in person by one of the repre
sentatives whom the Standing Committee so kindly invited to be present at the 
annual session this year. It wishes to place on record its great appreciation 
of the invitation extended to two members of the Liaison Group Committee,-
Miss Agatha Harrison and Mrs. Lankester, and also to l\fiss Vera Brittain. 
They desire that the Conference should know that only the insuperable diffi
culties of transport prevent any of them from coming to renew our links of 
friendship and understanding. Nevertheless, those links are now strong enough 
to stand the test of separation, and the Liaison Group would assure the Con
ference that their thoughts will bridge the distance during the second week in 
April, and that they will eagerly look forward to receiving full accounts of 
your deliberations and decisions . 

• 
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Here in England the Liaison Group has been persistently striving to get 
a better understanding and appreciation of the objects and work of the A.I.W.C., 
although because of the difficult times in which we are living, there is, perhaps, 
nothing spectacular to report. Its activities have included keeping a watch
ful eye on all matters affecting your work and making representations to those 
here in authority at various times. 

The Bulletin has continued to ·be issued, though not as frequently as for
merly, owing to the difficulty of communications between here and India. Miss • 
Maitland, who took on the Editorship from Mrs. Lankester, was obliged to 
retire- at the end of 1942, after several years of much appreciated service. 
Since then Miss Maud Dickinson, a member of the Executive of the Women's 
International League has become Editor (and Hon. Treasurer) and she hopes 
that members of the A.I.W.C. and others in India are receiving their Bulletins 
safely. The last four numbers have been issued respectively in December 1942, 

·May and September 1943 and January 1944. Interest in the Bulletin is 
steadily maintained and many copies are sold at meetings, and it is satisfactory. 
to report the addition of-new subscribers and other readers within the last 
year, several of them including important- individuals and organisations both 
here and overseas. · As regards its contents, priority has, of course, been given 
to A.I.W.C. news and resolutions, and we were glad to be able to include in 
the January issue the full account that reached ~s of the important meeting of 
the Standing Committee held in November last. 

The Liaison Group joined with the Women's Advisory Council on Indian 
Affairs in giving a reception for Lady Wavell before her departure for India, 
and is keeping in touch with her by means of the Bulletin. · 

We, inlhis country, have been greatly concerned with ·the tragedy of the 
famine conditions in various parts 9f India, and with_ all the terrible conse
quences that have followed :-disease, poverty and homeiessness. 'v e believe 
that this tragedy has brought home to many of our country-men and women 
the needs of India, and they realise as never before how necessary a new ~>Ut
look is with regard to both the'political and economic situation. Oul' Liaison 
_Group has given its help to the various funds set up in this -country and espe
cially to the Famine Relief Committee, which we understand is sending a large 
part of its funds for the ~ork which the A. I. W. C. is doing among famine 
orphans and in other directions. .. 

·Members of the Liaison Group Committee serve on the Famine Relief Com
mittee and have spoken at meetings for the fund. They have also established 
cordial relations with the Women's Committee connected with the India League, 
and representatives attend their conferences. Several members of our Com
mittee alSQ serve ou the Executive Committee · of the Women's Advisory 
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Council on Indian .Affairs and are able, when need arises, to put the view 
point of the A.I.W.C. 

The co-operation between societies in our Group is being well and happily 
maintained, and representatives attend committee meetings whenever they 
are held, and help in various ways to spread knowledge ef the women's move
ment in India among their own members. 

Mrs. Corbett Ashby continues to be our valued Chairman, and although 
she has many and wide interests and responsibilities, and has just been fight
ing a Parliamentary by-election, she keeps a keen and abiding interest in the 
work of the A.I.W.C. The Committee is indebted to Miss Solomon, the Vice
Chairman, who has also been acting as Hon. Secretary and to Miss .Agatha 
Harrison who helps us so much through her close contacts with India. It is 
also especially grateful to Miss Dickinson, for ·the time and enthusiasm she 
puts into editing the Bulletin and in treasuring and collecting our fun9-s. 

In conclusion, the Liaison Group send their warmest good wishes for a 
very successful annual session. We realise the immensity of the tasks and the 
problems that will confront your Conference, but _we believe that the vision 
and zeal of your officers and members will surmount all obstacles and that in 
the coming years the All-India Women's Conference will play a large part in 
helping to solve the problems that confront your country. We pray that be
fore the Conference meets again for an annual session, peace may have come 
to this unhappy war-racked· world,-a peace that sh.all be constructive and 
vigorous in building up a new civilisation on better foundations than in the 
past, and we ardently hope to see India bringing her own free, rich contribu
tion to that peace. 

REPORTS OF THE BRANCHES 

The Reports of the Branches of the All-India Women's Conference were 
then presented. On account of want of time reports of Bengal East, Bengal 
West, Bombay and Calcutta Branches could only be read. · 

Before breaking up for an hour's recess, the President made an announce
ment regarding the procedure of electing Vice-Presidents and the Ron. General 
Secretary. The nomination paper~ were to be submitted before 4 p.m. that day. 

RESOLUTIONS 

When the session met on Saturday afternoon, at 2-45 p.m., Shrimati 
Kamaladevi, announcing that they would now pass on to resolutions, stated • 
that every resolution would be translated into Hindusthani, Gujarati and 
Marathi. She said : " I think it will be more convenient if the first six. 
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resolutions (regarding condolences) are taken together because we have to pass 
the resolutions standing." 

1\lrs. Sarojini Naidu: Madame Chairman, May I add the name of 
Mr. Ram.anand Chatterjee, who has a great name not only in Bengal, but also 
in other provinces. 

The President: There is a suggestion that the name of .Mr. Ramanand 
Chatterjee be also added. I have accepted the suggestion and included the 
name of Shri Ramanand Chatterjee. 

CO!IDOLEXCE RESOLUTIOXS 

The following resolutions were then moved from the Chair :--

1. This meeting of the All-India Women's Conference records its deep 
sense of sorrow at the untimely deoth of Mr. R. S. Pandit and offers 
its heartfelt condolences to 1\Irs. Vijaya Laksbmi Pandit in her sad 
bereavement. 

2. This meeting of the A. I. W. C. puts on record its deep sense of sorrow 
at the tragic death of Kasturba Gandhi while in detention and 
expresses its sympathy with Mahatma Gandhi and other members of 
the family in their sad bereavement. 

3. This Conference deeply mourns the death of Begum Azad and eonnys 
its heartfelt sympathy to Moulana Abul Kalam Azad. 

4. This Conference mourns the untimely ~eath of Shriman :Mahadeo 
Desai and conveys its ~ympathy to his family. 

5. This Conference places on record its deep sorrow at the death of 
Shrimati Shyamalabai Belgaumkar, the Branch representatiYe of 
Karnatak. 

---

6. This Conference is deeply grieved at the death of Mr. V. M. Joshi,. 
Principal of the Women's College of the Indian Women's rniversity 

_at Poona. 

7. This Conference is deeply grieved at the death of Shri Ramanand 
Chatterjee, Editor of Modtr'! Review and Prat•asi, and conveys its 
sympathy to his family. 

Each one of the resolutions was then translated into the vernacular 
languages and passed unanimously, all the members of the ·gathering standing. 
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SOCUL SCIE~CES 

Miss Gladys Owen: (U. P. Oudh) then mond the following resolu.:. 
tion :-

" This Conference recommends that the study of social sciences be 
introduced in all stages of education, with particular emphao;is on 
practical war. 

"Bearing in mind the need fer the spread of adult education and 
literacy and other social service activities this Conference calls upon 
the higher educational institutions to define a scheme, whereby it will 
be incumbent on students to serve a period in one of the recognized 
social activities before they are qualified to receive a certificate, 
diploma or a degree." 

1\liss Owen said : • • I have much pleasure in moving these resolutions. 
Some of.. you might have studied this question and found the 
great need for workers in the social field. Many of you have had experience 
and are well aware of the millions of illiterate people in India. We know 
how difficult it is to educate adults, and yet we feel the great necessity of it. 
I do not think that the spread of adult education can be done by just 
a few individuals, though I believe that individual work also should be done. 
We want something more than individual work, and practically we have to 
depend upon the ~ung people who a!e going through high schools and 
colleges who shoUld be urged to take up this work for their country. 

" This is a very practical resolution which is before you. This experiment 
has already been tried in some countries. I am particularly aware how it 
was done in China a few years ago. That is the only way how learning can 
be spread in the country. Students passing through high schools' and 
colleges should do a practical piece of work in helping to educate their less 
fortunate brothers and sisters. It is through no fault of their own that 
millions of people in the country are unable to read and write. So I have 
really very much pleasure in moving the resolution, and I hope you will pass 
it unanimously." 

Shrimati Kamala Ratnam (Gwalior) seconded the resolution. She 
said that social service for the betterment of the community was essential, and 
the women were fortunate in according their approval of the resolution. It 
was unfortunate that illiteracy was prevalent in the country on such a vast 
scale, and adult education was necessary if the country was to progress. 

Begum Anwarullah (Hyderabad-Deccan}_ further supported the 
resolutjon and spoke in Urdu. 
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Shrimati l!mabai Kundapur (Karnatak) also favouring the resolution, 
gave- her experience of the work done in connection with the promotion of 
adult education at Hubli, which she said, was one of the important centres 
in Bombay province. The grant they got for the Hubli centre from Govern
ment was Rs. 4 per female adult who passed the literacy test. What was 
being done at H~bli was that young boys and girls were asked to teach their 
illiterate mothers and sisters, and after the newly made literates were examined, 
each boy or girl was paid Rs. 2 for his work of teaching. The balance of 
Rs. 2 was spent in ·this way : Re. 1 was given for the class teacher ; eight 
annas to the headmaster of the school, and out of the eight annas remaining, 
they bought the first primary book for the mother or sister as the case ~ght 
be. · The remaining amount was spent for a post-literacy library. Thus they 
would see that for ihe little expenses made they got the best results they 
could possibly get. Their whole. idea was that ev~rybody should be made 
literate, and the above scheme, in her opinion, was most practicable and least 
expensive. 

Shrimati Sushila Munshi (Bombay) "Looking at the results of the 
University examinations every year, one finds that the education of women 

. bas made an appreciable amount of progress during the last quarter- of a 
century. We can see distinct!~ that the number of girl students that appear 
for the various examinations increases from year to year. However, in spite 
of this large· number of matriculates and graduates, there is a substantial 
portion of society which is illiterate to the core, and which keeps down the 
percentage of literacy whieh compares most unfavourably with the state of 
literacy as it obtains in other civilised countries of the world. 

" India is principally an agricultural country, and if we want to satisfy 
her needs, we must turn first to the villages because the village, which forms 
the normal social unit in all countries, has a special significance as far as 
the social structure of this country is concerned. It will hardly serve any 
useful purpose to apportion blame for the pitiable plight in which we find 
the villages. today. The most immediate need therefore seems to me to be 
the general welfare of the villagers based upon the broad folmdations of 
primary education and social work. 

" It is really very satisfactory to see honorary work being done in several 
·spheres of social activities partly out of pure love for bringing about s~cinl 
uplift or out _of a generous impulse for humanitarian work. All credit is 
due to those women workers who render service thro~gh institutions meant 
for the moral and social well being of several groups of society. But at 
present we are not in a position to supply honorary workers in as large 
a number as the present needs of villages demand: The work that lies before 
us is vast and the workers are few. The needs of villages can only be 
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$>8.tisfied by requisitioning the services of a large number of paid workers to 
supplement the voluntary efforts of the honora.ry. workers of today. But the 
paid workers can hardly serve any useful purpose unless they have undergone 
the necessary training based upon a theoretical study of the social sc~ences. 

'' My fundamental idea is that in the present state of our country there 
is need for opening a large number of training colleges for women where they 
can receive a sound professional education in the art of teaehing, including 
training in social work, through the medium of the mother tongue. I visualise 
these collegiate institutions to be the seminaries to provide social workers with 
opportunities for advanced study and training on a scientific basis. 

" The curricula &hould be rendered sufficiently comprehensive to embrace 
the study of social subjects with special refE.'rence to social work. The proposed 
syllabus should also include the knowledge of First Aid and elementary 
nursing, and of health and of sanitation. I need hardly emphasise lhe fact 
that all these subjects should be taught entirely through the medium of the 
mother tongue, because some existing institutions · 11'here such studies are 
carried on in the Englis~ language are very costly and as such are admittedly 
meant for the very few holding high degrees. 

" If we want to spread primary education throughout the length and breadth 
of India, to work for village uplift and to lay the foundations of the economic 
betterment of society, a beginning should be made to open such colleges as 
I have mentioned above, so that villages may be served by efficient women 
teachers who would perform the two-fold task of expelling illiteracy from the 

. village and at the same time spread the ideas of public health and sanitation 
amongst the people. 

'' By opening such colleges imparting training in the combined courses of 
teaching and social work, with spe~ial reference to practical training in field 
work, primary education will receive a fresh impetus ; educated_ women shall 
find an opening for employment; social work will find itself placed in suitable 
hands ; women shall have better chances of training in public life ; and 
finally, those who desire will find emancipation from the economic thraldom 
of men. The work that lies before us is as hard as it is vast, and unless the 
best amongst us come forward with a zeal to put their shoulders to· the wheel, 
no appreciable progress. can be expected within the near future. 

'' We cannot expect success in every social endeavour that we undertake, 
but success or failure i~ no criterion for those who selflessly pursue the good 
of mankind ; and I may be permitted to conclude in the inspiring words of 
the late Mr. Gokhale that where the call of duty is clear, it is better to labour 
and to fail than not to labour at all.'' 



The resolution was put to the vote and declared carried unanimously. 

HINDUSTAN SCOUTS 

, The following resolution was then moved from the Chair :-

,., This Conference is of· the opinion that the Hindus than Scout 
Movement should be encouraged and special attempt be made to 
popularise its women 'a section.'' 

The resolution was passed. 

BARODA .l\IARRIAGE 

Mrs. Venutai Lele (l\Iaharastra) moved the following resolution :-

" This Conference strongly condemns the action of the :Maharaja of 
Baroda in violating the law of monogamy in force in his State and 
considers his anti-social action as tending to retard the social progress 
of Hindu society.'' 

Speaking on the resolution, 1\lrs. Lele said that Baroda was one of the 
foremost States in the whole of the country and the State had enacted laws 
b1inging about social reform. Among the foremost of those laws were two, · 
namely, the law on monogamy and the law on divorce.. By entering int{) a 
second marriage under circumstances which could not be justified, the Maha
raja had done an act which the Conference should condemn in as strong 
a language as possible. · 

The laws on monogainy and divorce were enacted after the present 
Maharaja came into power, and this should have pleased the late Highness, 
Sir Sayaji Rao. But when they considered the second marriage, the late Sir 
Sayaji Rao would have felt ashamed. If they had a Ruler who broke his own 
laws, she wanted to know whether such a Ruler would lead his State towards 
progress or degradation. For that reason alone, the second marriage of the 
:Maharaja of Baroda should be condemned. 

. 1\lrs. M. S. R Jhabvala (Bombay) seconded the resolution. She said 
that the action of the Maharaja of Baroda denoted the greatest dishonour 
and disrespect to the womanhood of India. Woman was equal to man and 
was known as the better half. Were the better halves to .follow the example 
of their Rulers. In her opinion, the Maharaja had done the greatest wrong, 
and she expressed the view that society would not make any progress where 
woman's honour was unprotected. 

At this stage, the President wanted to know whether the members would 
like to speak on the resolution. As this matter had been agitating the women 
of the country for some time now, there was a rush of women to the platform. 
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1\lrs. Savitribai Oak (Indore), speaking in llarathi, supported the 
resolution. 

Shrimati Shantabai 1\lankeshwar (C. P. South) moved an amendment 
seeking to include in the resolution the name of the woman whom the Maha
raja had married. Mrs. 1\Iankeshwar said that the woman (liaharaja's second 
wife) had dishonoured the members of her own sex and had, along with the 
Maharaja, committed this error. The Maharaja had disobeyed his own law, 
and the Conference ought to condemn the woman who was rather a party to the 
violation of the law. By her action, she had offended the high sense and 
honour of motherhood and wifehood. 

1\lrs. Shantabai Bhatwadekar (C. P. South) seconded the amendment. 
She said that even if they assumed that a man was willing to a second marria.,o-e, 
he could not do so unless the woman gave her consent. So the action of the 
woman who consented and thus enabled the Maharaja to marry a second 
time should also be condemned. 

Shrimati Babiben 1\lulji (Bombay) supported the amendment, and said 
that whoever mig!It have done such a thing deserved condemnation. The 
woman, by her action, had brought dishonour to her sisters. 

Shrimati Kamala -Ratnam (Gwalior) opposed the amendment. She 
stated that the basis of the original re:;olution veered round the legal point, 
namely, that they were condemning the action of a person who, in this instance, 
had disobeyed a law for the enactment of which he was responsible. It was 
therefore out of place to bring in the name of the woman who was not a 
subject of the State. 

1\lrs. Sogra Humayun Mirza (Hyderabad-Deccan), condemning the acti(•ll 
of the llaharaja, made a humorous speech, and advised women not to gin 
their daughters in marriage to persons who had their first wives living, because 
in such alliances their daughters' lives would never be happy. She gave the 
example of birds and animals and said that when birds collected together, 
they established relations, and once a relationship was established, they took 
care to see that those relations were not violated. She concluded by quoting 
an Urdu couplet and stating that one husband and one wife are a happy couple. 

Rani Lakshmibai Rajwade received an ovation when she rose to address 
the gathering. 

She said that the question of the second marriage of the Maharaja of 
Baroda, during the lifetime of his first Maharani, could not be ignored 89 

an act of individual aberration. It was a matter which concerned society a.'l 
a whole because of the existence of the law of monogamy in the Baroda state. 
Such a step taken by a person of lesser social importance would probably 



have been ignored by society, but the act ·of the Maharaja could not be s6 
treated because of the far-reaching repurcussions which it was bound to have 
not only on the subjects of the Baroda state, but the nation as a whole. 

Soon after assuming the reigns of office, the present 'Maharaja of Baroda 
promUlgated the law of monogamy and divorce in his State, whieh was con
sidered to be the crowning piece of work connected with social reforms initiat
ed by His late Highness Maharaja Sayaji Rao. But within a short period 
of this praiseworthy act, the present Maharaja bas set aside his own legislation 
for the breach of which many of his subjects were now undergoing various 
terms of imprisonment. She wanted to l"D.ow why the ruler was above his 
own law. 

Recently in the Central Legislature an attempt was made to raise the 
question of the second marriage of 'the Maharaja of Baroda, but Government 
did not allow it. There were at present two very important social bills-the 
Rao Bills-before the Central Legislature and the country. By allowing dis
cussion on the ' Baroda marriage ease,' Government would have indicated. 
which way their sympathies lay. As the public at large are apt to be influenc
ed by the attitude of the Government in such matters, a clear indication of 
the Government's attitude in this particular case would have greatly facilitated 
the passage of the above two bills through the legislature. But Government 
have lost the opportunity for reasons best knowli to themselves. ' 

In the draft resolution placed by the speaker before the Subjects Com
mittee of the A. I. W. C. she had suggested that the Baroda ruler should be 
asked to abdicate~ Such power was vested either in the subjects of the State 
or the Government of India. In their present condition the people of any 
state were powerless to enforce their will on the ruler for the breach of any 
law however serious, and the Government of India had shown their unwilling
ness to take any steps 'in the matter. In these circumstances the above sugges
tion of the speaker-had it been adopted although it had no practical value .. 
would at least have been a strong indication of what the women of this country 
were thinking about this deplorable act. 

Shrimati Leilamani Naidu (Hyderabad-Deccan) said she wanted to make 
certain verbal changes in the resolution. She sought to delete the words "and 
considers his anti-social action as tending to retard the social progress of Hindu· 
society," and substitute instead the words " and deplores the action as defi-
nitely detrimental to the progress of society in India." . 

Opposing the amendment, Shrimati Leilamani Naidu said that by insert
ing the name of Princess Sita Devi in this resolution, they were going to 
weaken their common condemnation which at the moment was completely 



impersonal. The Maharaja, as the guardian of law and order in a State, had 
• been guilty of a breach of law. She added : " If you _pow introduce Sita 

nevi's name, as she has nothing to do with the State rules, you are completely 
individualising the case which at the moment is universal. I would beg the 
members to think over the point before introducing the change as is sought 
for by the amendment." 

Proceeding, the speaker said that there were thousands of men and women 
in India who had committed such errors. She also suggested that tl1e amend
ment was not in order. 

The amendment when put to the vote was declared lost. The verbal 
changes having been accepted by Mrs. Venutai Lele, the mover, the resolution 
as Vl'rbally changed was adopted as follows :-

' • This Conference strongly condemns the action of the l\laharaja of 
Baroda in violating the law of monogamy in force in his State and 
deplores the action as definitely detrimental to the progress of society 
in India." 

SHARI AT BILL 

Miss Khadija Minhaj moved the following resolution o~ the Shariat Bill. 

" This meeting of the All-India Women's Conference supports the 
Shariat Bill introduced by Baji Rashida Latiff in the Punjab 
Legislative Assembly." 

Speaking on the resolution, Miss Minhaj (Punjab Central) said that so 
far Muslim women in the Punjab were concerned, in ·regard to inheritance, 
they were governed by the Hindu Law. The Shariat Bill sought to alter 
this so as to make the Muslim I~aw applicable to women's inheritance. She 
thought it was a move in the right direction. 

Begum Anwarullah (Hyderabad-Deccan) seconding the proposal, expres.'l
ed her pleasure in seeing that women in India were vigilant and alert regard
ing their own rights. She then explained the principles of Muslim law so far 
as division of property was concerned, and added that if the Shariat Bill was 
passed by the Punjab Assembly, daughters would get half the share of the 
sons. 

Begum Hussain Ali Khan (Hyderabad-Deccan) supported the resolution. 

Shrimati Rajan Nehru (Delhi) further supporting the resolution, said 
that their support was whole-hearted, and she entertained hope that l\!uslim 
women would extend the same sympathy in support of causes concerning Hindu 
women as the latte1· were now showing to the women of the Punjab. 
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1\lrs. Yamutai Kirloskar (:Maharastra) referred to the recommendations 
of the Ran Committee in regard to the inheritance of Hindu women and said 
that as they were now seeking to get a share in property according to the 
proposals now before the Central Assembly, it was only proper that they 
should support the Punjab l!Iuslim women in their attempt to get a right to 
inherit property. 

1\liss Kapila Khandwala (Bombay) also spoke in favour of the resolution 
which was passed unanimously. 

HEALTH IXSL"'RANCE 

Rani Lakshmibai Rajwade then moYed the next resolution which was as 
follows: 

" In view of the extremely inadequate provision which exists for 
medical a!d in India, this Conferen_ce urges upon the Government to take 
effective steps that medical help is made available for every -citizen of 
this country by a scheme of compulo;ory health insurance." 

Observing that there was utter lack of medical aid in the country, Rani 
Lakshmibai, speaking on the resolution referred to the committee appointed 
by the Government of India in connection with this question, and said that they 
were now looking forward to the publication of the committee's report. The 
health of the people of India as compared to the health of the people of western 
conntries was deplorable. In his latest publication-ONE WORLD-lli. 
Wendell Willkie had said that he found the Asiatic countries which he had re
cently visited, in various. stages of political and economic development. But 
tJ1e one common factor in them all, observed by him was the almost utter lack 
of a knowledge of hygiene and sanitation. She was sure that if he had visited 
India l1e would have found the same state of a:ffairs in this country. 

According to the census of 1939, there were 42,000 doctors and 4,500 nurses 
in India. Considering the population these figures worked out at one doctor for 
every 9,000 persons and one nurse for every 86,000 persons. The corresponding 
figures for the United Kingdom were one doctor for every 776 persons and one 
nurse for every 435 persons. The number of hospitals and dispensaries in 

. British India was 7,300 working out at one hospital or dispensary for every 
41,000 people. Adequate provision for maternity needs was almost negligible 
in this country. In the year 1939 the number of deaths in childbirth amounted 
to 200,000, and it is considered that 80% of these could have been prevented 
if adequate maternity services were available. The figures for infant n10rtality 
under one year per 1,000 live births were 21.8 in India as compared with 12.2 
in the United Kingdom. It is the right of every woman to have skilled attend
ance <luring pregnancy and childbirth and it was the duty of the Conference to 
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bring pressure on the Government to make adequate provision for maternity 
services at an early date without bringing forward the usual plea of lack of· 
finance. Speaking about the Health Committee appointed by the Government 
of India Rani Lakshmibai could not express in optimistic terms the 'Wily h .. 
which the recommendations of that committee would be implemented by 
Government. In their experience, the Central Government, when dealing with 
the demand for health and other nation-building activities had always raised 
the question of finance. But as far as the war and allied matters were con
cerned they could always find ample money. 

In the recent scheme (15 Year Plan) published by Sir Purshottamdas 
Thakurdas and oth~r industrialists, they had worked out the cost of building 
and maintaining hospitals and dispensaries both for the urban and rural 
population of India. The figures have gone into crores, but if there is a real 

. desire to improve the health of the nation, money would always be found. A 
good beginning might be made by a levy of a universal tax of eight anuas 
or more per head per year towards health· insurance. She appealed to the 
Conference to take a keen interest in the problem of health. 

Miss Khemchand (Hyderabad, Sind) seconded the resolution. She said 
that it would be superfluous to add anything to the speech made by Rani 
Lakshmibai, who had covered the question from every point of view. While 
seconding the resolution, the speaker wanted the delegates and other women 
attending the Conference to realise the importance of the question before' th€m 
and try and do what they could in the interests of their womenfolk. The 
problem of nurses was a serious one, and it was up to them to see that many 
of the girls took up nursing and thus gave relief to the ailing. 

The resolution was passed. 

MR. :M. C. SET.ALVAD'S SPEECH ON HINDU LAW 

Shrimati Kamaladevi introducing Mr. M. C. Setalvad, one of the 
leaders of the Bombay Bar, said that he would speak on some ·of the legal 
subjects that were interesting women at the n;10ment. 

Mr. Setalvad: Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen. It is not by mis
take that I have used the word ' Mr.' I have used it because I visualise in 
this gathering a determined spirit. in women to attain equality with men. I 
think it will be true to say that at no time during recent Indian history has 
Indian womanhood grown in status as during the last 20 years. For many 
years social and political conditions in the country led to a gradual decline 
in the status of women and with everything else the cause of women also 
suffered. With the spread of liberal education during the last 50 years, men 
and womeJt both began to visualise the larger aspects of life, and a gre.at 
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impetus to the growth of women was given by the national movement which 
spread over the whole country. I think nothing has uplifted women so much 
as the 'national movement which so powerfully surged throughout the land. 

Ladies and gentlemen, throughout the length and breadth of the land a 
new spirit seems to be dominating women ; and our women: whether Hindu, 
Muslim, Parsi, Sikh or Christian, are in the forefront of national leadership. 
They have a large part in. the country's struggle for freedom, and equally 
prominent has been their role in the realm of literature, art, politics, statecraft 
and local self-government. 

It is natural that in these circumstances women should demand a more 
liberalised law governing the relationship between man and woman and the 
rights in women over property. 'Vomen 's rights from a legal point of view 
fall mainly under four heads. {1) rights as to inheritance ; (2) rights 
generally over property ; (3) rights in respect of marriage laws ; and finally 
{ 4) the law relating to divorce. I shall deal very briefly with each of these 
four heads in so far as it may interest you. 

First, dealing with the law of inheritance, a~d remembering that this is 
a gathering not only of one communjty but of all communities, I shall refer 
to one importa?t fact that so far as Muslim a~d Christian women are- con
cerned their laws have for a long time given women the right to inherit from 
their parents. The Islamic law ever since_ its birth has recognised the right 

-of the widow and of the daughter to -a share of the inheritance left by man ; 
and so has the Christian.· law for a very long time in this country as well as 
outside. But the position in regard to the Hindu law and, thefore, the position 
in so far as Hindu women are concerned, has been very different. The ~ause 
of this difference lies perhaps in the ancient structure of Hindu society. 
Hindu society as known to ancient times, was very averse to the division of 
property whether it be between man and man or between man and woman. We 
bad what are called village communities and later joint families who owned 
property jointly ; transfer of property, particularly landed property was 
practically prohibited. Owing pa"rtly to this but mainly to the belief that women 
deserved only to be maintained but not to inherit, women generally were 
denied a share in the inheritance. No doubt there are in the ancient Smritis 
some which recognise, for example, a daughter's share. But. that was done 
in exceptional circumstances, for example, when a man died leaving only a 
daughter and no .son, in which case the daughter was given a share in the 
belief or at any rate under the legal fiction that she was like a son. That is 
how in some exceptional cases a daughter was given a share. But it would 
be correct to say that generally speaking a daughter was denied a share 
though the law made provision for her maintenance, marriage expense.s etc. 
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The fundamental fact, however, remained that a widow after the husband's 
death and a daughter after father's were denied a share. 

Naturally Hindu society, with its growing sense of the rights and the 
rising responsibilities of women, has raised a protest against the denial of a 
share to the daughter. With regard to widows social pressure has been even 
greater and sometime ago legislation was enacted by which certain rights to 
succeed to the husband's property were gh•en to widows. Nothing has so 
far been done with regard to giving. ti:e daughter a share. 

However, many of you are doubtless aware that for sometime past attempts 
have been made to codify Hindu Law and certain bills have been put forward 
in the legislature concerning two important subjects. The first relates to the 
Law of Intestate succession, i.e. the law which lays down how the pro,Perty 
of a man who has died without leaving a will is to be divided. In regard to 
that law the Bill which has been put forward in the Assembly does provide 
for a share being given to a daughter. The scheme of that Bill is that on 
a person's death without leaving a will his property should go to the widow, 
sons, and daughters, all of them taking together. The result, therefore, will 
be that the daughter will become a sharer with the widow and the son, and 
the scheme of the Bill is that the daughter should get half the share of the 
son. That is what the Bill provides and the effect of it will be to put· the 
daughter in very much the same position as a Christian ~aughter or a Parsi 
daughter is. · 

That is a great step forward. What is now needed is that public opinion 
should be fully educated and made vocal so that ~he proposed bill may be 
accepted by the legislature. It was not very long ago that one of these bills 
came before the legislature and you will remember the vehemence with which 
the orthodox view was put forward. I do not think I am exaggerating when 
I say that every possible effort by all women's and other organisations will 
be needed in order to fully support those who are promoting this legislation 
llnd to enable it to be carried through its various stages before it can become 
Jaw. 

There are those who hold a more extreme view, not ·without justification, 
in regard to a daughter's share. Their view is that a daughter should have 
a share equal to that of a son. I have every sympathy for that view but it 
is always expedient in seeking changes not to ask for too much. Once the 
principle that a daughter is entitled to a share is adopted, changes may follow 
later which may satisfy the larger demand I have mentioned. That is one 
provision in the intended legislation which will, if the bill becomes law, work 
a very great ehange in tile status of Hindu women in this country. 
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The same Bill deals with another matter which concerns what I have des
cribed as the second head, viz, women's right to property •. I am sure you are aware 
that at the moment if a woman inherits something anywhere outside Bombay 
she gets what is called a woman's estate in it which is very different from a 
man's estate. If a woman gets property from her husband as heir the law 
in Bombay and outside says that she cannot deal with it except for certain 
purposes. Supposing the husband leave a house which she inherits she cannot 
sell it or convert it into cash except for certain very limited purposes. In 
Bombay, however, if a husband leaves movable property such as cash, orna
ments, and shares, she may deal with it. Outside Bombay the position is that 
whatever the property left by the husband cannot be dealt with by the wife 
except for certain purposes, but she can use the income out of it for her main
tenance. On her death the property goes to her husband's heirs, mostly, may 
be, brothers and nephews etc. That bas been working a great injustice and 
hardship to women in general. 

The Bombay view in regard to daughters bas been for a long time different 
from the view outside Bombay. Daughters in Bombay when they get the 
property there· being no son get what they inherit from their father 
" absolutely," i.e. that 'they can do what they like with it. Now the proposal 
in the Bill which I have mentioned in regard to rights to property is this 
all property which a woman gets whether from h~r husband or father, is to be 
regarded as Streedhan i.e. a woman's property to which she is absolutely 
entitled as if she were a male as. distinguished from property over which she 
has a limited right. If this legislation is carried through it will be a very 
great step forward, because whatever a woman gets by way of inheritance will 
be her own absolute property. She will be able to deal with it as she likes 
jn her lifetime and she could make will of it or she can do anything she 
likes with it just as a man could do with his own property. The distinction 
between absolute rights in men and the limited rights of women was based 
on the view that woman is not able to take care of her belongings. Now a law 
based on such a theory cannot absolutely subsist contemporaneously with the 
existence of women legislators and women corporators, who are able to look 
after not only their own affairs, but are competently taking part in the 
management of the affairs of cities, provinces and of the whole country. It 
is only right that this distinction between women's rights and men's rights 
over property should now completely disappear. That is an important feature 
of the Bill which is now awaiting disposal by the legislature. 

It is necessary to repeat that it is vital to you1· interests that you should 
force public opinion, organise it all over the country and ensure the safe 
passage of this Bill through the legislature. 
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The third head is, you will remember, the vexed subject of marriage. 
Here we enter a very controversial field indeed. The first question which arises 
in this connection is the question of monogamy. And this is a question which 
concerns not only Hindu women, but also :M:uslim women. I am not conscious 
of any agitation raised among l!uslim women against polygamy. A Muslim 
male can take as many as four wives, and even if he takes a fifth, that marriage 
is not void though it may be considered irregular. Among Hindus, the present
day position is that there is no limit to the number of wives a man can marry. 
'fhat certainly is a position which no modern society can tolerate. At any 
rate, that is the predominating feeling which one sees in cities and larger 
towns. 

But the matter must not be allowed to rest merely with the expression 
of their feeling. by som~ women or a large number of men in the city. The 
matter must arouse the feelings of the country as a whole. If monogamy is 
io be incorporated in Hindu Law it will require in its· support a nation-wide 
appeal from Hi_ndu women all over the country. It may be surprising ; but 
I have come across Hindu women who have expressed themselves against the 
abolition of polygamy. It may be that these Hindu women are backw~rd or 
orthodox in their views ; but one does come across such views not only in 
elderly women but in some young women too. It is, therefore, up to you to 
organise, if possible, a complete unanimity in favour of the introduction of 
·monogamy as a cardinal principle of Hindu marriage law. ·Monogamy and a 
monogamous marriage are found in most well grown and highly civilised 
soe.ieties. It is undoubtedly time that Hindu society took a step forward 
and adopted the principle of monogamy in regard to Hindu marriages . 

..., It is a matter of satisfaction that in the Bill now pending before the 
Assembly it is proposed to enact that Hindu marriage will be monogamous. 
But the matter rests merely in a proposal which is yet to become the law. 
You are all aware that cries have been raised against monogamy ~n . the 
name of the right of Hinduism to exist, to expand and to grow. It has been 
said that i£ monogamy is introduced in Hindu. society, the population of Hindus 
will go down and that Hindu society will lose the importance which it enjoys 
at present. It is said that in the interest of Hinduism as a whole, polygamy 
should continue to exist. I will not pretend to pronounce an opinion on a 
subject which only sociologists and economists can investigate and speak with 
authority .. The feeling which one has, however, is that this cry is raised by 
the orthodox so that under a new pretext they may stop the progress of the 
society towards monogamy. If that is the true nature of the opposition, we 
should resist and fight it. Women can attain an honoured position only in 
a society which sternly sets its face against polygamy. 
5 
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We next come to the very controversial question whether Hindu Law 
system should provide for a sacramental marriage only or for both a sacramental 
and a civil marriage. Civil marriage, as you are aware, is different from a 
sacramental marriage in this way that its binding nature . arises from not 
religion or samskar, but from agreement of parties. It is in the nature of a 
contractual marriage. In ·the legislation which has been proposed there are 
two classes of marriage. One has been described as the sacramental marriage 
and the other as civil marriage. A sacramental marriage would be performed 
with certain· simple ceremonies in front of the sacred fire, whereas the civil 
marriage would be performed as under the Special Marriages- Act by merely 
going through certain formalities and signing the register. It is.a matter for· 
deep consideration whether one should allow. to be introduced in "the Hindu 
Law the form of civil marriage. 

It is to be remembered that civil marriages have been taking place among 
Hindus for about 20 years now. Formerly, if a person was a Hindu, so long 
as he described himself as a Hindu, he could not contract a civil marriage. 
Thus a Hindu could not contract a monogamous marriage. Somewhere about 
1923, the Special Marriage Act was amended to enable Hindus, Jains and 
others also to enter into. civil marriages which were monogamous marriages. 
What is now proposed is that freedom to enter into a contract of civil marriage 
should now be incorporated in Hindu Law and that such a civil marriage should 
be recognised as one of the forms of Hndu marriag~. That is one point of view. 

But there is another point of view that has been put forward by certain 
organisations of women in this country. That point of view holds that in 
Hindu Law you should not introduce the contract or civil marriage. It is 
suggested that it should be outside the pale of Hindu Law and that in Hindu 
r.~aw you should have only the sacramental marriage. The rigour and restric
tion in sacramental marriages may however be relaxed. It is suggested . that 
it should make it a more liberal form of marriage, still keeping it sacramental, 
so that it can be entered into between Hindus- and Jains and Buddhists or 
Sikhs inter se and thus liberalise the whole system of Hindu marriage. This 
is undoubtedly a proposal which is in a sense wider and more liberal than 
the proposal which is now put forward in the Bill before the Assembly. It 
is wider in as much as it enables Hindus to marry outside their castes, and it 
is more liberal because it dispenses with certain ceremonies which otherwise 
are necessary in a Hindu form of marriage. But from another point of view 
the proposal is less liberal because it prevents the civil marriage being regard
ed as a form of Hindu marriage. Perhaps. this difference is more a matter 
of detail than a distinction in principle, because _both views accept the position 
that .a Hindu may enter into a civil marriage, the only controversy being 
whether you should call the marriage contracted :3 Hindu marriage or a civil 
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marriage outsiue the Hindu Law. I have no doubt that when the Bill comes 
back for further debate this question will be dealt with 'in a spirit of compromise. 

I now come to the fourth head, namely divorce. It is a subject closely, 
connected with the third head and is perhaps the most controversial of the 
subjects agitating Hindu society. The present position is that the rights of 
divorce in both Hindu and Muslim women are very limited indeed. Muslim 
women have the right to divorce only in exceptional cases; The Hindu law 
knows no divorce, although there are a large number of Hindu sects who have 
introduced divorce by custom and this custom has been recognised by the 
courts. The matter is very simple among them. It is a matter arranged to 
the satisfaction of the parties concerned done by their own caste or by their 
village elders. Among a number of communities it resolves into a matter really 
of the choice of parties. A husband and wife may disagree and it is open 
to the wife in such a case to divorce the husband, subject of course to approval 
by the elders of the community or caste. That system seems to have worked 
very admirably. 

If one discards prejudice and has regard for actual facts of life there is 
no reason why Hindu Law should not have incorporated into it a system of 
divorce which enable couples who have tried their best to agree but cannot 
get along togethr to dissolve the tie between them. After the application of 
the Special Marriage Act to the Hindus there have been civil marriages among 
Hindus carrying with them the right of divorce. The right to divorce ·in 
these cases in analogous to the right of divorce among Christians. For 20 
years there have taken place among Hindus civil marriages carrying the rights 
of divorce, and we have large masses of Hindu society who are in favour of • 
divorce. I think that the right of divorce with suitable restrictions should 
now find a place in the Hindu system of Law. 

It is urged that Hindu marriage is sacramental (Samskar) and that 
divorce is fundamentally opposed to sacrament or Samskar. Tha~ I am not 
in a position to dispute, but have we not now reached the stage at which 
Hindu Law as a law should be able to recognise Samskar marriages as well 
as marriages based on a hypothesis other than Samskar 1 The Hindu system of 
law and philosophy have been for ages very liberal minded and elastic. 
'l'hese have embraced within the~r fold a number of divergent and inconsistent 
opinions and beliefs. I think we will be but acting in the true spirit under
lying this elastic and wide embracing system of law if we introdue into it 
marriages of the two types I have mentioned. Far from doing any violence . 
to the true spirit of Hindu Law we shall really be carrying out its true spirit. 
That seems to me to be the true position i!! r(!gard tQ the· right of divorce, 
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There is at the moment no legislation pending with regard to divorce. 
That will be a matter to be brought forward after the :Marriage Bill has been 
dealt with. I am sure that' legislation in this subject will be a Tery delicate 
matter and will have to be very carefully handled. If the proposal that 
divorce should be intro~uced in the Hindu system evokes strong opposition it 
may be wiser to be content to make a beginning by introducing only ; and 
leave the question of divorce for all Hindu marriages to be dealt with in 
future. Once you have monogamy, divorce is sure to follow quickly because 
monogamous marriages without di"mrce in proper eases will be tolerated by 
no society. · 

I th~ I have dealt briefly with all the four heads. It is up to women 
to organise in the various directions I have mentioned and to create a sound 
public opinion in order to help forward the legislation which has been and 
u-hich will be introduced. :Man is by nature and instinct conservath·e and 
women generally do not want a change so that any proposal for a change 
is always opposed. And,this is truer still when the proposed changes relate 
to methods which have been in Togue for centuries. Another thing which 
one may not forget is that law has been made and moulded by man for what 
be considered the best interest of ~oeiety. But now woman has come to share 
in the moulding of the law, and it is up to her to endeavour to so mould 
and liberalise it as enable woman to take her tru.e place along with man in the 
building of a well-balanced and truly graceful social structure. Indian 
nationhood can attain true greatneSs only when its men and women live and 
grow under the aegis of such a social structure. 

The President: We all had the pleasure of listening to the very in
formative talk and we must be grateful to :Mr. Setalvad for having illustrated 
some of the ticklish yet important points agitating our minds. 

PROCEEDL~GS OF THIRD DA. Y 9TH APRIL 19-H 

The All-India '\Yomen's Conference re-assembled at 12-30 p.m. on Sunday, 
when the President said : 

I wish to say· a few words before we start our proceedings. There has
been a certain amount of excitement caused by some posters stuck up at the 
entrance to our Panda!. On these were written names of candidates who were 
standing for ~lection to certain offices. The posters indicated that the dele
gates should vote for these people. I wish to say on behalf of all the candidates 
that we, the Standing Committ.ee, the office and the candidates, none of them 
is responsible for these posters. I also dissociate the office entirely from this 
move. 
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• 
I am not aware, nor are my colleagues aware, who stuck those posters. 

All that I can say is that it is a very unfortunate thing that has happened. 
I hope you will appreciate this explanation that I am making that neither 
the office nor the candidates nor the Standing Committee had a hand in it. 

This is an open election. It is open to any delegate to stand for any 
office and it is perfectly open to delegates to vote for any candidate they 
choose, for it is an entirely free ~lection. I wish to make this statement of 
policy of the Conference as President. ' · 

There is another charge which has been made for past several days. That is 
that the Congress and Congress women have been using this organisation for 
their own purposes as a kind of instrument. As a Congress woman myself I 
want to deny that charge emphatically on behalf of Congress women. 

A :Voice : And pt"OVe it. 

Continuing the President observed : I should like to remind the- Con
ference if its memory is short that Cpngress women have been in this Conference 
right from its very inception. It is my pride that the founder and the 
original workers of thic; Conference were Congress women and Congress 
women have contributed much ot it. :Mrs. Cousins was the original founder 
and when she was Chairman I worked under her for four years as secretary. 
I do not think that the charge could have ever been made against this organi
sation or against the Congress women because it is not still an instrument of -
the Congress. The fact, on the contrary, that there are so many non-Cungress 
elements here bears testimony to that statement. 

We could have made this into an instrument of the Congress if we wanted 
to, but the Congress is wide enough for us and provides enough scope for 
carrying on work among all sections including women. I hope and expect 
that it is the policy of all those who are working in this organisation to keep 
it a non-party Organisation. 

I made that declaration in unequivocal terms in my presidential address. 
Somebody asked me to prove it. My very existence in this organization ic; 
proof. 

:Mrs. Margaret Cousins is a Congress woman. The long list of illustrious 
presidents contains a number of Congress women, and that they have not 
made any attempt to make this Conference a tool of the Congress is home 
out by the fact that so many non-Congress women are in it, and also by the 
fact that we have an imposing list of non-Congress women as Presidents. 
To those who cannot understand that, I can only say that they have not got 
(Jrdinary c()mmonsense. 
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• • 
Mrs. Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, speaking in Hindustani also explained the 

position of the Conference and emphasised that it was a non-party organisa
tion. The Conference, she said, had always attempted to carry on its work 
on democratic lines and by the rule of majority. Although the Conference 
was composetl of women belonging to di1ferent shades of political opinion care 
had been taken to see that no split should take place. They must continue 
to look at all questions from a wide national point of view and with a spirit 
of democracy. 

Mrs. Pandit also made it clear that neither the Standing Committee nor 
the Office had anything to do with the election posters. 

POST-WAR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Mrs. Hamiah Sen (Delhi) then moved the following resolution :..-

" This Conference welcomes the report of the Central Advisory 
Board of Education on Post-war Educational Development as an effort 
towards universal and compulsory education, and authorises the 
appointment of a Representative Committee to submit within a specified 
time, the considered views and recommendations for presentation before 
the next meeting of the Standing Committee.'' 

Mrs. Hannah Sen said : I should like to. give a few reasons why we 
are so anxious to take up the study of the report of the Central Advisory 
B.oard of Education on. Post-war Educational Development and the reasons 
are to be found in the clauses of the report and in the personnel of the various 
committees whose views are embodied in the report. 

The main clauses of the report provide for (1) universal and free 
primary education for all boys and girls. (2) nursery schools for smaller 
children, particularly in areas where housing conditions are unsatisfactory ; 
(3) secondary or high school education of a varied type for students who 
show a capacity for benefiting by it ; ( 4) university education, including 
post-graduate and research facilities ; (5) technical, commercial and art 

. education ; the location of these will necessarily. he determined to a large 
extent by the requirements of industry and commerce ; (6) adult education, 
including vocational training, to meet the needs of those who were denied 
adequate opportunities in their earlier years ; (7) the .training of an army 

· of teachers ; ( 8) au efficient school medical service, which will see that children 
are made healthy and kept healthy, with arragements for proper nourishment 
in the ease of ill-fed children. The health policy postulates the provision of 
ideal school buildings hi suitable surroundings, with facilities for games and 
physical training ; (9) special schools for children suffering from mental or 
physical handicaps ; (10) recreational facilities of all ldnds ; (11) employment 
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bureaux under the control of the education departments and the adjustment 
of the outlook of schools to the capacity of the labour market; and (12} an 
administrative system which will place the initiative in the hands of those 
who understand and care about education. 

These 12 are the main provisions of the report published by the Central 
Advisory Board of Education after two years of research, and they envisage 
a system of national education for India. The research was carried on with 
the help of various committees, which consisted of officials, educationists and 
politicians, both men and wom_en. The committees that worked under the 
aegis of the Central Board of Education were of representative character. 
Among the women who contributed to the building up of this report were 
two of our prominent workers, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, a Patron of the Con
ference, and 1\frs. Renuka Ray, a member of the Central Legislative Assembly. · 
So that, when we consider this report, we have to bear in mind that all shades 
of opinion, including that of the Women's Conference, have ·played a part in 
shaping the recommendations, on the basis of which the report has been 
drafted. I, therefore, propose that the report be taken up for serious study 
by a representative committee of the Conference, the appointment of which is 
suggested in the resolution before you. 

Mrs. Kulsum Sayani (Bombay} translated the above resolution in 
Hindustani. She said : I have great pleasure in seconding the 
resoulution just moved by Mrs. Sen. This is the :first time in the 
history of India that a comprehensive scheme of education has been drawn 
up and placed before the public. We are pleasantly surprised that the Govern
ment of India are actually thinking of spending a stupendous sum on -that 
orphan-Indian education. So far our experience ,has been that money for 
every other cause but Indian education has always b~en ]>lentiful. Being 
interested in Adult Education myself, I am very glad to :find that the recom
mendations of the Central Advisory Board have given adult education a place 
of primary importance, and the suggestions given by our Member-in-charge 
of Adult Education, Mrs. Renuka Ray, have been incorporated. The work 
of liquidating illiteracy should have been undertaken generations ago. How
ever, better late than never. No country can achieve progress or national 
self-respect until every child and adult in it is at least literate. 

Mrs. R. B. Billlmoria, supporting the resolution, said : Madam Presi
dent, Sister Delegates, and friends, Mrs. Sen has placed before you the various 
clauses of the Report and so I shall only make a few general remarks about 
the Sargent scheme as a whole. There is no doubt about it that the-Sargent 
scheme has created very great interest in the educational world, particularly 
as it opens, vast possibilities. The scheme provides, as you all 
know, a · minimum education up to' a standard for all boys and 
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· girls and gurantees higher education of various kinds to those who are admitted 
to college. Even if this par·t alone of the scheme fructifies it will be -"110 

small achievement. ·The expenditure connected with the scheme is so 
great that some people have condemned the report on the ground that it talks 
in terms of astronomical figures. But those who look upon education as a nation
building ·activity feel that no expenditure, however great, should stand in the 
way of the education of our children or giving them the minimum laid down 
in the scheme. Therefore, it is our duty to fight such criticism tooth and 
nail. 

. ' . 
The 'war has shown us that if inoney is needed it will be forthcoming. 

For an activity like education money must be found because no nation can 
hope to advance if it allows its masses to remain uneducated. 

The importance of the Sargent scheme really lies in its comprehensive
ness. Every aspect of education from the primary to the University stage 
has been dealt with. It also lays down the various directions in which educa
tion should be given to provide for the various needs of the country. 

One great point on which the Sargent scheme. lays particular stress is 
the training of teachers. In our various conferences we have passed resolu
tions on the importance of the training of teachers and on the conditions of 
employment and status. The Sargent scheme has laid the greatest emphasis 
on this most important problem. 

It is not necessary for· me to take up your time by offering comments or 
criticism on the various clauses, since all that this resolution asks for is that 
every aspect of the report should be carefully studied. I am certain you 
will therefore have no objection to pass this resolution unanimously. 

Shrimati Gangubai Patwardhan (Baroda) further supported the 
resolution in a Marathi speech. She said that the report of the Central 
Advisory Board of Education was a most comprehensive document and each 
clause of it deserved the most careful study. The object of the resolution was 
not to accept the recommendations in toto. It merely recommended a thorough 
study of the report. Education was a field in which women could .make an 
immense contribution and every Branch must therefore ~tudy the report and 

. make its views known so that when the time came for implementing the 
recommendations obtained· in the report the women's point of view was not 
ignored. . 

The resolution was put to vote and passed unanimously. 
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WOllEN IN 1\IINES 

l\liss Shanta Bhalerao . (liaharashtra) then moved the following• 
resolution :-

"The All-India Women's Coriference condemns the action of the 
Government of India in withdrawing by a notification the prohibition on 
·women to work underground in the coal mines in India, as a retrograde 
and reprehensible step, ilifringing · , a convention of the International 
Labour Organisation. No circumstances justify the employment of women 
underground, and hence the Conference urges upon the Government to 
restore the ban immediately." 

l\liss Bhalerao translated the resolution into Marathi also .. Proceeding she 
said : The resolutions demanding the withdi-awal of the order removing the· 
ban on the employment of women in coal mines in India have been adopted by · 
most of our branches. We as a Conference were naturally shocked when Gov
ernment first made the declaration that the ban was going to be lifted, 
because we were among those who had first demanded that such a ban should 
be imposed. This Conference sent a committee of investigation to the coal 
fields at Jharia some years ago before the ban was imposed and the ban came 
in consequence of the demand made, among others, by the various women's 
organisations. Why did we demand that ban t ·Are we against women being 
employed t Certainly not. · We want to be employed as teachers, nurses and ~ 
workers in factories and industrial establishments. But the conditions of 
women's work in mines are so abominable and horrible that it is against 
decency to allow women to work in mines. 

This is a resolution which is not at all controversial. All through the 
world, in most civilised countries, there is a ban on women's employmen:t under
ground. Such a ban was put into operation in England as the result of 
agitation carried on by social workers one hundred years ago. So for the last 100 
years women have not been allowed to work underground in mines in England. 
The ban was actually introduced· in our country some ten years ago ·and. 
50,000 women who used to work underground all stopped doing so by 1937. 
Now the Government by reversing the policy is trying to put back these women 
underground. Why t It is because woman's labour is cheaper, and employers 
find it easier to secure women's labour more cheaply than men's. · 

When we made these protests, what was the reply of Government t Gov
ernment said, that there was a dearth of coal in the country, there was coal 
famine. Factories and railways had to stop because there was no coal in the 
country. As you all know, there was a dearth of· fuel in our homes and coal 
could not be had even for domestic consumption. Government said they 
regretted it very much, but they had to lift the ban because there was no 
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other way to secure labour. For the word ' labour ' we should substitute the 
• word ' cheap labour ' in order to realise the meaning. As you all know there 
is men's labour to be found in ample quantity in our country. The argument 

· that was advanced by Government that women's labour was necessary in 
order to increase produ~tion of coal has no value at all in· our country. That 
is why we protested against it. When there was a storm of protest, not only 
in our country but also abroad, Government replied with their own propa
ganda with which we have by now become_ familiar. Perhaps, you have read 

. the report of the discussions in Parliament, and the replies given by Mr . 
.Amery· and Mr. Butler. What did Mr. Amery say t He made a statement 
which was ridiculous. He said that men in India working in mines worked 
better because their women worked with theni. They were jealous husbands 
and . did not like their women to be left alone at home. This is against 
decency and most insulting to Indian sentiment. We as the Women's Con
ference should take up . this question of our sisters in the mines and combat 
this attack.on their honour, 

Is it really a fact that production will suffer if women are not employed ! 
A prominent member of our Conference, Mrs. Renuka Ray, had brought an 
adjournment motion in the Assembly on this question, and I will only refer 
to you one particular point that was brought up at that time. In a speech 
the Leader of the European Group in the Assembly is reported to have.said 
that owners of coal mines did not produce more coal because if they did 
so they would have to. forgo all profits on account of the Excess Profits Tax. 
Now that is exactly the reason why coal is not being produced. It is not because 
meri workers are not available there. . More coal is not produced because there 
is. no profit for the employers. That was what we were told on the floor of 
the Legislative Assemb~y. · 

But we as women need not enter into arguments here whether or not wo:m,en 
should be sent down to the mines. As a conference,· we must stress the neces
sity of proper conditions for women workers in consonance with their dignity 
as human beings. With all our international sisterhood let us demand here 
that under no circumstances should women be sent down the mines (cheers). 
I hope you will pass this resolution without any division and demand the im
mediate withdrawal of the order removing the ban. on employment of women 
underground (cheers). 

Shrimati Sarala Gupta (Hyderabad Dn.), seconding the resolution, spoke 
in Hindi. She said : As a body whose sole function was to protect the interests 
of women the All-India Women's Conference was most concerned with the 
order of the Government, withdrawing the ban on employment of women un
derground. By that Government had broken the International convention to 
which they were also a party. She described as being lame the excuse given by 
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Government of shortage of labour and expressed the opinion that if adequate 
wages were paid male labour could be had in plenty. Side by side with better. 
wages there must also be an improvement in the living conditions of the miners. 
In conclusion she demanded immediate reimposition of the ban. 

Dr. (Mrs.) Krishnabai Patil (Baroda) further supporting the resolution 
said : I have come here to support this resolution, and I will give two or three 
reasons why women should not be employed underground in mines from the 
medical point of view. Already the health of women in India generally is 
poor. The expectation of life in India is very much lower than in western 
countries and there is a high rate of infant mortality and mortality of women 
during child-birth. Growing poverty of the people, inadequate housing, in
sufficiency of clothing, all lower the vitality of the people. The poor man's 
diet also is unbalanced. This is one aspect which has long been neglected 
on which much propaganda is needed. These are the conditions of women 
in India generally, and in the mining districts the situation is much worse. In 
the circumstances how could women be allowed to work in mines ! 

Mrs. Mankeshwar (C.P. South) further supporting the resolution in 
a :Marathi speech said ihat the removal of the ban amounted to nothing less 
than a well-planned murder of women. It was said that male labour was not 
available. If Government could get men for the fighting forces why could 
not they get them for the mines ·also 7 

Mrs. Ramabai Kotwal of Dhulia (Maharastra) also supported the 
resolution. Speaking in Marathi, she thought that the explanation for the 
removal of the ban was that higher wages had to ·be paid to men. It was 
argued on behalf of Government that men preferred that their womenfolk 
should work alongside with them. Such an excuse, she felt, could only be 
given in a subject country. She wondered if the British Government would 
have dared to give such an excuse in England. · 

Mrs. Jyotsna Mehta (Indore) while further supporting the resolution 
in a Hindi speech, said she wanted to sound a note of warning. · She pointed 
out that already as a result of the removal of the ban a number of women 
must have been employed underground in mines. If the ban was re-imposed 
all at once, all these women would be unemployed,· and starvation might result. 
Arrangements must therefore be made to avoid starvation among these women. 
She also suggested that representatives of the Conference should be sent to 
the coal mining districts to inquire into the conditions of women labourers 
and make arrangements for help, if necessary. 

The resolution was put to the vote and carried. ;L); 
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At this stage the session adjourned at 1-50 p.m. for half an hour. Before 
adjourning the President reminded the delegates that the ballot boxes 
were op~n so that none might complain afterwards that they had for
gotten to cast their votes. The ballot boxes, she said, would be closed at 4 p.m. 

_The Conference re-assembled at 2-45 p.m. 

TRAFFIC IN WOMEN AND CHILDREN 

1\-lrs. S. C. Mukerjee (Calcutta) moved the following resolution :-

'' The grave economic distress in famine areas has raised a special 
problem with regard to traffic in women and children. Advantage is being 

. taken of the helplessness of women dest~tutes, who are being enticed away 
.. for immoral purposes. This Conference emphatically condemns such 

exploitation and urges 

(a) that exemplary punishment be meted out to the culprits by 
official authorities, and 

(b) that recognised organisations take immediate steps for the pro
- tection and rehabilitation' of such women, and Government by 

legislative and executive action safeguard their interests." 

·Mrs. Mukerjee said : The Conference has for some years now passed 
resolutions to agitate against traffic in women and children and discussed and 
carried on propaganda and have succeeded in getting legal measures enacted 
in all the provinces and states to punish those who are dealing in commer
cialised vice and also to protect women who are victimised due to economic 
reasons. The Conference also appointed a member to make a special study 
of the subject. It is a difficult subject to tackle, but I am glad to report that 

. more and more branches are taking an interest in this question. 
' 

Famine conditions have brought the question very much to the forefront 
again. The menace of commercialised vice has once again raised its head and 
they are all aware of the terrible plight of women who have been forced to a 
life of shame on account of econo~ic distress. For that reason, I am sure the 
resolution will all the more be welcome. In this connection, a report sub
mitted by our Standing Committee at one of our annual sessions gave some 
practical suggestions as to the nature of work that our branches could do in 
the matter. Some of the branches, I am glad to say, have been agitating for 
suitable amendments of the law to make it more effective. The suggestion 
made by the Standing Committee was that provincial and state governments . 
should form a social questions section with an officer, preferably a woman, to 
co-ordinate social questions and provide necessary finance. It was also sug
gested that such social questjons sections should direct an intensive campaign 

' 
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against traffic in women and children; that every branch of the .All-India 
Women's Conference should have in each province trained wc.men welfare 
workers and also welfare centres and rest houses for stranded women, pro'rin
cial governmnts and municipalities being a-sked to contribute towards their 
upkeep. • 

I leave it to the other speakers to tell you what difficulties women are 
facing in the famine stricken areas. 

Shrimati Chaf!drakala Sahai (Gwalior) seconded the resolution, and 
speaking in Hindustani, said that women had been the worst suiierers in the 
famine stricken areas. Reduced to a state of helplessness, they were preyed 
upon by unserupulous persons who led them astray. She sounded a note of 
warning that what was happening in Bengal today might easily happen in 
other parts of the ~ountry and stressed the need for taking preventive action. 
That was why the resolution suggested deterrent punishment to persons engaged 
in eommereialised nee and steps were sought to be taken for the protection 
of women. It was all the more necessary now that the law dealing with the 
subject should be strictly enforced and should not remain a dead letter. In 
connection with the rehabilitation of women, she suggested the opening of in
dustrial training centres and employment bureaux. 

Shrimati Renu Chakrva.rti {Bengal), supporting the resolution said : 
-I rise to support this resolution because I feel that this is one of the most 
serious problems facing women in this country, and it is therefore in the fitness 
of things that the .A..-L W.C. should take .the initatil"e in focussing attention 
and working for the alleviation of this most dire threat to the whole moral and 
social life of our women. 

Leaving aside the legal aspect of the- resolution which undoubtedly is 
necessary, and without which we would be helpless against those sharks of 
human life who trade on human flesh I should like to focus more on the social 
and economic aspects of the problem. 

There is a growing tendency to beliel"e that .the Bengal food crisis is ow•r. 
Although things may not be as acute as they were last year, we are fast moring 
towards another cataclysm mightier and more terrible than before. But the 
famine of last year has already left in its train those innumerable mangled 
remnants of humanity who hal"e nothing to call their own-neither homey nor 
sustenance, nor honour. 

It is a phenomenon in very many parts of Bengal that large sections of 
the population are women. Their menfolk have either died, or due to extreme 
economic distress hne abandoned them. Others again have gone away to 
work and are often unable to support their families. The women and children 
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are left abandoned, without shelter, without means of· subsistence, diseased, 
emaciated on the point of physical and moral extinction. ' 

Let me give you a typical story-one that could fit in with thousands of 
I 

others in thousands of villages all over the stricken areas. It is that of a 
weaver's family in a little East Bengal village in Dacca. I met her on a foot-

- path in Calcutta. Before the famine they were an honest hardworking family, 
never prosperous but honest, industrious and making ends meet. As prices 
began· to go up they slowly sold off their few ornaments, then their brass 
utensils, then their land, and fina1ly their handloom-the implement of liveli
hood that they had cherished for many generations. 

Homeless they took to the road. Her elder daughter had died of cholera. 
·· Her husband went in search of food and never returned. Then her only son 

fell ill. Driven to desperation, she was forced into circumstances which when 
I saw her had turned her at the age of 26 into a diseased old woman. Even 
in middle class families these tragic circumstances are not unknown. Just a 
few miles out of Calcutta in 24-Paraganas, one can find how young helpless 
girls are often forced into secret shame. 

Daily these things are happening. How can we rest a moment whilst 
~uch humiliation, such tragedies are shaking to the roots the very foundations 
of all we have held dear. We must agitate that all those inhuman beings who 
have sought to make profit out of helpless womanhood must get exemplary 
punishment. 

But side by side with this we must not sit with hands folded whilst 
economic stress forces them to a life of shame. It is our job to save them from 
it by doing all we can to reinstate them and make them self-supporting, res
pectable members of society without any social stain wh~tsoever. 

In Bengal we have not sat quietly. A joint co-ordinated organisation of 
over 14 men's and women's organisations have come forward under the name 
of the Nari Seva Sangh with such organisations as the Servants of India 
Society, the B. P. C. W., Maharashtra Bhagini Samaj, AU-Bengal Flood and 
Famine Relief Society, Ramakrishna Mission, the M:.A.R.S. serving on it to 
set up homes for these helpless women. The homes are of two kinds :-

• (a) Residential homes with an industrial department where the shelter
less will be provided ; 

(b) Non-residential industrial centres where the surrounding village 
women can come and work. 

The attempt of these homes will be to rehabilitate and nurse back to life 
all those women who have been beaten and battered in the economic struggle 
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for life and to baffle and provide against those sharks who are ever ready to 
trade with human misery. 

It is our sisters who are suffering the agency of shame. Today it is 
Bengal, tomorrow it may be your province. Today it may .seem far from you, 
tomorrow you may live to see your neighbour's shame. We from the Women's 
Conference must do our bit to save our women from their sad plight. Let 
us save .them to save ourselves as well as save the honour of our country. 

Mrs. Yamutai Kirloskar (?llaharastra) supporting the resolution in a 
1\Iarathi speech, said that the menace of unscrupulous persons who took 
advantage of the helplessness of women who found it difficult even to get a 
morsel of food was on the increase. When the stomach was empty what one 
was most concerned with was to get food and one resorted to the most des
perate measures. There was no love greater than maternal love, but instances 
were not lacking in Bengal where mothers had parted with their children and 
sold them for even as little a sum as four annas. The motive for the sale, of 
course, was not to obtain the four annas, but made in the hope that the 
child might get food at the hands of the purchaser. 

Mrs. Rebecca Ghosh (Bengal East) supporting the resolution said : 
From tim~ immemorial there has been the evil of traffic in women and I am 
afraid this evil will ever ·be. Whether in these universal practices, nature is 
the greater predominate cause or economic distress is a matter for conjecture. 
But I am now not interested in this traffic in the universal sense. I am now 
confining myself to Bengal and particularly East Bengal which recently passed · 
through one of the worst famines in Indian history. 

The war with all its implications has been ·only one of the main causes 
of prostitution and purchase. Prostitution took on many forms. · There were 
the professional procurers who, taking advantage of economic distress bar
gained with helpless women and girls· and in some cases secured them even 
for four chapatis. This procurement seemed to them an easy way in which 
to •in.ake ,some sort of livelihood and many were too deep into it when our 
free kitchens were opened to crawl out of it. 

It is useless for me to tell you that disease and physical rampage struck 
out in horrifying proportions and some places became unsafe from a civic 
viewpoint. But aside from this dreadful traffic due to this famine, on investi
gation we found that there were brothels which bought female children from 
guardians and parents even while the child was too young to know about life 
itself. It is on this point especially I appeal to the Conference. 

In a small area which was investigated, nearly forty brothels bought 
these children, and more are springing up every day. Ladies, I hope 
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this Conference demands that stringent legal provisions be enacted for ade
quate punishment of such persons ; that this Conference demands that desti-~ 
tute homes be established for rehabilitation of female children removed from 
houses of prostitution ; that this Conference demands that facilities be provided 
to those fallen women who wish to extricate themselves from their present 
situation and become useful members of society. 

Mrs. Usha Baldar (Bengal West) said : Bengal is very grateful to her 
sister provinces for the response from them to her appeal for aid and relief, 
but she is more than gz:ateful tp Shrimati Vijaya Lakshmi for the love and 
sympathy she has shown to her unfortunate sisters by coming all the way 
to Bengal to share personally their sorrows and aftliction. To her the call 
was imperative. - As she has said unless one sees with her own eyes, it is im
possible to realise their condition. There were other ladies from Bombay, and 
Delhi who went to Bengal, and we owe our gratitude f.o them also. There are 
so many factors that have left the women of Bengal absolutely homeless and 
without protection. :Most of them have lost everything, and sold everything 
else they had. 

During the 1\Iidnapore cyclone, while women had to take to the tops of 
trees to save their little babies, the menfolk were swept away by the flood 
while trying to save their old parents and cattle. Then, the war in the Assam 

_ borders has taken away the support of the "families, leaving their homes 
unprotected.- Thirdly, due to the consequences of famine, it was men who 
had to leave their homes first in search of food, leaving their womenfolk to 
live on what they could get. It is impossible to imagine the tragic pain of 
these separations and the breaking up of h~mes. I wish to point out particular
ly that it is the foremost duty of every woman of India today to see that while 
she is secure in her own home, her sisters do not have to sell their bodies to 
save their little children and their old parents and fall a prey to the traffickers 
who are taking advantage of the insecure and helpless condition of these 
unfortunate and uncared for women. 

The resolution was passed unanimously. 

WOMEN IN LABOUR ORGANISATIONS 
Mrs. Sudha _Mazumdar (Bengal) moved the fo~lowing resolution :- . 

" This meeting of the All-India Women's Conference is _of opinion that 
all efforts should made to co-operate with other organisations, including 
Trade Unions, to help women workers to obtain their maternity benefits 
without fear of dismissal. 
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It further resolves that the Indian Factories Act may be amended to 
include the following provisions : 

(a) Propel' houses, equipped with separate water taps and latrines 
for women; 

(b) High stools in those departments of factories in which women 
are made to labour for long hours in a standing position.'' 

.!\Irs • .1\lazu.mdar : Regarding clause (a) most of the labour quarters 
provided by factories have no separate latrines and bathing taps for women. 
Labourers of both sexes have to line up for their turn at common latrines and 
bathing places. There is little chance of this being rectified unless these 
primary necessities are made a compulsory provision in the Factories .Act. 
One need not elaborate on the importance of the subject. Women, no matter 
\\·hat strata of life they come from, are entitled in all decency to privacy for 
these purposes. 

R~garding clause (b) in some dt.>partments of certain factories the work 
of women labourers involves standing up for long hours. This is injurious to 
women, particularly harmful to those of child bearing capacities. :Medical science 
has much to say against such practice. This should be investigated and 
measures taken to make the job fitted to the woman and not the woman to 
the job . 

.At present these are the two proVIsiOns we want to be provided for 
women labourers in factories. It shoUld be our endeavour to make every effort 
to improve the conditions of women labour. The Maternity Benefit .Act is in 
force in many provinces in India, and there is a provision that no notice of 
dismissal can be given by an employer to a woman within a period of 6 months 
before her delivery, shall have the effect of depriving her of :Maternity Benefit 
which but for such notice she may have become entitled to under the .Acf 
An employer is also liable to a fine which may extend to 500 rupees for con
travention of the Act. This and a few other sections of the :Maternity Benefit 
.Act are of help to the won:{an labourer. But it is difficult for her to seek 
redress of her \\Tongs unless she is helped by Trade Unions and other 
organisations, at the time of her trouble . 

.1\liss Kamal Wagle (Bombay) seconded the resolution. In a Marathi 
speech she said that she was glad that she was given the opportunity of 
seconding the resolution, because it showed that the Women's Conference did 
not neglect their sisters of the working classes. She agreed with the preYious 
speaker that the full benefit of the Act did not reach women in factories and 

' 
6 
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said that it was necessary to work among the women and see that the advantages 
of the Act were not denied ·to them. fl'he sanitary arrangements at the 
factories and the labour colonies alSo left much to be desired. 

The resolution ~as put to vote and carried unanimously. 

HINDU LAW 

Mrs. Kitty Shiva Rao (Delhi) moved the following resolution : 

"(a) This Conference welcomes the reappointment of the Hindu 
· Law Committee _and hopes that, as soon as the entire Code has been 

completed, it will be enacted into law. The Conference, however, 
regrets the exclusion of Diwan Bahadur V. V. Joshi from the Committee, 
who is a wellknown champion of women's rights. 

(b) This Conference notes with satisfaction that the Marriage Bill 
was referred to a Joint Select Committee without a division. But it 
feels that there should be some provision for the dissolution of marriages 
under specific conditions. They, therefore, draw the attention of the 
Hindu Law Committee to the urgent need of incorporating such provi
sion in the final draft of the Code as a whole. 

(c) While reaffirming the claim for equ81 rights for both men and 
women, this Conference supports the- Intestate Succession Bill as origi
nally introduced in the legislature and deplores the changes suggested 
by the Select Committee in regard to the addition of simultaneous heirs, 
as thi~ has resulted in the dilatory tactics of re-circulating the Bill." 

Mrs. Shiva Rao said : I am going to be very brief, because I understand 
there are many members who want to speak on this resolution. I shall there
fore only explain the clauses of the resolution and give you a short review 
of what has happened, starting with the last clause (c). As you know, the 
Intestate Succession Bill was referred to the Select Committee in March 1943. 
The Committee made several changes partly with a view to have the Bill re
circulated in order to delay it. The main changes the Select Committee sug
gested were : in clause 5, the parents, if dependent upon the intestate owner, 
and the widowed daughter-in-law have been included amongst the simultaneous 
heirs, ·along with the widow, the son, and the daughter, and have_ been allotted 
specific shares in the property. 

This alteration is likely to be objected to, because it may lead to exces£:~ive 
fragmentation of property. 

In clause 13, the devolution of strklltan, son and daughter have been 
given simultaneous rights justead of the daughter coming before the son. I 
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think we should welcome this suggestion, since on principle we stand for equal 
rights of men and women. 

On the whole, however, I feel we should support the Succession .. Bill as 
introduced into the Legislative Assembly originally except that we reiterate 
our demand for equal shares for the son and the daughter in place of the half 
share for the daughter ~hich the Bill provides .for. 

(b) With regard to the Marriage Bill, it was· introduced ·along with 
the Succession Bill in March, 1943; but was not taken up for discussion till 
April, 1944. Against all expectations, it had a much smoother passage up to 
the Select Committee stage than the Intestate Bill, whi~h was mainly due to 
the fact that a large number of elected members including Congress Members 
were present in the Assembly who naturally supported it as· a progressive 
measure. The Marriage Bill, as you know, stands mainly for monogamy and 
the framers of the Bill have said that it only deals with the celebration of 
marriages. It does not deal with dissolution of marriage, maintenance and 
separation. It, therefore,· becomes necessary for us to urge upon the newly 
reappointed Hindu Law Committee the -necessity for . making provisions tO 
include these clauses, namely, dissolution of marriage, maintenance and separa:
tion into the rest of the Code, which they are framing. We are told that the 
Hindu Law Committee is working ou the completion of the entire Hindu Code 
and we hope this Code may be published some time during the summer,. 

· The Conference Office will eircularise ·the Code to all the Branch repre
sentatives and members of the Select Committee and I appeal to you to take 
it up in earnest, translate it if necessary and make it. known· to all. women 
in your area. This is very important work. It is a renewed chance for 
us to ·reaffirm our demands and press for equal rights for men and women, 
dissolution of marriage, and generally a higher social status for women. I do 
not want to say any more about these Bills and the Code. I o.nly ask you to" 
support the resolution. . . , · 

1\frs. J. R. Doc.tor .(Bombay) seconded the resolution in Gujarati. She 
emphasised the need for making a provision for dissolution of marriage side 
by side with the legislation for monogamy. She pointed out the state of the 
law among the Parsis in regard to marriage, divorce and maintenance. On 
account of the latter Parsi women .did not suffer from the disabilities which 
Hindu women experienced. . She added that although she herself was not a 
Hindu she supported the resolution because' she was aware of the very strong 
public feeling in favour of monogamy. 

Shrimati Indira Devdhar (Maharashtr~) spe~king in l!arathi said 
various branches of the Conference· had held so many meetings and discussions 
that they :were all now acquainted with the nature of the reforms suggested. 



She said that it was necessary to combat the orthodox section which had launched 
a campaign against the Bill. This section was not only carrying on a vigorous 
campaign against the reforms but was collecting signatures on a representa
tion opposing the reforms. She asked the delegates to see that these propa
gandists did not gain any ground. 

The - orthodox section, said, " hands off " to Government on the 
ground that it was· a religious matter and as such not one in which 
Government should interfere. As a matter of fact, however, it was not a 
religious question at all. It was a question affecting society. The orthodox 
section argued that the present generation had no right to change what their 
wise forefathers thought was good for them. The reformists did not lack in 
their esteem for their forefathers, but, carried to its logical conclusion, the 
argument of the orthodox section would mean that the people should begin 
to jump from tree to tree because, according to Darwin's theory, our remote 
anscestors were apes (laughter). 

1\lrs. Babiben l\foolji (Bombay) speaking on the resolution in Hindi 
said that she did not want to say anything about the Succesion Bill. But 
she wanted to explain the view point of certain women's organisations in 
Bombay on the Marriage Bill. These organisations had ginn their most care
ful considertion to the Bill. They came to the c:onclusion that generally speak
ing it was a good· measure, except for certain features. There were two kinds 
of marria~cramental and chil.- Many of them considered that chil 
marriage was no marriage at all, but a kind of business transaction. 

She urged that marriages under. the proposed legislation should be per
formed by licensed priests, and that there should be a registration of such 
marriages. 

1\lrs. Rameshwari Nehru, speaking in Hindu:;thani, said that it was a 
question which had been before them for some years. It was a matter for 
congratulation that many women were taking interest in this subject and 
studied it well. She did not think that there was anyone among them who 
was opposed to it. The Bill would soon be before the Select Committee of the 
C-entral Legislature, and she was sure that the women's representative, Mrs. 
Renuka Ray, would sectire in the Select Committee such changes as were con
sidered desirable. She suggested that a copy of the resolution passed by the 
C-onference should be forwarded to the Select Committee members. She appeal
ed to the Conference to pass the resolution unanimously. 

Shrimati Thankamma !\Ienon {Coehin), supporting the resolution, said : 
It is very essential that there should be a provision for the dissolution of 
marriage, so I strongly support the move to .incorporate this pro,ision in t11e 
Hindu Law. I find that there is a very great misapprehension among the 
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Sanatani Hindus that if womt>11 are given the right to divorce, they will begin 
to change their husbands every now and then as they change their sarets. I 
call the attention of the so called Sanatanis to the women of Kerala, ·who enjoy 
better rights than our sisters elsewhere. 

Though I represent Cochin State, I am speaking on behalf of ihose women 
in Tranneore, Cochin and Malabar {i.e. Kera1a), who follow the matriarchal 
system. I am proud to say, we have got full liberty to divorce our husbands' 
and t•ice t•ersa. I would ask the Sanatani Hindus to inquire whether we are 
abusing the right given to us, whether we divorce our husbands every now 
and then. Certainly not. On the contrary, I may say that we are more 
attached to our husbands than any one else. If the provision of dissolution 
of marriage is incorporated you may rest assured that the husbands would be 
more careful in their behaviour towards their wives. 

In the matter of property also we women of Kerala . enjoy our full 
t·ights. In many ot the ancient and aristocratic families in Kerala the whole 
property is vested with the seniormost lady, and I am glad to say that she manages 
the affairs of the family to the entire satisfaction of all the members {both male 
aud female). So, let there be no cause of fear that women will squander 
away or mismanage property if it is vested in them. With these few words 
I very strongly support the rl'solution. 

The President : I waut to remind the delegates that the time for voting is 
over. · The ballot boxes will now be removed and a scrutiny will be started. 

Lady Vidyagauri Nilkanth, speaking on the resolution in Gujarati, made 
a spirited reply to those who were lukewarm in their support of the Marriage 
Bill. She said that she did not understand on what grounds the opposition to 
monogamy was based. Throughout the Hindu religion monogamy had been 
practised, and praised and held up as an ideal. Wha~ then, she asked, was 
the objection to its being legalised. She could not understand the mentality 
of those people who called civil marriage a business transaction while those 
very same people were guilty of practically selling their children of tender age in 
the name of marriage. At the present time inter-caste marriages were not 
recognised in the Hindu Law and one found people even changing their reli
gions in order to get recognition of such marriages. She did not understand 
why divorce under certain conditions should not be granted. J.Ir. Setalvad 
had told them only the day before that once monogamy was introduced divorce 
was bound to follow. It was wrong to say that either religion or society was 
in danger as a result of the proposed legislation. It was necessary to remove 
certain disabilities under which Hindu women laboured and it should be wel4 

corned by all women and womt>n 's organisations, ' 
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-Shrimati Jyotsna 1\lehta (Indore) opposing Mrs. Mulji's statement that 
all civil marriages were like bargains in the market, said that it was an insult · 
to ·the parties who were contracting civil marriages, because, bodily bargains 
were made by prostitutes. The delegates had no right to compare respectable 
women, who had contracted civil marriages, with prostitutes. On the contrary, 
she thought, marriages were like bargains among those castes where dowries 
were compulsory. 

_1\Irs. J-ushpaben 1\Iehta (Gujarat) supporting the resolution in a Guja
rati speech said _that the question had been discussed threadbare. The Hindu 
Law was a man-made law and they had every right to change it. The law 
that was being put forward was not a new one but a very old law. The 
change had become necessary in the interests of women theinselves and those 
who opposed it were actuated by re-actionary sentiments. Women had certain 
rights as human beings and it was one such right that the Bill sought to con
firm. She appealed to women to look at the question from that point of view , 
-and she felt sure that aJl opposition to the Bill would disappear. She ugred 
that the resolution should be carried without further discussion. 

The resolution was passed unanimously. 

The President : I have to make a slight _diversion from the proceedings 
of the Conference. This morning. I made a statement with regard to certain 
unfortunate incidents that had taken place-incidents which were beyond the 
control of the office-bearers and the office as a whole. ' That statement I made 
had been reiteratd by my predectssor Mrs. Pandit. There is a resolution that 
l\fiss Leilamani Naidu has handed in to me and this resolution seeks to express 
the. very sentiments that we had expressed on behalf of the office and the 
c~dida_tes who were standing for. election and o~ behalf of myself ancl :Mrs. 
Pandit. 

I am not· exercising my right as President to rule out this resolution, 
because I think yoli understand the implication of such a resolution especially 
after the statement by two office-bearers. It means that our statements have 
not been accepted. Therefore~ ·1 do not wish to rule it out, but I leave it to 
the House, 

If you wish to have an expression on behalf of the entll-e Conference it 
is open to you to do so, the implication being that the statement we had made 
on behalf of the office and the candidates and on our own behalf . has not 
been aecepted. . That is questioning the very bona fides of this office. . . 

I would ~k -y~u, therefore, whether you would like to discu~ · this 
resolution. 
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A Voice: Can: a resolution which has not been brought up before the 
Standing Committee be taken up! 

The President : I am willing to admit the resolution if the House wants this 
resolution, because it means that the Honse has not accepted the statement 
made by Mrs. Pandit and myself. I have also Mrs. Pandit 's authority to 
a.c:;sociate her in the statement that I am making. You accept the boJ~a fide~ 
of this office or you do not. In the latter case you take- up this resolution, and 
accept all the implications of it . 

I • 

• 
..... 

·- -
..... ... - ___ ,.._,._ ---·· .. - -- ---· 

A Voice: Miss Naidu should have the right to make an explanation. 
The resolution does not challenge the b•.ma fides of the President. 

The President : This resolution emobodies the very thing we had men
tioned_ in our statements. Do you want this resolution or do you not ! 

Cries of " no, no. " 

A delegate sitting on the dais said that the resolution might be read. 

The President read the resolution as follows : " This Conference records 
its emphatic protest against the obnoxious practice of canvassing and in view 
of the President's and ex-President's statements it is hereby declared that such 
m:ethod'i are opposed to the principles of the Conference and would not be 
tolerated either at the Centre or in the local branches.'' 

The President : We have already expressed our opinion on this question 
and we have expressed these very sentiments and I hoped ~at in expressing 
those sentiments I could take the liberty of associatiJig the entire Conference 
.with it. Inspite of it do you wish to take up this resolution ! 

Miss Naidu : It does not mean that at all. 

The President : When I make a statement of policy of the Conference 
as President I take the liberty to express the opinion not individually but on 
behalf of the Conference and if you are not satisfied with that statement then 
you can pass resolutions. If you feel my statement expresses your sentiment 
then we have dealt with the subjeet already. 

Miss Naidu : I seek permission to say only two words in defence of the 
position .. -.. 

The President : I will not allow lmy speakers. 

Miss Naidu : I seek permission to reply. 



The Presiden( : I do not give you permission. 

. A delegate from the audience speaking in 1\Iaratbi said that those who 
could not understand English were confused as to what was happening and 
:would like to have an explanation. {Laughter). 

Miss Naidu : I crave your indulgence for a single second, as I wish to 
clear the very misleading interpretation that has been put on this resolution. 
It is very far from the object of this resolution to imply any censure either 
on you or on Mrs. Pandit. It is ony in whole-hearted support of what the 
President said this morning, the object being that the statement of Policy 
will be on record. In other words, the object is only to crystalise and place on 
record what you so beautifully clarified this morning. (hear, hear). That was 
the o~ly motive since the President's statement will not be on record. 

Mrs. Vijayalaksluni Pandit translated the resolution into Hindustani and 
explained the points of view of the President and 1\Iiss Naidu. 

The President : Does the House want to take up this resolution for 
discussion Y Those in favour of doing so please raise their hand<J. 

On a show of hands the President observed : I take it that you have ac
cepted the statements which were made before you this morning, by my pre
decessor and myself. (cheers) I hope you recpgnise that when you elect a 
President and the President makes a statement she realises her responsibilities. 
I was not speaking individually and I made it very clear. Therefore, you either. 
accept my statement as expressing your views or if you don't you can bring a 
t•esolution, and I will not rule it out. That is why I placed this resolution before 
you .. 

At this stage tea was served to delegates and visitors in their seat~, Lady 
Thackersey being the hostess. 

After tea the resolution on Food was taken up for discussion. 

FOOD RESOLUTION 

Mrs. Renuka Ray (Bengal) moved the following resolution :-

'' This Conference views with the utmost alarm the food situation in Bengal, 
Orissa and elsewhere and emphatically condemns the wholly unsatisfactory 
handling of the situation by the authorities concerned. It firmly believes that 
continued lack of planning by the Central and Provincial Governments, their 
failure to prevent inflation and hoarding by large stockists, and to tap India's 
vast resources, and their inability to secure and distribute stocks are contri
butory factors. 
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11 Whilst affirming that the only adequate solution lies in the hands of a 
representative Government responsible to the people, it is of opinion that the 
present distress can to some extent be mitigated in co-operation with popular 
food committees by the following measures :-

(a) The stoppage of depletion of rural areas to feed cities. 

(b) The feeding of cities directly by Government through imports 
and surpluses. 

(c) Uniform policy of control and rationing of the necessities of life 
at prices commensurate with the economic conditions of the people. 

(d), Drastic steps to stop the prevailing wide-spread corruption and 
unscrupulous handling whether by Government or officials, parti
cularly in rural areas. 

(e) A more developed and practical form of the ' Grow 1.\Iore Food ' 
campaign, with subsidies to culth•ators to gr~w more food grains 
in preference to more paying commercial products. 

(f) Arrangements and priority for the supply of adequate milk for 
children and invalids. 

(g) The prevention ~f export of food-grains in the period of the food 
crisis. 

(h) The discontinuation of the denial policy which is prevale~t in 
Bihar and elsewhere.'' 

:Mrs. Renuka Ray moving the resolution said-this resolution that 
is now before the House, is very comprehensive and so I will only deal 
with the main aspects of the question. I know there are large number of 
speakers who are anxious to speak on this resolution, many of whom have done 
work in regard to the food crisis in the affected areas in this country, and I am 
sure you would like to hear their experience also. 

This resolution can be divided into two parts. The first, the long term or 
the wider aspect, dealing with the root causes which have led to the progres
sive deterioration of the food situation in a country, which nature has made a 
land of plenty and of vast natural resources. Shrimati Kamaladevi has 
referred to this aspect in her presidential address. The second portion deals 
with the immediate causes and how to counter-act this. These together are 
the causes which have. given rise to the present grave crisis that has over
whelmed Bengal and other devastated areas. 

The food problem is one which can ultimately only be solved by State 
action. No matter what individuals do to allieviate suffering in times of crisis 
it is the duty of the State to prevent such happenings. From the point of 
view of a long term economy, every effort has to be made to develop the countt·y 
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resources on a sound planned basis. The people of a country must be ensured 
a minimum standard of health, education, and above all such food as will include 
the essential requisites of &

1 
diet that can bmld up ablebodied citizens. But 

what is the present position in India Y The average wage of the agricultural 
labourer is between -/2/- and -/4/- annas a day. A large percentage of agri
cultural holdings is a one acre holding. This is the state of affairs in the 20th 
century. How can we expect to bring in improved and scientific methods of 
agriculture to improve the condition of the people 7 Two centuries ago, agri
cultural holdings in India, though they were small holdings were not as small 
as they are today. ~o . while other countries have improved in agricultural 
methods, India has declined. 

What of the health of the population 1 We find that it has progressively 
deteriorated and one of the most significant causes is the lack both in the quan
tity and quality of food. . I am going to quote to you a line from a report made 
by a former Director of Public Health in Bengal. He says " the people of 
this Province are on a diet that even rats cannot survive for more than few 
weeks." This was stated in 1934. "\"\~at could he say now Y Again in 1933 
Sir John Megaw, Director, Indian M:eqical Service said " 80 millions of people 
in India are perpetually hungry "-these are official records. And I think you 
will all agree with me that it is obvious that only a State which has the interests 
of the country at heart, a State that considers the needs of the people above 
all else, can cope with the problem that is before us. 

But in the meantime, what can we do about it 7 It is this that the second 
part of the resolution deals with._ You have all ·read graphic accounts in the 
Press and heard from individuals who have visited affected areas of what 
happened in those areas last ye.ar and what, I maintain, still continues in Bengal. · 
I have no time to go into a descriptive analysis but only those who have visited 
these affected areas can have any conception of the desolation that has been 
wrought. 

There are few points in this resolution to which I want particularly to 
, draw your attention. One is the question of inflation. The unchecked infla

tion in this country is one of the prime factors which has made the food situation 
so acute. It is true also, that hoarding by large stockists has accentuated the 
situation. Hoarding and speculdlion are no sp_ecial characteristics of the 
Indian people. In every country 'there are stockists and hoarders who take 
advanta~e of the situation unless the State is competent and able to stop this 
by firm action. I might mention here that it is wholly false to !'JRY that the 
small-land holder hoarded in Bengal during the acute crisis._ Tempted by soar
ing prices, he sold out and also starved. 
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I think you must all be aware of the acute milk shortage in this country. 
The problem of an adequate milk supply for children, nursing mothers and 
invalids is one which faces us. The milk famine throughout the country is 
intensified in Eastern Bengal where there is not a drop of milk for those who_ 
need it mQst. The unprecedented slaughter of cattle which has aggravated 
this problem beyond measure must be stopped. I have·no time now to go into 
the details and leave this for- subsequent speakers to elaborate. I must however 
refer to the fatal effects of the boat denial policy. I have seen for myself that · 
fishermen have suffered terribly on account of it. Some of the wealthy villages 
of the fisher-folk are today completely desolate. IJarge numbers died of star
vation and those who remain are emariated and devitalised beyond recognit~on. 

I earnestly appeal to women all over India to think out carefully and do 
whatever it is humanly possible, for each one of us to do, to help in this matter: 
Obviously, it is not a problem that women themselves can tackle effectively but 
this does not bar us from doing all that it is in our power to do. We must pre
pare, so that we can organize effective relief work when·a crisis arises on a wide 
scale for the sufferers and also organise rehabilitation. 'V e can come forward 
and held illiterate people in rationed areas. 'Ye can compel the notice of the 
public and the Government to the instances of failure that is constantly taking 
pl.!lce in regard to the distribution of food grains and also of milk. We must 
not forget that what has happened in Bengal and is still happening is likely 
to become country wide. I am not one of those optimists who proclaim that 
because Bengal has had a bumper winter crop famine will not re-occur, for 
obviously, the causes which led to the death by starvation of countless numbers 
of our people was not due mainly to natural causes. Unless all the factors 
which contributed towards the last famine are removed what guarantee is there 
and what cause for optimism is there, I ·fail to see. ~ 

In East Bengal the price of rice is much higher even today than the prices 
fixed by Government and there is ever~ likelihood that things will worsen. 
This part of Bengal has been made into a jute growing area. Rice has to be 
transported there. One of the chief factors responsible for the famine last 
year was the lack of transport facilities and this state of things still exists. 

I have taken more time than I had meant. There are so many aspects of 
this problem and I hope subsequent speakers will deal with them. I ask you 
to accept this resolution and in adopting it, I hope that each of us will realise 
how necessary it is that we should concentrate in the coming months on doing 
what we can, to alleviate suffering and prevent future disasters. 

Miss Phulrenu Dutt (Calcutta) seconding the resolution said :-The 
problem of food in India c~nnot be solved by the methods so far pursued by 
the Central and Provincial Governments. In other countries like Britain and 
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the U.S.A. the food problem has not only been controlled but the level of nutri
tion has actually been ~aised during the war by a food policy scientifically for
mulated and sincerely executed, whereas in Bengal alone according to Govern
ment reports 70 lakhs of people died from· famine and its aftermath which is 
more than the number killed in this war in the whole of the British ~mpire. 

Some of the chief features of the food policy in Britain and America nre 
(a) the estimation of the food requirements of the nation based on nutritional 
considerations; (b) assessment of the existing food production and the formu
lation and implementing of a well-planned programme of food production; (c) 
rationing of all principal food-stuffs, which started in England and America 
right at the beginning of the war and in Germany even before the war, taking 
into consideration the needs of the different groups of the population ; (d) 
control of supplies which rationing involvt>d ; (e) a vigorous price control 
which has been rendered effective not simply by Government decrt>es regarding 
prices, but by a generous government subsidy to the food producers, which in 
the case of Britain, has amounted to 102 million pounds in 1942, which included 
17 million pounds under the national milk scheme for providing free and cheap 
milk to several millions of British children. This subsidy is the only effective 
means of controlling prices right at the source. It helps to distribute the bur
den over the whole nation and encourages the growers to grow more food. That 
is one of the reasons why there has been no death from starntion in Britain 
although her food production relative to the population is less than ours. Pro
fiteering and anti-social hoarding ca1mot be checked and priet>s cannot be 
effectively controlled unless the co-ordinatt>d means I' have mt>ntioned are 
undertaken. 

We demand subsidies both in cash and kind to the producers of food and 
thereby bring down prices within the reach of the lowest income groups; (2) 
rationed milk with priorities for infants, children, expectant and nursing 
mothers and the sick. The last step is most urgent and it. has been taken in 
most of the belligerent countries throughout this war. For this reason we 
should not forget to demand that slaughter of cattle be prohibited so long as 
scarcity of _milch cows and draught cattle prevails and milk used for industrial 
purposes be prohibited forthwith throughout India. We should also demand 
the provision of food satisfying accepted nutritional standards for all people 
without exception. And for that we must have immediate rationing of all 
important foodstuffs, including cert>als, gret>ns, pulses, oils, salt, ginger, eggs, 
fish, meat, milk and milk products. 

Mrs. Ela Sen (Calcutta) supporting the rt>solntion said :-I have nothing 
to say about the clauses of this resolution except to remark that you are likely 
to be told by Governments concerned that a start has been made in every 
dirt>ction. But I wish to say that at the> momt>nt the authoritit>s concernt>d are 
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like the man who believed in fasting for health and started to try it on his do~. 
He said : .. And I was just proving that food is not necessary at all lly 
dog had just got used to not eating at all when the ungratefnl creature went 
and died." We want rational rationin~, rational measures. Even in normal 
tim~ Bengal was undernourished and half-starved. Now Bengal has been 
reduced to beggary, but, my friends. we are not a nation of beggars. We hne 
self-respect still and we are consdous of national dignity- and interests.. 'We 
are an integral part of India. We may not be cut off from our national liie 
and interests as a gangrened limb may be. We know there are many provin
cial bodi~ but only one Indian soul. We, therefore, are determined that 
Bengal's suffering may not be in nin. Bengal's experience must be a lesson 
to all India. We have died in our thousands, particularly the silent and 
illiterate amongst us. This need not have been, but what has been may once 
again be. We have eome, therefore. to say by right of bitter experience 
that no GoYernmeut but a representative Government ean do their duty by 
the Indian people. 

They say a representative government is not possible. Why not ! Because 
Indians cannot get together ! You know the j.oke. When are Indians .not 
Indians ! Only when to outsiders they are Pakistanis and other-st.mis.. To 
the outside world we Indians must be ju...cot Indians and the only question is 
a national Indian Government. So Ion~ as to outsiders we show an Indian 
face and earry out an Indian policy at home and abroad, of w-hat concern is 
it to them if -.re han d.i1fering parti~ policies and creeds f It is the right of 
man to hne and to hold his o\m opinion and to differ from others. Of course, 
the opinions must be responsible. Democracy means. this right to one's ~wn 
opinion and on the playing fields of party politics lt"e shall lt"in our national 
Tictories. 

E,·en here, in this Conference, drop the word " woman " and -.re are as 
all-India a body as any. For experiment if the power were put into our 
hands to form a government w-ould it not be national and representative ! In 
a trice our leaders would be freed, our country mobilised against all com'!rs 
and our people prepared for the strn~le for existence. · 

I confess I believe that without a representath·e Government it -.rill be 
im~i.ble to have truly popular food committees, how-ever much lt"e may 
labour. I doubt if without a responsible Indian national government, respon
sible Indian people would dare suggest that we can form popular committees 
able to function effectively. Relief workers know tha~ sweat and tears and 
Llood that they shed as they toiled because Gf the red-tape wooden officialdom 
iu power today. The independenee of India and the welfare of humanity are 
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our guiding principles. We wish to put these principles into action. So we 
affirm the necessity of a representative government and we press for an honest 
and determined effort by all concrned to implement our suggestions. 

Mrs. S. C. Roy. (Bengli\) said : I rise to support this. resolution, fully 
conscious that this is the most important and central resolution before the 
Conference. The greatest crisis facing the country at the moment is the food 
crisis-a result, no doubt, of the political deadlock and the lack of confidence 
of the people in the government. ' 

You all know the tragic sufferings of Bengal. I want to dispel from 
your · minds tl!-e illnsion that the famine is over in Bengal. Already the 
rising price of rice indicates that we are again heading for disaster-a disaster 
mightier and more shat~ring in its consequences than we have ever witnessed 
before. Before it is too late we must all raise our voice unitedly to demand 
rationing in all towns so that we can share out, however much or little we 
have, equitably a1uongst all our people, so that some people do not starve to 
death whilst others feed themselves to a point of extravagance from the black · 
market. It is no ·good saying that rationing is what the government wants. 
·It may have very many fine paper plans but the amount of planning, organisa
tion and goodwill required to put rationi~g into effect is something which 
Government bas not got. It is up to the people to agitate, to put pressure 
upon Government and to force it to put rationing into effect and to keep an 
ever watchful eye through representative and powerful non-official food com
mittees and moholla committees to see that no corruption takes place, to put 
an end to bad, inadequate quantities of rice, to be the watchful custodians of 
the people. .The strong·er these committees can be, the more effective will 
be rationing. 

Today you might not be able to hl!-ve a fully satisfactory solution of the 
food crisis without a representative government of the people. But our job 
is to do whatever little we can to mitigate the sufferings of the people, to 
save from death and dehumanisation the people of the land of Tagore and 
Desh Bandhu Das. 

Hazra Begum (U. P. Agra) speaking in Urdu, supported the resolution. 
She said that while it was true that the only solution to the grave situation 
which the country was facing was a national government, it· would not do 
for people to give themselves up to despair. They must see that .whatever is 
produced is prQperly distributed, carry on propaganda against hoarding and 
induce people to grow more food. These things could be done through popular 
food committees. , The speaker also said that corruption prevalent among 
government officials also grealy contributed to the hardships of the people. 
This anti-social practice must be checked. 
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Shrimati Narbada Parekh (Bombay), supporting the resolution, said in her 
Gujarati speech that the crisis that the country was now facing had no prece
dent in the history of a country in which 75 per cent. of the people were 
engaged in agriculture. That her children on whom our social and 
economic prosperity and po1itical freedom depend, have to take recourse to 
garbage heaps for food like dogs and cats, was a sad commentary on the way 
things were managed in this country. Such a state of affairs is only due 
to our political slavery. It was said that we women were responsible for the 
preRent condition of our cow1try. If we unite through the branches of All
India 'Vorilen 's Conference, we can, in no time, be independent and can 
relieve our brethren from the present food crisis. It was said that food grains 
were still being exported from the country ; if it was true it was scandalous 
that the authorities should allow exports, all exports must cease. 

1\lrs. Umabai Kundapur (Karnatak) speaking in Hindi, said that were 
a number of anomalies in the existing rationing system. While rationing was 
being introd~ced in urban areas on the -basis of population, areas without 
that minimum population and the rural areas were being sadly neglected. No 
provision was made fo~ children under 2 years, except in the case of sugar, 
as if they could live on just that. There were a number of children who could 
not be fed on mother's milk except in the first few months after birth. Were they 
to be starved ! Even it was difficult to get milk for love or money_ because 
of the supplies sent to the military and the slaughter of milch cattle. I hope 
the Conference will pass this resolution unanimously.-

Shrimati Jyotsna Mehta (Indore) speaking in Hindi, said that she 
wanted only to draw attention to one aspect of the question of milk supply to 
which attention had not been previously drawn. That was in regard to the 
large quantities of milk which went in the manyfacture of sweets. In her 
opinion a ban should be imposed on the manufacture and sale of sweets made 
of milk. 

The President stated that other delegates, who had given intimation Qf _ 
their intention to speak on the resolution, had decided not to speak in view 
of the necessity of economising time. She, therefore, put the resolution to 
vote, and it was paSsed unanimously. 

The President then called upon Mr. J. J. Anjaria to address the meeting. 

THE FOOD PROBLEU AND INFLATION 

Professor Anjaria said that war economy implied that you must produce 
as much as you could from all the resources at your command, and, secondly, 
that you must retrench consumption so as to release resources for war needs. 
In a country like India, the scope for the former was very great, as our 
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resources had not yet been fully utilised ; in this sense we had a larger war 
potential than some of the industrially advanced countries of the west. But 
the scope for restricting or reducing consumption was very small as we had 
been living on the margin for several decades. And, yet, the economic policy 
in this country had gone just the other way about. Production had- increased 
but slightly, whereas consumption had been curtailed severely. · This was a 
sad contrast with the policy in other countries, such as England, where the 
State took good care to see that the war eff~rt did not mean such a reduction 
in the standard of life as to impair the health, vitality and efficiency of the 
people. 

· The method of inflation adopted by Government in order to finance the war 
was calculated to throw the burden of the war effort on the poorer classes ; 
it made the rich richer and the poor poorer. That a large proportion of the 
destitutes in Calcutta comprised the landless labourers showed how the food 
problem and inflation were linked with one another. So long as the method 
of inflation· was continued, it would be always difficult to work any Price 
Control scheme successfully, and it might happen that even at these con
trolled prices, people whose incomes had not· risen sufficiently with the rise 
in prices would find themselves unable to purchase their food requirements. 

Reviewing the food situation and the food policy of the Central and 
Provincial Governments, the speaker said that the position was on the whole 
far from rea~uring, and ::Ur. Amery himself had admitted as much. A policy 
of favouring urban areas at the expense of· or to the neglect of rural areas 
was fraught with grave danger, and the speaker was afraid that some of the 
measures of procurement oli a compulsory levy basis were liable to deprive 
-the farmer of his foodgr_ains and compel him to buy a part of his requirements 
from the black market. • 

A satisfactory solution of the problem would be complete control by Gov
ernment of all production and distribution and a scheme of universal ration
ing. This was administratively impossible, for ours was a Law and Order 
administration not suited to such tasks. Apart from the real difficulties due 
to shortage, there were at present difficulties due to the wide prevalence of 
corruption. 

Concluding, Professor Anjaria said tl1at we shall have to pay the price 
for the Government of India •s lack of foresight in the matter of food supplies 
and managemeti:t ; it was difficult at this stage ·to evolve a completely satis-

. factory scheme. Given, however, alertness and sympathy on the part of the 
authorities concel'ned, and a real co-operation between them and the people, 
it would yet be possible to save the country from widespl'ead suffering and 
flisaster. The food problem as well as the problem of inflation could be solved 
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only if the people were actively behind the Government. The new policy 
.should aim at larger imports, more production and equitable distribution of 
supplies thus obtained, the full implications of which, the speaker pointed out, 
were really far-reaching. In the last analysis, the question was bound up with 
the major political issue before the country. 

The President: I should like to thank Professor Anjaria for having 
spread the time to give us a talk. 

I will now call upon Mrs. Billimoria to submit the annual accounts of the 
Conference. 

Mrs. R. B. Billimoria presented the accounts which were adopted on the 
motion of l\frs. Rajan Nehru, and seconded by M:rs. Kulsum Sayani. 

The President : We will now adjourn for a pleasant function, that is 
the presentation of an address to Shrimati Sarojini Naidu. This address is 
being presented on behalf of the All-India Women's Conference and the 
Reception Committee of the Conference. I shall now read the address. But 
before I do so we will have a welcome song. 

After the welcome songs had been sung, The President read the following 
address in Hindi : 

IJ;'il'f1<f arf~<r I 

q ~ ~Cfi~T ~ fifi amr ~;f ~ m wi 1 fqg~ ~ ~ q ij[) 

arrtrif Q'fi~ ~Tlfi <il'h: f'il'f<tft cr~ am'fir ij'~ tf'{ ~r \ln:T<r atm: rn :a-~ 
«'fRR ij-~ fqw tfWR ~, ~ ~ ami' {'ll'U ~ aiR m ~ ~ I 

arNif ~ ctr ~ f>iR1ft ili ~ri f~ ~1 .q 'fir ~ f'li ~ <fuR 'liVfT 

~ f~ "fTl!qflfi'f ~ • mr~1 ti m anm ~-m: ·'IT @" ~<t»J 3T1"A ~ 
r~r f"R'Tr .q r~~ ~~ arr"fr orr~ <tt ~ ~w- ~orCfi fRT<~T fCfi <lf1tit ~r 
~1 ili ~ t11:r.rt\' ~ <rrn ~ ~) ~ I W'fif ~ 1{" em- f~ Ci'T ~ iiA" 

~ <inhr ctft ~~ 111: fifOTCR ~qy~ ~~ ~1 ~" ctr if"(IGRf ili ~ 
'fit ~ ili mi(;f swr~ ~ t7 ~ 1 3fTll;f f«1mfr ;;r)q.r ili ~"llR « atmr WR ~ · 
~ ~1 tr~ f~ w1 f~<tft cr;;r~ <lfftf'li'T fij"lffij'J 'fiTlf ~ i£-m: ~rq-;f tt'li 

~ ' 

~ ifol tt<n' I 

arN 'fir m~ r~ <lf'R: '!mwq- qr.if ~r <til ~'fiaT ctft ~ ~ erR: 
arNif ~ iii ""' am: 2;W ili «11rif ~ an~ "{tfl fwt f~ ~ ~ frrcmfi ili f~ 
.q ~ ~ "fff{ll . 

7 -
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it «or ~ 'lil1r rn ~ '4\' am aihol it> ~ ~ <f.\' ~ \<"-:'i, ~ or 
rri r~ ~ .rmn if '4\' ~ 51fctf-tii iA'R ~ mm ili1 ifrn t 
~~· 

q vu~r ~ ~ ~ 5I'T1f;rr ~ r"' anm ~ m11 ~ ~ IJ1: ~ 
~ cih: ~it~~ f'll atNt ~ ~ 'IT1f 1R: ~ fi I 

~. ~ ~. t ~Y't. 
The E11gli.th !ronslation of the a~ 
"It is our good fortune to ~ able to have your darshan today. We were 

very much perturbed by the news of your ill-health as a result of the sufferings 
you have undergone during the last one and a half years. Your presence 
here today has giYen us all greater pleasure on that account. . 

It is impossible for us to describe your services to the country. which 
extend to a period of long years ·in ;rom life and which cover wide field~ 
You have taken your place among the greatest of litt>ratt>urs but the part you 
have played in the political life of the country has been an invaluable lesst)n 
and an e.xample to the women of India that they can have the national burden 
on an equal footing with men. The greatest example of this was your election 
to the presidentship of the Con.,~ by which the principle of equality of 
women with men was given a practical expression. · 

. You have always re~a.ined detached from the excitement and uncertainties 
· of political life and at the same time you han emphasised the highest principl~ 
For this reason your political work has become an ideal for us. 

In your_printe life you have drawn Hindus and Muslims towards unity 
and you have placed before the men and women of this country the ideal of 
Cnity .. 

Despite your preoccupation in all these activities you have not forgottt>n 
the study of problems affecting women. You have agitated for women not only 
in India but also in other countries as a representative of India. 

We sincerely pray to God to give you a long and happy life and that we 
may follow the path you have shown." 

Lady Tbackersey speaking next in Hindi referred to the high place :Mrs. 
~aidu held in the field of literature and the great efforts she had made in 
leading the country towards freedom. She had not only raised the status of 
Indian women but by her speeches and writings given expression to the yearn
ings and aspirations of the people. 



Shrirnati SAUOJl~l ~AIDlJ, Putrutt, A.-I . \\' . l'. 
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1\lrs. Rameshwari Nehru: I have been asked to say a few words in 
praise of 1\Irs., Naidu, but doing so would be like holding a candle to the sun. 
There is, however, one thing which I must tell the audience and that is that 
35 years ago when I was still young I attended a meeting addressed by Shri
mati Sarojini Naidu. I can hardly describe- to you the thrill that speech gave 
me. That speech has left a lasting impression on my mind and given me 
inspiration: I feel as if that great speech still rings in my ears. When it 
is realised that I am only one of the millions of women in India who have 
received their inspiration from her it will be recognised how great her services 
to the country are. 1\Iay God give her long life, and spare her long to guide 
us in the path to freedom. 

Begum Humayoon l\lirza speaking in Urdu said that as delegate from 
Hyderabad she felt truly proud on the occasion, because 1\Irs. Naidu also 
belonged to Hyderabad. She described the natural beauties of Hyderabad and 
said that it was from that place that this " bul-bul " had flown out to the 
wider world to sing praise ot. the country and to increase its prestige. On 
this occasion they should not omit to pay a tribute to Dr. Naidu, without 
whose co-operation, 1\Irs. Naidu 's debut in public life would not have been 
possible. When 1\Irs. Naidu was away he looked after the home and four 
children (laughter). 

1\lrs. S. C. 1\lukerjee said : So many speakers have expressed feelingly what 
I myself feel about 1\Irs. Naidu. I have been asked to say a few words by 
1\Irs. Pandit. I feel it a proud privilege to have this opportunity of paying 
a tribute to ?.Irs. Naidu on behalf of the Conference. The occasion on which 
we are meeting today is one which gives us pleasure and gratification that we 
are honouring one who has endeared herself to us in more ways than we can 
enumerate. It is also a unique occasion. As Indians we are proud that she 
is one of us ; a~ women we are prouder still that she is not only an -Indian 
but a woman of genius, ability and courage, one of the greatest living per
sonalities of our age, over-riding all national borders. She has the simplicity 
and charm of the truly great. She wins hearts by her truly human qualities. 
Her total disregard and forgetfulness of her own condition make young and 
old alike happy in her company. Her wit is proverbial. To describe all that 
we feel about her is difficult. She has given us guidance in all our work and 
activities. It is a matter of sorrow to us that she has to be silent today on 
account of the ban imposed on ller by Government. She has been with us 
throughout the session as on previous occasions and she has always spared 
time to help us. We look forward to the day when destiny of our country will 
be in our own hands. 

1\lrs. Indira Devdhar speaking in Marathi said that it was a Red Letter 
Day for the Women's Confer~nce, for by honouring such a great personality 
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they were honouring themselves. She referred to the fact that Mrs. Naidu was 
the only woman president of the Indian National Congress. It was a pity 
that a woman of her attainments and eminence should. be gagged. 

Mrs; Naidu was garlanded by the President 'who also presented the address 
which was ·enclosed. in a-silver frame. Nearly a hundred women's organisations 
in Bombay and. outside sent garlands through· their_ representatives who 
garlanded Mrs.· Naidu,- as their names were called out by Mrs. Jaishree Raiji. 

• ' 1 . 

The President announced that along wit~ the address a sari and a purse 
of Rs. 1;561 had. been presented to Mrs. NaidU:. It was more in the nature of 
a token than' its worth in money. . 

The President continuing said : Now that this pleasant funCtion is over, 
I find that it is hnpossible to carry on and' finish the session today. - We have 
already ·encroached upon the' hospitality of very hospitable Bombay. · Bombay 
has most generously extended the hospitality by one more day so that we can 
have our session without having. tq rush through. . So we. shall meet here 
tomorrow at· 9 a.m. and conclude the session by 11. 

The President then annotmced the result . of . the election which was as 
folows :-.:. 

Vice-Presidents : ·Lady Rama Rau, Lady Premleel~ Thackersey, Mrs. 
Hannah Sen, Mi-s.- Hansa Mehta, Mrs. S. C. Mukerjee and Mrs. Husain Ali Khan. 

Hon .. General Secretary : Mrs. Kulsum Sayani. 
Honorary Organising Secretary : Miss Mridula Sarabhai. 
Honorary Trasurer : Dr. (Mrs.) Malinibai Sukthankar. 

The · <;'onference then adjourned for the day. 
. The Confere~ce re-assemble.d. on Monday .at 9-20 a.m. 

- . - . 

CIVIL LIBERTIES 

Mrs~ Han.sa Mehta moved the following resolution :--. . . ' 

. : 

This Conference reiterates the resolution on Civil Liberties passed at 
the 16th Session of the All-India Women's Conference at Cocanada, and 
records. its emphatic· protest against tlie, continued attempt to curtail 
the f®d.amimtal rights of .·the. Indian people, . in particular those of 
personal security and free speech .. · The Conference demands : · 

. . . . . . - . 
( ' (a) ' the immediate and 'unconditional release of all citizens who have 

been detained in jail wlthout charge or trial, and 
(b) the cancellation of the arbitrary and high-handed order on 

Mrs. Sarojini Naidu and others forbidding them to make any public 
t;peech or statement. 



i\lembers of the Sta·uling Committee of the A.-I. \\'. C., l9J.2-~:l. 
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Mrs. Hansa Mehta said : I shall not waste your time by reading the 
resolution that was passed at Cocanada. Many things have happened since 
that resolution was passed. Thousands of our countrymen and women have 
been locked up in jail without trial now for over a year and a half, the press 
bas been gagged and there is no freedom of speech. You must have noticed 
yesterday that Mrs. Naidu could not reply to the address giv~n to her though 
she was bursti!lg to give a reply. 

The Four Freedom of which President Roosevelt has told the United 
Nations are fighting for do not exist in this country. Our civil liberties have 
been largely curtailed and in some cases have been totally destroyed. I am 
not going to give you instances. Those of you who read papers are aware of 
them. 

It may be urged that such emergency powers exist in other countries 
during times of crisis. I grant that. But· there are measures and measures. 
In England also there is the " Emergency Powers Act., We are told that 
the Defence of India Act is based on the Defence of the Realm Act of England, 
but I am going to show you in short the1 difference between the two Acts and 
you will' be in a position to judge for yourself how things are in this country. 

In England, regulations under the Emergency Powers Act are made by 
His Majesty the King by an order in· Council. This order has to be placed, 
within a short period of its promulgation, before Parliament and any member 
of either House can ask for its annulment. In India rules under the Defence 
of India Act are made by the Governor-General-in-Council. They are promul
gated as Ordinances and the Legislatures have no voice in the matter. They 
cannot annul them. They cannot alter them. Then again, in England if a 
person is detained he can object to his detention and his objections are examined 
and considered by an advisory committee who can recommend the release of 
the person. The Secretary of State is not bound to accept the recommendation 
but whene;,er he does· not do so, he has to explain his reasons to the Parliament .. 

In India there is no advisory committee. The executive has wide powers 
to detain any one, even if objections are raised. There is no advisory committee 
to consider these objections. I think some of the members of the Council of 
State, I know Pandit Kunzru for one, asked for the establishment of such an 
Advisory Committee, but the suggestion was not accepted by the Central 
Government. 

Again, in England, under the Emergency Powers Act, very few persons 
have been detained and most of those who are under detention are of hostile 
origin and aliens from whom danger can be expected. But in India thousands 
of our own countrymen have been detained under the .,A~t, Imlia has t~ be 
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defended not against aliens but against Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru. Can anything be more absurd than that! 

One could describe the Defence of India Act not as the Defence of India 
Act but the Defence of the British Government in India Act. That would 
be a more true-description of the Defence of India Act. 

In the circumstances, this Conference ought to demand that the emergency 
' powers be used in the defence of the freedom of this country and demand the 

release of all our countrymen who are in jail without trial, and ask that they 
may be immediately released or brought to trial before an impartial tribunaL 
We should also demand the restoration of freedom of speech to Shrimati Saro
jini Naidu and several others who have been deprived of freedom of speech. 
I hope the House will unanimously pass the resolution. (Applause). 

Shrimati Lakshmi N. Menon (Lucknow) in seconding the resolution said: 
I wish to draw your attention to the fact that not on1y are civil liberties in 
danger in India and the world at large but also in this very organisation 
which is going to support this resolution. Yesterday we saw how an attempt, 
however ineffective, was made to deny the right of freedom of speech to one 
of our members. When we support resolutions of this kind we must bear in 
mind the vast implications of the right of freedom of speech and the right 
of freedom of discussion. It is no good passing resolutions unless we are pre-
pared to have them applied to ourselves. · 

In history we read of the long struggle and sacrifices made by men and 
women for hundreds of years for the recognition of this elementary inalienable 
right of humai! liberty, the liberty to express oneself freely and the recogni
tion by Gover11ment of the freedom of dissent. How many revolutions have 
failed because they have by denying to others the rights they demand wrecked 
themselves on the very rocks which they tried to avoid ? We fight for freedom, 
we organise ourselves into revolutionary parties, but when we find that our 
regime has. been attacked. by those who differ from us we deny them the very 
rights for which we have fought. That is what happened in France and 
Russia. Suppression is easy and when you have power it is very much easier 
to suppress opposition. This Conference or any other organisation which 
believes in civil liberties must begin by guaranteeing these at least to its mem
bers and_ I would like to point out this that when we pass resolutions of this 
kind it is our duty and responsibility_ to realise that those priceless treasures 
which have been handed to us by generations of men and women should be 
preserved intact. If today we regard democracy as the best form of Govern
ment, notwithstanding its deJays and ineffectiveness, if tod~y we regard 
democracy as the best form of Government notwithstanding the high mechani
cal · (l:ffiQi(lnc~ 9f djct~t<?!'Ships, whether Fascist, Communist or Bureaucratic, 
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it is then because democraey at le&.~;t attempts to guarant.ee civil Ji~rties. I 
hope mem~rs of this Conferent'e will realio;e the co~quenees of the suppre~W>ion 
of these rights, and support the resolution wholeheart.edly. 

1\liss Shanta Bhalerao (:Mahar&.~;tra) !peaking in :Marathi said that the 
resolution was one of the mQ~;t important before the l'<>nferenc.e. It 11r35 a 
pity that men like Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, him'*'lf the President of the Ci,il 
J,i~rties Union should be a ,·ietim of the poliry of uenial of these elementary 
human ri;,rhts. It was argued on behalf of Go,·ernment that restrictiom similar 
to tho~>e imposed in India were also in force in England, hut &.~; baS been ).YJint
ed out there was a Y&.~;t difference between the two. So sw~ping was the 
('haract.er of the reg-ulatiom in this country that e\·en a harmless organil;a
tion like the Mahar&.~;htra llahila )Iandal.-Branch of the A.-I.W.C.-w33 
prevented from holding its annual conference the preYious year. The suppres
~;ion of fundamental liberties had cw,;t a gloom o\·er the entire country and it 
was therefore, nece8Sary to re-emphaJ;ise the resolution passed at Coeanada and 
to see that these restrictions were remond .. 

The second claw;e of the resolution referred to the ban on !.Irs. !\aid;.;. 
and other-leaders. It was a m08t unfair order. 

l\liss Kbemchand (II,)·derabad Sind) J>aicl : E-rerything h;u; be€n ex
plained to you by the mo,·er of the re&Jlution. Being- one of those who has sufi'eroo 
and who has exJ>('rienced jail li!e and knows what it m('allll to lose eilil liberty, 
she has given a thorough analy~;is. I think th('ref<~re it is not neeesJ>ary for 
me to expatiate further on the resolution. I will. howe-rer. J>ay this that in 
my own pro,·inc:e of Sind as "·ell 38 in other prorine.e~~ enn people who ha-d 
nothing to do with the .Au~rust 19-!2 resolution and who eith('r on aeeount of 
their health or for other rea&Jru; ha,J praetieaJly left the C.ongr(>f;s were arre~>i-1..-d 
and detained without trial. Mr. Jairamdas Daulatram who had for 60me time 
cot taken an acti,·e part in politics on account of ill-health and who ha-d left 
his sick bed to engage hillL'>elf in flood relief work in Sind \\·as taken to jail 
and it was only after nearly two years that an absurd and untrue charge ~;beet 
was framed agairu;t him. These are the atrocities of the D('fence of India Act 
carried out in the various prol"inces under imtructiom from the Central 
Go,·ernment. We have seen in other countries that the suppreSI!iion CJf these 
liberties ultimately leads to dictatorship. It is a human iru;tinet that when 
one gets power one tries to beeome dictatoriaL Such t.endeneies mm.t be 
checked. With all the force at ·my command, I call upon e-rery m('mber CJf the 
C.onference help to bring public opinion to bear upon GoYemment to remo,·e 
these restridions and to re}('ase our imprisoned leaders. It is a shame that 
Rajkum.ari Amrit Kaur who is a pillar of this Conference is n<1w intt-rnoo in 
her own home in Simla and cannot attend this se~>~>ion. Another 'i«:tim CJf 
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the restriction of freedom of speech is our friend Shrimati Rameshwari Nehru. 
rShe had been doing important uplift and social work and all that work now has 
to suffer because of. the ban. Our great leader beloved of the whole country is 
today in prison without trial. • 

Miss Khemchand concluded by pointing out how absurd this position was 
after President Roosevelt's declaration of the Four Freedoms. 

Mrs. A. S. R. Chari (Bombay) said : This is a simple but very vital 
resolution. I shall only remind you of what happened last evening. Our 
great leader Mrs. -Sarojini Naidu stood there literally struggling under the load 
of garlands that we gave her as a token of our love and loyalty. What did 
you, I and all of us feel ? All of us longed to hear Saroji¢ Devi speak. We 
hoped that somehow she might be able to give us a few words of guidance, 
which would inspire us to face tremendous difficulties that face us. 

That she should be allowed to speak is the demand that is made in the 
resolution clause (b). But this is not all. Sarojini De vi's case is only the 
acute expression of the general paralysis of life that has been brought about 
in the country. Under the guise of war emergency and the defence of India, 
several thousand citizeJ!S, great leaders and small, have been locked inside 
prisons. 

What is their crime ! Nothing. Government have no charges against them 
except imaginary fears and vague su~picions. It dare not put them up for 
trial. We remember that at Cocanada we protested against the attacks on the 
fundamental liberties of the people under the plea of the defence of India. 

Once again, we record our protest, but under difficult and different condi
tions. Inside Bengal fifty lakhs have died for want of food, and many more 
are dying for want of medicine and adequate relief. Famine is raging in 
many more provinces and there is a danger of its spreadJ.ng all over the country. 
In the country utter despair reigns, a spirit of helplessness, because the leaders 
whose guidance, advice and direction we want now more than at any other 
time in history are still detained. 

We all know how the very presence of Mrs. Sarojini Naidu among~ gave 
us strength that we sorely needed, filled us with a faith in our future and gave 
a certain strength to our spirit. Imagine then how very different the spirit 
of the people will be if all those who are at present detained are ~eleased. If 
Mahatma Gandhi, Pandit Jawaharlal and others were back again with us, no 
difficulties could be insurmountable, no hardships too difficult. 

We must also remember that we are not the only ones to make this 
demand., All over the cou~trr, ~11 eections of people have voiced this demand 
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in clear words. All over the world the freedom lo'\ing people have also joinl'd 
in our demand. • 

Shrimati Radhabai Apte said that to deny the right of speech was to deny 
nature itself. It was the most elementary right given to human beings by 
God himself. That a person of Mrs. Naidu 's eminence should be gagged and 
prevented from imparting the benefit of her knowledge and experience was 
the most reprehensible thing. In l1er own experience a most amusing thing had 
once happened which made her wonder whether a pew ban against facial 
expressions also would not be issued. During the 1932 Civil Disobedience 
movpment she attended a trial in a l!Jamlatdar's court. When one of the wit
nesses was giving evidence she could not help smiling and the Magistrate, 
noticing the smile on her face, told her that if Rhe behaved in that fashion she 
would be turned out of the Court. When she said "why!" the :Magistrate 
told her that it would amount to giving an indication to the witness. 

The resolution was put to the vote and carried. 

REPRESENT .A TIVE GOVERNMENT 

1\lrs. Saudamini 1\lehta (Calcutta) moved the following resolution :-

" This Conference, realising, that the gra\ity of the present crisis 
in the country is the result largely of ~he political impasse and lack 
of public confidence in the present administration, is firmly of the 
opinion that the only effective solution to the problem is the formation 
of a representative Government responSible to the people.'' 

Shrimati Saudamini Mehta said, in a Gujarati speech, that today we 
needed more than ever before a responsible Government. at the Centre. 
None but our own leaders could handle the present food situation. If there 
had been a national government in the country tragedies like the Bengal 
famine would have been prevented. No national Government could a1iord to 
allow such a thing to happen. Even the terrible tragedy of Bengal did not 
seem to have moved Government. If India's leaders were free they would 
have helped much to alleviate suffering in the distressed areas and the fact that 
Government preferred to keep them locked up in jail could only be interpreted 
to mean that those in charge of the Government now were afraid of being 
eclipsed. It was sought to be made out that the Government now functioning 
in India was an Indian Government with an Executive Council which had 
eleven Indian members on it. The fact, however, was that they were self
seekers and represented nobody. She concluded by saying that merely Execu
tive Councillors with no following in the country could by no means make the 
Government representative. 
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Mrs. Krishnabai Panjikar (Karnatak) seconding the resolution in 
Hindustani said that the present political impasse was entirely a creation of 
the rulers. They always created such deadlocks whenever the people demanded 
and agitated for a representative national government, on the early formation 
of which depended our very existence. Was there anybody in the country who 
was not_ behind 'that demand 7 They would attain that goal-nobody would 
dare· deny it to them-if they all united !ind were prepared for any sacrifice. 

Mrs. Perin Rameschandra (Punjab) : We have passed many resolutions 
yesterday-resolution on women's social rights, about women in. mines, women 
workers and labour organisations. · 'Ve have spoken on the food problem, the 
Hindu Law Bill and this problem and that problem. But of all these problems 

. which vitally affect every single woman I think this resolution dealing with 
the political situation is by far the most important even for a women's con
ference. This resolution which states the case of the Indian people deals with 
their social, political and economic rights. It clearly says that the grave situa
tion in our country is the result largely of the political impasse. I do not 
think that women need be told of this grave crisis in this country. 

We have pnly to ask our sisters from Bengal what the famine means to 
them. We have only to look at the hundreds and thousands of destitute women 
not only in Calcutta but also"in the villages of Bengal to know what the politi
cal deadlock in the country means. We have only to think of the thousands 
who have died of starvation and the millions who are dying today o~ malaria. 
This will bring home to us the importance of having our own government. 

The political impasse started almost 2 years ago on August 9, when. our 
trusted and beloved leaders were arrested. This problem which at that moment 
affected vast sections which were politically conscious now affects vaster sec
tions which were not alive to the political issues facing our country. The 
arrest of the lead~rs did not affect only a small section, but every one of the 
40 crores of Indians. Why Y because it did not remain simply a political crisis. 
It did not mean simply that the leaders were in jail or that we did not have 
a representative Government. It meant that the economy of our country, health, 
medical and other problems continued to worsen. It meant that Government 
did not want the co-operation of the people, Government did not dare take 
the co-operation of the patriotic people of the country, although it was im
possible for them to solve the food problem and the problem of defence with-
out their co-operation. -

Let me remind you that only a few days ago Mr. Bhulabhai Desai, set 
out in the Assembly clearly the case of the Indian people when he said that 
the lesson of Burma and Bengal is this Government can no longer rule this 

. country, no longer solve its urgent problems because this government refuses 
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to take the c.o-opera.tion of a single individual. It has not only led to the 
economic problem and the food problem, family life is breaking up, and it has 

. creat.ed nst social problems for our people. 

Many may say that this problem of representative Government and the 
problem of release of leaders is a matter of civil liberties. It is India's demo
cratic right io have a representative Government, to have the right of civil 
liberties. But for us it is no longer a matter of civil liberty or democracy. It 
is a matter of life and death to the Indian nation. If we want to save ourselves 
we must secure the release of our leaders and have a representative Govern
ment, responsible to the people (applause). That is exactly why in our own 
country today there is a unanimity of opinion on this question, that in order 
to help to get food for the people, to relieve suffering of the people, there is 
only one way, namely the release of the leaders and the ·formation of a repre
sentative Government which has the backing, support and co-operation of _the 
people. 

Today every section of the people in the country, even people like Liberals 
and 1\Ioderates, have voiced this demand. Even Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru bas 
declared that this Government can no longer claim that they have the co-opera
tion of the people, nor that they are in any sense of the word, responsible to 
and representative of the people. I know, a few supporters of Government 
and may be a few others talk of it as a National Government, because there are 
so many Indians sitting on the Executive Council. We are not interested. in 
the colour of those who sit on the Council. We only want to know what pat
riotic policy they follow, and what their laws are and how they help the people. 
That is the standard by which people judge them. And not only is there 
unanimous demand for the leaders' release and the formation of representatiye 

·Government in our own country, but that demand is growing even outside 
India. It is being taken up by every section of the people, even those who 
used to oppose us before. Even those who were our enemies before are com.: 
pelled, after the tragic events of ·Bengal, after the disaster which faced the 
British in Burma, to think that if India's problems are to be solved there must 
be a Government responsible to the people and which has the backing of the 
people who are behind the prison bars. 

l\Iany of us may ask why the All-India Women's Conference has taken 
up this demand. Because, as the President in her address stated, it is time 

· that the Women's Conference allied itself with the progressive forces who wish 
to end the present state of things and wish for a proper Government which 
could deal with the problems of this country. If the Conference passes this 
resolution it will have the backing not only of its members but also of the 
widest sections of Indian women. This Conference represents all sections of 
India's womanhood, every important section of political thought and 
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creed. Every woman who wants to work in the cause of India is within the 
fold of this Conference. -And it is just because this political deadlock has 
women and children as its worst victims that this Conference must take note 
of it. Vast sections of women who know nothing of politics, who are not 
interested in politics come and ask us to tell them more about the Congress, 
to tell them everything in detail, why their leaders were in jail, why they were 
not having a proper Government. Every section of Indian women whatever 
their interest in politics in the past, are today vitally interested in the _problems 
affecting the country. To vast majority of Indian women the political dead
lock means shortage of food and clothing. The political crisis has led to a 
criSIS in the kitchen, and that is why vast sections of women 
are united in asking for a Government that will help them to keep their homes 
intact. That is why this Conference has to put forward this demand. We 
will unite more and more every section of Indian womanhood on this demand 
and work for its fnlfilment. (applause). 

Shrimati Vimal Ranadive (Bombay) speaking in Marathi explained 
the food situation, as it was in the country at present, was extremely dangerous. 
With the Japanese on the Assam Border, the country might soon have to face 
a much greater and more widespread calamity than last year's Bengal famine. 

There was no way out for our people unless they secure the release of 
National Leaders and compel the bureaucracy .to concede the demand for a 
National Government. The demand was supported by a growingly large sec
tion of British people also. A United India could easily defeat all bureaucratic 
opposition to the release of National Leaders and establishment of a National 
Government. She advised people- not to give themselves up in despair, because 
a nation of 400 million people could not for ever be kept in subjection. 

1\hs. Rebecca Ghose (Bengal) : Freedom of press, freedom of speech and 
freedom of assembly are inviolable birthrights. Removal of these rights is a 
sign of fear, and fear is a sign of weakness. These three freedoms are the 
foundation upon which every democratic nation is based and any crack in 
these weakens the foundation and it lies in grave danger of crumbling and 
falling to the ground. Freedom is a thing which cannot be asked for. It is 
something which must be realised within each individual. And this very 
unifying strength of thinking must automatically bring about a strong unified 
government. 

:Mrs. Rebecca Ghosh concluded by urging that the resolution be adopted. 

1\lrs. Babiben 1\loolji (Bombay) in a Hindi speech said that whenever 
there were complaints that there was shortage of food quick came the retort 
that there was hoarding, and black markets. Who started these black markets ! 
In Bombay, Government was forcing people to eat barley instead of wheat, 
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while on the other hand lakhs of tons of food grains were still being exported. 
Who cared whether Indians lived or died ! 

Hazra Begum (U.P. Agra) : Speaking in Urdu asserted that a repre
sentative National Government ~apable of carrying the nation's confidence was 
the only solution to the crisis. 

Mrs. Hansa Mehta : I bad no desire to speak on this resolution because 
I find there is complete unanimity on this resolution. Everyone today is 
demanding a nationai responsible and representative government, and there
fore it is no~ necessary to waste more words on that demand. But I feel that 
I must place before you the point of view of the Congress. The Congress-had 
demanded national responsible government in 1942, for which the leaders of 
the Congress are in jail today. At that time the entire country was not pre
pared to back up that demand. Today it is gratifying to note that everyone 
in this country is behind that demand. Why ! Because, even those who were 
afraid of the Congress point of view now feel that they are helpless and that 
wherever they turned there was a stone wall. They can do nothing but break 
their heads against the stone wall. Government is 11ot prepared to listen to 
any of their demands. The Government have failed in Bengal and we do not 
know what is going to happen to the rest of our country tomorrow. The food 
situation is getting worse and worse, and the story of Bengal is going to be 
repeated in other parts of the country unless the Government of the country 
is changed. And that is why we ask for a responsible government. You_ know 
that the popular demonstration of our displeasure was made when the budl!et 
was thrown out in the Assembly (applause). That was a major defeat for 
Government. In England when the Government sustained a defeat over a 
minor issue, :rtlr. Churchill demanded a vote of confidence. But here, in spite 
of the fact that the budget was thrown out the Government still remains. 
What can the people do except ask for a responsible and representative Gov
ernment Y I hope you will back the Congress demand and fight with us for 
such a cause. 

Shrimati Shanti Sen Gupta (Bombay) referred to the various diffi
culties women had to experience in getting their daily necessities of life. She 
urged the members and delegates to see that their voice was heard. 

The resolution was put to vote and carried unanimously. 

The President: I am afraid it is 11 o'clock and we have to dose the 
session. There are still a few resolutions on the agenda, but as they are of a 
non-controversial nature I propose to move them from the chair. 

The following resolutions, one by one, were then moved from the Chair. 
and passed unanimously : 
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ATTROCITIES ON WOMEN 

"This Conference records its deep resentment at Government's 
attitude. to the atrocities committed on women•at Chimur, Midnapore and 
elsewhere, and, believing that such atrocities still occur in various parts of 
the country; hopes that information of specific cases will be supplied by 
public spirited citizens to the Conference authorities.' • 

MEDICAL RELIEF 

" The All-India Women's Conference welcomes Dr. B. C. Roy's efforts 
to unite all Medical Relief work in Bengal under the banner of the 'Medical 
Relief Co-ordination Committee and extends· its whole-hearted support to 
this patriotic endeavour." 

WOMEN FRANCHISE IN THE PUNJA;B 

'' This tJonference reaffirms the principle of equality as between men 
and women ·.in the right of exercising the vote and: therefore, strongly 
condemns the action of the_ .Punjab Government in depriving women of 
the- franchise in the coming Municipal Corporation elections. It urges 
the immediate withdrawal of this retrogressive step.'' 

The President winding up the sessiorr said : I have certain suggestions 
to make to you in order that the various resolutions we have passed might be 
implemented. Item (1) : each provincial branch should organise a social 
workers training camp in its province on the lines of the Abrama Camp with 
any necessary modification. If you need any literature and guidance on this 
question please write to the General Secrtary and. she will give you the neces
sary information and any instruction& that can be given from the Central 
office. This is a very very important .item because unless we have a sufficient 
number of trained workers work becomes inefficient and slack and we have 
to depend upon leisure time activities' of a few energetic people. So I think 
that this work is absolutely foundational. 

Item (2) : Next thing to do is to·launch, an energetic drive to recruit 
women to go in for training as nurses and find employment for them. We 
shall be able to give you more details about this from our health section which 
will now be a part of the Central Office. Please keep this in mind. This 
year you have got to make a special drive. Make it through vigorous propa
ganda. Raise the general status of the profession and improve the conditions 
of service and housing,- impress upon the people that this is ·a very noble pro
fession and that women should take to nursing. It will be important to improve 
the status of the profession as otherwise few women would be attracted to it. 
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At the present rate of progress it will take us 150 years to have an orga
nised form of health service. Therefore ·it is necessary to quick~n the rate of 
progress in this direction. People with experience of health service say that 
it is possible to have shorter courses of training under which the basic principles 
of nursing can be imparted to women. Under such a scheme we can have 
a larger number of trained nurses. It may be possible to make a similar move 
in the health services course. I have seen literature on the subject in different 
countries and it is a matter of gratification to me to find that very similar 
training for social work and health service is being organised all over the 
world because of the war emergency. So in a way we have initiated this move 
and you have only to extend it to include some other service. 

Item (3) : We should have a two-year plan to establish infant welfare 
and maternity centres and clinics. Every one of the branches must do this 
work. In the course of the two years we must establish two or five such centres. 
If you draw up a definite plan you will be able to check up from tim~ to time 
what progress we have made and I hope by the time we meet again each branch 
will be able to gi~ us a satisfactory account of how the 2-year plan was 
progressing. 

Item (4) : Every constituency and sub-constituency should run classes 
for training women in hand industries. Such classes in course of time develop 
into publicly recognised institutions. We do not produce enough in this country 
to meet our needs. Our imports have fallen far low and therefore it is very 
necessaTy that we should increase production. All this time we complained 
that we were flooded with foreign goods. We cannot make that complaint now. 
But we are not making as much as we should to fill up the deficiency. Those 
branches which have already carried on expriments and hl).ve some experience 
in this matter find that this work can be successfully carried out. If such 
classes are started not only can we help women who have missed· opportunities of 
any vocational training in their younger days but we can also help women to 
be economically independent. It is necessary we should start these small 
hand industries and develop them. The classes should_ be organised on such 
lines that they should earn recognition. We must maintain a high standard 
and have a regular syllabus and must be in a position to issue certificates which 
will help trainees to secure employment. -

Then there is another item which I had referred to in my p~esidential 
speech. I am personally very much interested in cultural work and I feel that 
it is a field which has been so grossly neglected by us. I think the Women's 
Conference should make it a special point to do something to make up for this 
long neglect. We ·should encourage women writers, artists of different kinds, 
painters, dancers ; we should do everything possible to encourage such people 
and give them opportunities of being introduced to the public and receiving 
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public recognition. This can easily be done. We make it a point always to 
invite speakers to our branches and tive them recognition. But we do· not 
think it necessary that artists and women engaged in creative work deserve evt'n 
greater recognition from the public. It is very difficult for a woman artist 
to make her way .. Being im artist myself I know how difficUlt it is. It is the 
duty of Women's· Organisations to encourage women who have powers of 
creative expressfon and they should be given opportunities of being introduced 
to the public and being recognised. Many of our professions today -in the 
cultural field have become more or less amateur. Unless a person has some other 
means of livelihood it is difficult for her to make headway. So I place this 
before you as an important item not merely for consideration but for action 
and I hope at tl!e next Conference, branches will be able to report that a move 
has been made in this direction. 

We have had resolutionS on atrocities on women, traffic in women and on 
·eivil1iberty. We have decided that information must be called for on these 
subjects so that the Central Office can be in touch with some of the things going 
on in the different parts of the country. I would suggest that each branch 
appoint a special member in charge of each of the three subjects of atrocities 
on women, traffic in women as a result of distress, and civil liberties. If you 
have a special· member in charge that member will make it her business to 
collect information. It must be authentic informa.tion ant! we must be in a posi
tion to put forth evidence. The Central Office will keep records of such in
formation. In the last few days I have been receiving many letters containing 
such information. All manner of things must be going on. There is no doubt . 
about. it .. If we have no records we have no authentic information. Let each 
branch please appoint a member in charge of each of these subjects, and commu
nicate your information to the Central Office. 

I want to put very special emphasis on two questions. One is about the 
supp1y of milk. to children. You will have to· carry on a very vigorous campaign, 
something very special and immediate and you must all put heart and soul 
into this campaign.· I would suggest that a '' Milk for Children '' Week should 

. be organised, in order to draw attention to the imperative need of supplying 
milk to the children.' Local self-government institutions should be urged to 
assist in the augmentation of milk supply and demand the rationing of milk 
in which priority should be given to children. Maximum emphasis should be 
put on visual propaganda through posters, placards . and slides, and printed 
matter. We are hoping to issue a pamphlet on this subject from the Central 
Office and copies would be supplied to the branches. I do appeal to women to 
have a raging campaign. . It is hardly necessary to emphasise the gravity of 
the _situation facing the country, and of the tremendous havoc- wrought by 
underm!ning eh!ldren. I do not know for how many. generations the effect of 
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this will be felt. As it is we are a weak nation physically: we are undernourish
ed, and if there· is greater undernourishment I wonder what our fate will be: 

Do not go away with the idea that the Conference just passes resolutions. 
We have got to implement them. You have got a President who is going to 
sit on your head and make you work. The question of women in mines also 
needs immediate attention. We have decided .to send a commision of enquiry 
into the mining areas so that we will be able to get first hand information. 

I hope this programme will be accepted and appreciated by the Conference. 
No one has got an excuse to say that she did not know what was to be done. 
You have got a working programme before you and I hope you will try to 
carry out every single item of this programme. 

I am now going to close this session. But -before I do so I should like to 
thank the Delegates for the co-operation they have given me by being 
brief in their remarks, and at the same time being vigorous. It has been a 
great pleasure to watch the lively, smiling faces and the energetic voices, and 
I hope it is an indication that in the coming months we are going to have 
a lively, energetic army of workers going about. 

There is a little suggestion that we should also train people to learn short
hand and typewriting. When you have the social workers training classes I 
have suggested arrangements can be made for this kind of training. I started 
my shorthand and typewriting when I was secretary of this Conference and 
it stood me in good stead. I was my own secretary and clerk. 

I should like to thank all the office bearers who have co-operated with me 
in carrying on my onerous duties during this session. 

I must give my heartfelt thanks to our retiring Honorary General Secretary.· 
It is hardly necessary for me to go into the details of her work or to praise 
her because everyone of us can bear out" that she has been conscientious and 
energetic worker, and she has done her work loyally. I should also like to 
thank the Reception Committee for its very wonderful hospitality. Being a 
Bombayite myself, in a way, it will be out of place to wax eloquent. Neverthe
less, it is necessary for_ me to thank the Reception Committee for their hospita
lity, their very warm welcome and their courtsey:. (applause). 

Mrs. Hannah Sen : Madam President, I am speaking here, I hope, on be
half of the Standing Committee and the other delegates. Time is passing and 
I· am sure most of you wish to leave as early as possible. And as my friend 
Miss Leilamani Naidu pointed out to me· a moment ago, rationing has become 
the order of the day and that there should be rationing not only in food but . 
also in words. I shall try to be as economic-al as I can in the use of words. 
I shall begin my vote of thank$. by thanking Shrim.ati Kamaladevi, She has 

8 
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done a considerable amount of work for the Conferen.ce from its-inception, and 
the part she has been playing in recent years and the part she hopes to play_ 
in the years to come make us feel extremely grateful to her indeed. She has 
shown great ability in the conduct of this session of the conference and has 
managed its affairs with patience, .calm and dignity. In the months that lie 
ahead she will no doubt import into her task that efficiency, and those dynamic 
qualities which have hitherto characterised her eff~rts and her work in con
nection with the Conference. We wish her all success and we extend to her 
our fullest co-operation and confidence. 

I have now to thank the Reception Committee, the Vice-Presidents, the 
volunteers, secretaries and others responsible for the excellent arrangements 
made for the Conference. Next on the list are our hostesses who have given 
us so ungrudgingly the_use of their homes and have fed our delegates in this 
difficult times of rationing and scarcity 

Now comes our expression of gratitude to Mrs. Billimoria. Mrs. Billi
moria's ability and good work have become proverbial. We thank her for all 
that she has done and we sincerely- hope that she will continue to be with us 
on the Standing Committee to guide the work of the Conference for many years. 
Last but not least we have to thank Mrs. Urmila Mehta. She is one of the 
three women who have held the office of GeneraJ Secretary for three years in 
succession, the other two being Shrimati Kamaladevi and Rani Lakshmibai 
Rajwade. 

Begum Abdul Jabbar (Hyderabad Deccan) thanked the hostesses and 
Chairman of the Reception Committee and also complimented Mrs. Jhabvala. 

Lady Thackersey asked the delegates to excuse any shortcomings that 
. might been found in the arrangements for the Conference. She also thanked 
the volunteers and the members of the Exhibition and Publicity Committee. 

Mrs. Anasuyabai Kale thanked Lady Thackersey. 

Mrs. Jaishree Raiji thanked, on behalf of the Reception Committee the 
various hostesses, public institutions, individuals and firms, the- Press and the 
Press Photographers for helping the Committe~ in various ways. The success 
of the session was not to a small extent due to their efforts. 

Miss Leilamani Naidu called for three cheers to the President to which 
there was a hearty response from the audience. 
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RESOLUTIONS PASSED AT THE 17TH SESSION 

Condolence Resolutions : 

I. This meeting of the All-India Women's Conference records its deep 
sense of sorrow at the untimely dealth of Mr. R. S. Pandit and offers its heart
felt condolences to Mrs. Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit in her sad bereavement. 

2. This meeting of the .A.-I.W.C. puts on record its deep sense of sorrow 
at the tragic death of Kasturba Gandhi while in detention and expresses its 
sympathy with :Mahatma Gandhi and other members of the family in their sad 
bereavement. 

3. This Conference deeply mourns the death of Begum Azad and conveys 
its heartfelt sympathy to Moulana Abul Kalam Azad. 

4. This Conference mourns the untimely death of Shriman -l\>Iahadeo 
Desai and conveys its sympathy to his family. 

5. This Conference places on record its deep sorow at the death of 
Shrimati Shyamalabai Belgaumkar, the Branch Representative of Karnatak. 

6. This Conferenc~ is deeply grieved at the death of Mr. V. :M:. Joshi, 
Principal of the Women's College of the Indian Women's University at Poona. 

7. This Conference deeply regrets the death of Sjt. Ramand Chaterjee 
Editor of Modern Review and Pravasi and conveys its sympathy to his family. 

Children's Homes:-This Conference congratulates the Bengal Branches 
of the A.-I.W.C. on the excellent relief work they have undertaken in opening 
milk centres for starving children and homes for destitute children. This 
Conference records its very great appreciation of Shrimati Vijaya Lakshmi 
Pandit and Mrs. Urmila Mehta's admirable work in personally visiting villages 
affected by famine, the result of which has been the· formation of the All
India Save the Children Committee. 

Recommendations of the Central Advisory Board of Education.-This 
Conference welcomes the Report of the Central Advisory Board of Education 
on Post-war Educational Development as an effort towards universal and com
pulsory education, and authorises the appointment of a Representative Com
mittee to submit within a specified time, the considered views and recommenda
tions for presentation b~fore the next meeting of the Standing Committee. 

Social Science and Adult Education.-This Conference recommends that 
the study . of social sciences be introduced ·in all stages of Education, with 
particular emphasis on practical work. 

Bearing in mind the need for the spread of adulteducation and literacy 
and other social service activities tlli~ Conference CAlls UPon the higher e<Juc~t· 
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tional institutions to de1ine a scheme, whereby it will be incumbent on students 
to serve a period in one of the recognised social activities before they are quali-
1ied to receive a certi1icate, Diploma or a degree. 

Hindustan Scouts.-This conference is of the opinion that the Hindus
tan Scout M~vement should be. encouraged 'and special attempts be made to 
popularise its women's section . . 

Traffic in Women and Children.-The grave economic distress in famine 
areas has raised a special problem with regard to traffic in women and child
ren. Advantage is being taken of the helplessness of. women destitutes, who 
are being enticed away for immoral purposes. This Conference emphatically 
condemns such exploitation and lirges. 

' . 
(a) that exemplary punishment be meted out to the culprits by 

official authorities, and 

(b) that recognised organisations take immediate steps for the protec
tion and re-habilitation of such women, and Government by 
legislative and executive action safeguard their interests. 

'Baroda Marriage.-This Conference strongly condemns the action of the · 
Maharaja of Baroda in violating the law of monogamy in force in his State 
and deplores the action as dc1initely detrimental to the progress of Society in 
India. · 

Shariat Bill-This meeting of the All-India· Women's Conference 
supports the Shariat Bill introduced by Baji Rashida Latiff in the Punjab 
Legislative Assembly. 

Women in Labour Organisations.-This Meeting of_, the All-India 
Women's Conference is of opinion that all efforts should be made to co-operate 
with other organisations, in~luding Trade Unions, to help women workers to 
obtain their maternity bene1its without fear of dismissal. · 

It further resolves that the Indian Factories Act. m·ay be amended to in- ' 
elude the folowing provisions :;-

(8) Proper houses equipped with separate water taps and bathing 
taps and latrines for women. 

(b) High stools in those dep~rtments of factories in which women 
are made to labour for long hours in a standing position. 

Health Insurance.-In view· of the ext~emely inadequate provision which 
exists for medical aid in India, this Conference urges upon the Government 

. to take effective steps that medical help is made available for every citizen of 
this country .by a scheme of compulsory health insurance. 
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Women in )lines.-The .All-India Women's Conference condemns the 
action of the Government of India in withdrawing by a notification the prohi
bition on women to work underground in the coal mines in In~ as a retro
grade and reprehensible step, infringing a convention of the Intunational 
Labour Organisation. No eircumsta.nces justify the employment of women 
underground, and hence the c~nference urges upon the Government to restore 
the same immediately. 

Hindu Law (a) This Conference welcomes the re-appointment of the 
Hindu Law Committee and hopes that, as soon as the entire Code has been com
pleted, it will be enacted into law. The C{)nferenee, howenr, regrets the 
exclusion of Diwan Bahadur V. V. Joshi from the Comnuttee, who is a well
known champion of women 'a rights. 

(b) This Conference notes with satisfaction that the Yarria.,~ Bill was 
referred to a Joint Seleet Committee without a division. But it feels 
that there should be some provision for the dissolution of marriage 
under specific conditions. They therefore, draw- the attention of the 
Hindu Law Committee to the urgent need of incorporating such 
provision iu the final draft of the Code as a whole. 

(c) While re-affirming the cl!Um for equal rights for both men and women, 
this Conference supports the Intestate Succession Bill as originally 

_ introduced into the legislature and deplores the changes su.:,""ge5ted 
by the Seleet Committee in regard to the addition of simultaneous 
heirs, as this has resulted in the dilatory tactics of rH:irculating the 
Bill - -

Civil Liberties. This Conference reiterates the resolution on Ciril 
Liberties passed at the 16th Session of the .All-India Women's Conference at 
Cocanad.a., and records its emphatic protest against the continued attempt to 
curtail the fundamental rights of the Indian people, in particular those of 
personal security and free speech. The Conference demands : 

(a) The immediate and unconditional release of all citizens who hue 
been detained in jail without charge or trial, and 

(b) The cancellation of the arbitrary and high-handed order on Mrs. 
Sarojini Naidu and others forbidding them to make any public speech 
or statement. 

Franchise in l\Iunidpalities in Punjab. This Conference reaffirms the 
principle of equality as between men and women in the right of exercising the 
vote and, therefore, strongly eondemns the action of the Punjab Government 
in depriving women of the franchise in the coming liunicipal CorPoration 
elections. It urges the immediate withdrawal of this retrogressive step. 
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Atrocities on Women. This Conference records its deep resentment at 
Government's attitude to the atrocities committed on women at Chimur, Mid
napore and elsewhere, and, believing that such atrocities still occur in various 
parts of the country, hopes that information of specific cases will be supplied 
by public spirited citizens to the Conference authorities. 

Medical Relief. The All-India Women's Conference welcomes Dr. B. C. 
Roy's efforts to unite all Medical Relief Work in Bengal under the banner of 
the Medical Relief Co-ordination Committee and extends its whole-hearted 
support to this patriotic endeavour. 

Representative Government. This Conference, realising that the gravity 
of the present crisis in the country is the result largely of the political impasse 
and the lack of public confidence in the present administration, is firmly of 
the opinion that the only effective solution to the problem is the formation of 
representative government responsible to the people, 

Food Resolution. This Conference views with the utmost alarm the food 
situation in Bengal, Orissa and elsewhere and emphatically condemns the 
wholly unsatisfactory handling of the situation by the authorities concerned. 
It firmly believes that continued lack of planning by the Central and Provin
cial Governments, their failure to prevent inflation and hoarding by large 
stockists, and to tap India's vast resources, an~ their inability to secure and 
distribute stocks are contributory factors. 

Whilst affirming that the only adequate solution lies in the ha~ds of a 
representative Government responsible to the people, it is of opinion that the 
present distress can to some extent be mitigated in eo-operation with popular 
food committees by the following measures :-

-(a) The stoppage of depletion of rural areas to feed cities. 
(b) The feeding of cities directly by Government through imports and 

surpluses: , 
(c) Uniform policy of control and rationing of the necessities of life at 

prices commensurate with the economic conditions of the people. 
(d) Drastic steps to stop the prevailing wide-spread corruption and -

unscrupulous handling whether by Government or officials, particularly 
in rural areas. . · 

(e) A more developed and practical form of the ' Grow More Food ' 
campaign, with subsidies to cultivators to grow more food grains in 
preference to more paying commercial products. 

(f) Arrangements· and priority for the supply of adequate milk for 
children and invalids. 

(g) The prevention of export of food-grains in the period of the food crisis. 
(h) The discontinuation of the denial policy which is prevalent in Bihar 

and elsewhere. 
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DRAFT BUDGET 

1943-U 

Income Ezpmditure 
Rs. a. p. Rs. a. P• 

Balance in hand 14,119 9 9 Secretary's Expenses ... 8,300 0 0 

Delegates' Fee 2,050 0 0 Printing and ~tationery 1,800 0 0 

Donations anticipated 1,800 0 0 Treasurer's Expenses ... 25 0 0 

Affiliation Fees 600 0 0 Printing of Roshni eoo 0 0 

Subscriptions for extra copies Special Subjects 300 0 0 
of Circulars 150 0 0 

Aftlliation to International 
Sale of Reports 'TO 0 0 Alliance of Women for Suf-

frage and Equal Citizenship 27 0 0 
Interest 15 0 0 

Bank's Commission ... 15 0 0 
Miscellaneous Receipts 10 0 0 

A. I. W. C. contribution to 
Intere1t on Fixed Deposits ... 100 0 0 Provident Fund of P. A. ... 90 0 0 

Roshni Subscription 800 0 0 Hon. General Secy.'s expenses 
for visiting a constituency ... 200 0 0 

19,214 9 9 6,357 0 0 
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THE ALL-INDIA \VOMEN'S 
Receipts and Payments Account for the 

To Balance on 1st November, 1941: 

.. 
" .. 
" 
" .. 
.. 

Fixed Deposit in the National Bank 
Fixed Deposit in the Bank of India 
With the National Bank · 
With the National Bank Account 2 (Pro-

vident Fund) • • • • •. 
With l\Irs. l\lehta (Social Section) 
With Ron. Gen. Secretary •.• 
With Ron~ Treasurer ••• 

Registration Fees of Delegates 
Donation for A.I.W.C. Assn. Expenses 
Donation ear-marked for Village Project & 

Women's Training Camp •.• 
Donation for Tagore Memorial ••. 
Affiliation Fees ;.. • •• 
Constituencies & Sub-Constituencies : 
For extra copies of Circulars 
Cocanada Reception Committee 

, Vice-Presidentship Subscription 
,. Member-in-Charge Subscription 
, Education Fund Association 
, Sale of Annual Reports •.• • •. 

" 
Return of Advance to Cocanada Reception 

Committee 

" 
Sale Proceeds of Photographs of Chinese 

Banner ' 
" 

Provident Fund Contribution 

" 
Interest on Fixed Deposit 

Total Rs. 

Rs. a. p. 

5,680 0 0 
2,931 12 0 

885 15 9 

174 0 0 
15 15 6 

100 6 0 
5 15 0 

Rs. a. p. 

9,79.Jo 0 8 
790 0 0 

3,488 0 0 

1,555 0 0 
130 0 0 
700 0 0 

266 6 0 
1,000 0 0 

10 0 0 
48 0 0 
15 0 0 
45 2 0 

50 0 0 

26 0 0 
180 0 0 
161 8 0 

18,259 0 3 
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CONFERENCE 
Year ending 31st October, 1941 

Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 
By Hon. Gen. Secretary's Expenses ... * 1,854. 5 0 

" 
Salary of Personal Asst. to Hon. Gen. 

Secretary ... • •• 1,800 0 0 

" 
A.I.W.C. Assn.'s Contribution towards 

Provident Fund ... 90 0 ·0 

' " Printing and Stationery 1,087 0 

" 
Village Project and Workers' Training 

Camp Expenses • ... 2,085 0 
, " ROSHNI " Magazine Expenses _ 146 8 
,, 1\Iiss Akhtar Hussein for 1987-39 Expenses 66 12 
, Affiliation Fee to International Alliance 

of Women's Suffrage (£2/-) ... 27 8 

" 
1\Irs. Rajan Nehru, 1\lember-in-Charge 

Expenses 18 10 
, 1\lrs. Cousins-Village Project ExpeQSes 88 

" 
Information Collection Sub-Committee 

Expenses 8 

" 
l\fiss l\lartha l\laltha-return of Circular 

money ... 10 

" 
Hon. Treasurer's Expenses 24 

" 
Bank's Commission & Charges .11 

" Bank and Other Balances : 
Fixed Deposit with National Bank 5,790 0 0 
Fixed Deposit with Bank of India 2,988 1 0 
With the National Bank 2,848 0 8 .. 

.. 
" .. 
" 

the National Bank Account 2 (Provident 
Fund) 854 0 0 

Hon. Gen. Secretary ••• .. . 78 9 0 
Convener, Indigenous Industries 20 0 0 
1\Irs. Doctor Member-in-Charge 21 0 0 
Hon. Treasurer • .. • •• 614 0 

Total Rs. 
• Details of the Office Expenses of the Hon. Gen. Secretary : 

Rs. a. p. 
Travelling Expenses 814 4 0 
Printing & Stationery .. • 889 11 6 
Postages, Telegrams, Telephones, 

Registration Charges etc. • .. 
House Rent 
Repairs to Typewriters and Miscellaneous 

Expenses 
Cost of Photos of Chinese Banner . 
Freight etc., for despatch of records 

Total Rs. 
Examined and found correct. 

Bombay, 

880 8 9 
181 0 0 

59 7 9 
12 6 0 
16 15 0 

0 

11,596 

18,259 

18th January, 1943. 

SORAB S. ENGINEER & CO., 
Incorporated Accountants, 

Registered Accountants, 
Hon • .Auditorr. 

8 

8. 

0 
1 
5 

8 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

3 

0 
0 

3 

0 
6 
0 

8 

8 
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THE ALL-INDIA WOMEN'S 
~eceipts and Payme~ts Account for the 

To Balance on 1st November, 1942: 

Fixed Deposit in the National Bank 
Fixed Deposit in the Bank of India 
With the National Bank 

, the National Bank Account No. 2 
(Provident Fwid) 

, Hon. General Secretary 
, Convener Indigenous Industries 
~· Mrs. J. R. Doctor Member-in-Charge 
, Hon. Treasurer ... 

To Donation for All-India Women's Con
. ference Association Expenses ..• 

, Donation ear-marked for Village Recon-
struction project ... . .• . 

, Donation for proposed " ORPHANAGE 
SCHEME " of All-India Women's 
Conference ... 

, Bijapur Famine Relief Fund (as per contra) 
, Bengal Famine Relief Fund (as per contra) 
, Tagore 1\lemorial Fund ... ... ... 
, Education Fund Association · 
, Subscription towards " ROSHNI " Expenses 
, Affiliation Fees 
, Sale Proceeds of Circulars 
, Sale of Annual Reports ... 
, Fees of Member-in-Charge 
, Provident Fund Contribution 

Total Rs. 

Rs. a. p. 
5,790 0 0 
2,988 1 0 
2,348 0 3 

354 0 0 
78 9 0 
20 0 0 
21 0 0 

6 H. 0 

Rs. a. p. 

11,596 8 3 

2,657 8 0 

1,065 10 0 

1,000 0 0 
597 8 0 

2,227 8 0 
2 0 0 

10 0 0 
1~3 0 0 
725 0 0 
151 0 0 

4 11. 0 
9 0 0 

180 0 0 

20,379 5 s 
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CONFERENCE 
Year ending 31st October, 1943 

By Hon. General Secretary's Expenses* 
Rs. a. p. RS. a. p. 

850 11 '0 
, Salary of Personal Assistant to Hon. Gen. 

Secretary ••• ••• . .• 
, All-India \Vomen's Conference Association's 

Contribution towards Provident Fund •.. 
" " ROSHNI " Magazine Expenses 
, l\lrs. Muzumdar Member-in-Charge Expenses 
" Bengal Relief Fund (as per contra) · 
, Bijapur Relief Fund (as per contra) 
, Tagore Memorial Fund .. • . .. 
, \Vomen's Training Camp Expenses 
, Education Fund Association 
, Hon. Treasurer's Expenses 
, Bank's Commission and Charges ... 

J3y Bank and Other Balances : . 
Fixed Deposit with National Bank 
Fixed Deposit with Bank of India 
With National Bank of India 

, National Bank of India Account 
No. 2 (Provident Fund) 

., Hon. General Secretary 
, Convener Indigenous Industries 
, Mrs. J. R. Doctor 
, Mrs. l\Iuzumdar (Member-in-Charge) 
, Hon. Treasurer ... 

Total Rs. 

5,790 0 0 
2,988 1 0 
4,664 u 3 

538 15 0 
87 9 0 
20 0 0 
21 0 0 

5 6 6 
18 12 0 

• Details of the Office Expenses of the Hon. General Secretary : 
- • Rs.a.p. 

Travelling Expenses 182 5 9 
Printing and Stationery .. • ... 198 15 0 
Postage, Telegrams, Telephones, Registra-

tion Charges, etc. .. • 
House Rent ... ... 
Miscellaneous Expenses 
Price of book · 
Railway Freight · 

Total Rs. 

808 18 9 
181 8 0 
82 1 6 
8 6 0 
8 9 0 

850 11 0 

1,800 0 0 

90 0 0 
491 6 0 

Ho 9 6 
2,227 8 0 

597 8 0 
132 0 0 
20 0 0 
15 0 0 

- 15 2 0 
5 15 0 

U,ll9 9 9 

20,379 5 8 

As the Interest on Fixed Deposit with Banks is Credited by the Banks 
in 1943-44. no Credit for Interest has been taken in this year's Accounts. 

Examilled and found correct. 

Bombay. 
80th March, 1944. 

SORAB S. ENGINEER & CO, 
· Incorporated Accountants, 
· Registered Accountants, 

Hon, Auditor~. 
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STATEMENT REGARDING REGISTRATION 

The All-India Women's Conference has been duly registered under the 
Societies R~gistration Act XXI of 1860 on fhe 18th July, 1930. 

Memorandum of Association of the All-India Women's Conference. 

1. The name of the Conference shall be "The All-India Women's 
Conference." 

· 2. The Conference shall not engage in party politics but unite on such 
points as affect women and children. 

3. The object of the Conference shall be : 

(a) To promote in India the education of both sexes at all stages ; 

(b) To deal with all questions affecting the welfare of women and 
children. 

(Sd.) 

, 
, 
, 

, 

Signature of witnesses. 

Sarojini Naidu. 

Sushama Sen 

Margaret Cousins 

Rameshwari Nehru 

A. L. Huidekoper 

Shareefah Hamid Ali 

Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya. 

4. The Standing Committee Members become the Governfug Body of the 
Association. 

THE CONSTITUTION OF A.·I.W.C. 
ARTICLE I 

Name~: 

The name of the organisation shall be " The Association of the All-India 
Women's Conference," hereinafter to be called the" A.-I.W.C." 

ARTICLE II. 

(a) Poliey: 

The A.-I.W.C. shall not belong to any political organisation nor take • 
an active part in party politics, but shall be free to discuss and 
contribute to all questions and matters affecting the welfare of the 
people of India with particular reference to women and children. 
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(b) Aims and Objects: 

1. To work acth·ely for the general progress and welfare of women 
and children. · 

2. To inculcate in women and children the ideals of true citizenship. 
3. To promote education along right lines. 
4. To work and press for social reform. 
5. To strive to establish equal rights and opportunities for all. 
6. To work for a united India. 
7. To set and demand-a high moral standard in all departments Qf 

life. 
8. To stand for international good will and world peace. 

Composition : 

(a) Patrons. 

ARTICLE III. 

(b) Office-Bearers. 
(c) Standing Committee. 
(d) Branches. 

(a) Patrons : 
(i) Past Presidents. 
(ii) By special invitation of the A.-l.W.C. 

(b). Office-Bearers: 
(i) President and Chairwoman. 
(ii) Six Vice-Presidents. 

Note : A Chairwoman of the Standing Committee shall be elected for 
the year from amongst the Vice-Presidents in case the President does not 
desire to 1ill the office. 

(iii) Treasurer. 
(iv) General Secretary. 
( v) Organising Secretary. 
(vi) Sectional Secretaries (if required). 

Note : No paid officers of the A.-I.W.C. shall be entitled to vote. 

(c) Standing Committee. 
(i) The Office-Bearers. 

(ii) 1\Iembers-m-charge of Special Subjeds. 
(iii) Branch Representatives. 
(iv) The Liaison Officer in India. 
(v) The Secretary of the All-India Women's Education 

Fund Association. 
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(vi). Ten Patrons: 

(a) The retiring President ; 
(b) 9 Patrons elected by the Standing Committee. 

(vii} Conveners of Sub-Committees whenever such Sub
Committees are appointed. 

~(viii) Co-opted Members : 

(a} " Ordinary," not more than 7. 
(b) " Extraordinary," not more .than 10. 

· (d) Branches : 

Areas in Provinces and States, as decided on by the Stand
ing Committee from time to time. 

Note: Patrons shall be entitled to attend the Conference of the A.-I.W.C.' 
and to vote at the open sessions. 

- Life Associates under the old Constitution will have the right of attend
ing the open sessions of the Conference and voting as hitherto. 

ARTICLE IV. 
Agencies of Work: 

The work of the A.-I.W.C. shall be carried o~t through : 
(1) The Standing Committee and its Executive ; 

' 
(2) The Branches, Constituent Branches and their Committees, by 

means of 

(a) Conference. 
(b) Meetings. 
(c) Correspondence. 
(d) Publications. 

ARTICLE V. 
Conferences : 

I. The All-India Conference : 
(a) Conferences of the A.-I.W.C. shall be held periodically, at a time 

and place fixed by the Standing Committee. 

(b) The following shall be entitled to attend : 

( i ) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
(vi 1 

Patrons. -
Standing Committee .Members. 
Branch Delegates. ' 
Reception Coml!littee Delegates. 

,• 
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( v ) Special Delegates (by invitation by the Standing 
Committee.) 

(vi) Visitors (not allowed to participate in the deliberations). 

Note: Life Associates under the old Constitution will have the right of 
attending the open Sessions of the Conference and voting as hitherto. · 

II. Branch Conferences : 

Public Conferences shall be convened annually by all the Branches 
and their Constituent Branches. 

ARTICLE VI. 

Branches and Constituent Branches 

1. Constituent Branches. · 

Any group of ten members, which accepts the aims and objects of 
the .A.-I. W. C., may, subject to the approval of the Standing Com
mittee, become a Constituent Branch and carry on the work of the 
A.-I.W.C. 

2. Branch: 

A Branch shall be an association of the A.-I. W. C. in a specified 
area, with a minimum membership of 50, and shall consist of all the 
Constituent Branches within that area. 

(Note :-In event of there being only one Constituent Branch in a 
given area, its provisional recognition as a Branch shall be 
decided on by the Standing Committee.) -

Specified Areas : Ajmere-Merwara, Andhra, Assam, Baroda, Bengal East, 
Bengal West, Berar, Bihar, Bombay City and Suburbs, Calcutta City and 
Suburbs, C. P. North, C. P. South, Cochin, Delhi; Gujarat, Gwalior, Hyderabad
Deccan, Hyderabad-Sind, Indore, Jath, Karnatak, Kashmir, Kolhapur, Konkan, 
Madras City and Suburbs, Maharastra, Malabar, Mysore, N. W. F. P., Orissa 
(Utkal), Phaltan, Punjab Central, Punjab East, Sangli, Sind, Tamil Nad, 
Travancore, U. P. Oudh, Bengal Central. 

3. Each Branch shall carry out the ideals of the A.-I. W. C. and work 
under its direction. 

4. Each Branch shall be responsible for its own finance. 

5. Every Branch shall- frame its own Constitution in keeping with the 
Articles and Bye-Laws of the A.-I. W. C. Association and 
subject to the approval of the A.-I. W. C. Executive Committee to 
which all proposed amendmends and alteration also shall be submitted. 
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6. Representation: , 

Constituent Branches shall be entitled to ask for the privilege, in 
rotation, of electing the Branch Representatives, S.C.ll. 

7. 1\lembership : 

Any woman in India, over the age of 16, shall be eligible to become 
a member of a Branch of the A.I.W.C .. on payment of subscription 
to, and in accordance with the rules of, that Branch. 

ARTICLE VII. 

Delegations : 

(a) Only Branch Members shall be entitled to attend the annual 
session of the A.-I. W. C. Conference as Branch Delegates. They 
shall be nominated- and elected by the members of the Branch. 

(b) The quota of representation for each Branch shall determin
ed by allotting one delegate to a number of members which is 
equal to the total number of members divided by the number of 
delegates. -

(c) The number.of delegates to any ~ual session of the A.-I.W.C. 
Conference shall be fixed arbitrarily by the Standing Committee at 
its half-ye·arly_ meeting. 

(d) The quota of representation shall be based on the half-yearly 
returns of membership submitted by the Branches. 

Example: 
(1941) Total A.-I. w: C. llembership 

Total number of Delegates 
Therefore, One Delegate for every 

If a Branch has 400 members, it gets!':= 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Finance: 

8,000 

200 
40 :Members 

10 Delegates. 

1. All moneys received shall be held in deposit by the Treasurer at a 
Scheduled Bank, in the name of the A.~I. W. C. 
Ch~ques shall be signed by any two of the following Office-Brearers : 
President, Treasurer and General Secretary. 

2. Each Branch shall send annually to the Treasurer, before July the 
1st, a minimum affiliation fee of Rs. 25/-. 
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ARTICLE IX. ' 
I. Bye-Laws : . 

1. The Standing Committee shall have power to make Bye-Laws and 
Regulations for carrying out the work of the A.-I. W. C. and to alter 
them and add to them from time to time as occasion may require. 

2. These Bye-Laws and Regulations may not be altered or added to 
except by the Standing Committee, at one of its meetings~ by a two
thirds majority of the members present, and provided that : 

(a) notice of such proposed alteration or addition shall have been 
sent in writing, by registered post, to every member of. the Stand
ing Committee at least three months before the meeting, and 

(b) the Bye-Law in question has been in existence for at least a year. 

II. Alteration of Constitution : 

Bye-Law 
No, 

The Constitution of the A.-I. W. C. may not be altered except at a 
Conference Session by a two-thirds majority of the members present, 
provided that a notice of such proposed alteration shall have been 
sent in writing, by registered post or uader certificate of posting to 
every member of the Standing Committee, at least three months before 
the Conference. 

BYE-LAWS (A.·I. W. C.) 
I 

THE CENTRAJ~ OFFICE 

(1) There shall be a Central Office of the A.-I. W. C., in a town 
selected by the Standing Committee. 

Note-Until such time as the Central Office Scheme tnateriatises, 
the office shall be wh,ere the General Secretary resides. 

(2) The staff of the Central Office shall consist of : -
( i ) The General Secretary, in charge. 
(ii) · The Organising Secretary. 
(iii) The Personal Assistant to the General Secretary. 

(3) Publications :-The Central Office shall be responsible for the 
proper publication and distribution of :-

1. a full report of each Conference Session. 
2. a duly edited volume of reports, annually, of work done by all 
the Branches, as well as important information collected by them 
or by Members-in-charge of Special Subjects and Conveners of Sub-
Committees. ' 
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Bye-Law 
No. 

ALL·INDIA WOMEN'S CONFERENCE 

3. a short sketch of the history of the A.-I. W. C., together with a 
memorandum of important resolutions passed at previous conferences, 
the Constitution and Bye-Laws of the A.-I. W. C. and other relevant 
matters, broug!J.t u:n-to-date each year. 

(4) Library :-There shall be a Reference Library of the A.-I.W.C. 
housing all reports, journals and file-lin.fbrmation received at the 
Central Office. 

(5) Records :-Copies of the A.-I. W. C. records shall be available 
to Standing Committee Members, from the Central Office, on a 
written application to the General Secretary. 

Any of the original records shall be open to inspection by the 
Standing Committee Members, at one of its meetings, provided due 
notice has been receind by the General Secretary. 

(6) Circulars, 1\linutes, ete. 

1 (a) Branch Representatives (S.C. M.) Shall receive from the Cen
tral Office, the circulars, minutes and other official literature, on 
payment of the full Branch-subscription for the· year. 

(b) On payment of Rs. 10/-, three extra sets of the circulars, minutes 
etc., may be obtained by a Branch Representative (S. C. l\1.) in order 
to facilitate the work of her Branch. 

(c) All Constituent-Branches shall be entitled to receive, for 
information only, circulars and other literature from the Head Office 
of the A.-I. W. C., on payment of Rs. 7/- for one set or Rs. 10/- for 
three sets, annually to the Honorary Treasurer, A.-I. W. C. 

2. StandiD.g Committee 1\lembers, other than the Secretaries and 
Branch representatives, shall pay a subscription of Rs. 3/- for the 
circulars, minutes, and other official literature received by them 
from the Central Office for the current year;-. 

3. Patrons and Ex-Office Bearers, who are not members of the 
Standing Committee for the year, shall be entitled to receive the 
circulars and minutes on a payment of Rs. 10/-. 

II 

APPOINTMENTS 

(7) All paid officers and workers of the A.-I. W. C. shall be 
appointed by the Standing Committee and be responsible to it. 
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Ill 

ELECTIONS 

131 

(8) Rules of t:Iection: 
1. Elections &hall be condueted by ballot. 

2. The election of all Office Bearers excluding the President, wall 
be held at the time and place of each Conference Session. 
3. No one shall be eligible to stand for an office of the A.-I. W. C. 
except that of the President, unless she has already served on the 
Stan_ding Committee for at least one year. 

4. Nominations not in conformity with the following rules lihall 
be considered invalid :-

(a) The Names of members eligible to stud for election shall be 
duly proposed and seconded by those qualified to nominate, and shall 
be sent in writing to the General Secretary within the time specified. 

(b) All nominations, except those for the office of the President 
shall bear the written consent of the nominees. 

5. Once ~ nominee has gh·en her consent for election to any office 
other than the Presidentship, she shall not withdraw without the 
consent of the Executive Committee. 

(9) Election of Office Bearers: 

I. President : 
(a) Every member of the Standing Committee shall be entitled 

to send in one nomination for the Presidentship. Such nomination 
shall reach the General Secretary within 3 mouths after the last 
session of the A.-I. W. C. Conference. 

The General Secretary, before circulating the nominations 
received for the Presidentship, should ascertain whether the nominees 
are 'Willing to stand for election or not, and mention the names of 
nominees who have withdrawn from the election. 

(b) Nominees for the Presidentship wishing to withdraw their 
names shall inform the General Secretary to that e1feet within three 
weeks of the complete list of nominations being sent to them by 
the Central Office. 

A candidate wishing to withdraw her name after the specified time 
shall communicate her reasons immediately to the Chairwoman who 
shall consult tl!e Executive Committee ~n the matter. 
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(c)_ Voting papers, with the nominations mentioned in alphabetical 
order, shall be sent to all Standing Committee Members who shall 
then forward their votes, by registered post so as to reach the General 
Secretary at least a fortnight before the date of the half-yearly meet
ing of the Standing Committee. 

Note-Nominations and voting pap£rs 11ot in accordance tt:ith Rules 
(a) and (c) above, shall be considered int•alid. 

2. Chairwoman: The Chairwoman, when elected to act for any 
President who does not desire to fill the office, shall be nominated 
and elected by members of the Standing Committee, from among the 
Patrons (S. C. 1\I.), Vice-Presidents and Ex-Vice-Presidents 
immediately after the session of the Conference. 

3. Vice-Presidents: Vice-Presidents shall be nominated by the 
members of the Standing Committee and elected by the General 
Body. No one shall be eligible to stand for a Vice-Presidentship for 
more than four consecutive years. 

4. Secretaries : ·wnen the General Secretary or the Organising 
Secretary is honorary, she shall be nominated and elected by the 
General Body. 

5. Treasurer : The Honorary Treasurer shall be nominated and 
elected by the general body of the Conference. 

(10) Election of other Standing Committee 1\lembers : 

1. Patrons (S. C .. :M.) : Nine Patrons shall be elected to the new 
Standing Committee by the General Body. 

2. 1\lembers-in-charge of Special Subjects : ~!embers-in-charge of 
Special Subjects shall, as required, be elected annually by the new 
Standing Committee from among past or present members of the 
Standing Comprittee. Should the person selected be from among 
past members of the Standing Committee, she shall first be co-opted 
to the Standing Committee, as an Ordinary :Member. 

3. Branch Representatives (S. C. 1\I.) shall be nominated and l'lected 
by their respective Branches in accordance with their constitutio~s. 

4. Liaison Officers 
(a) . Liaison Officers for organizations abroad and those appointed 

to act as Liaison Officers between the A.-I. '"· C. and other organisa
tions, shall be nominated and elected by, and from among, members 
of the Standing Committ~e. 
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(b) Liaison Officers representing other Bodies on the Standing 
Committee of the A.-I. W. C. shall be appointed by the Committees 
of their respective organizations. 

5. Conveners of Sub-Committees shall be nominated and elected by, 
and from among, the members of the Standing Committee . 

• IV 
COMl\IITTEES 

THE EXECUTIVE COlOIITTEE 

(11) An Executive Committee shall be appointed annually by the 
Standing Committee to administer the affairs of the A.-I. W. C. within 
the terms defined. 

(12) Composition :-The Executive Committee shall consist of :·-
Ex-Officios :-

(a) The Chairwoman 
(b) The Honorary General Secretary 
(c) The Honorary Treasurer 
(d) The 1\Iember-in-charge of Constitution 

(Elected by and fro;it among, members of the Stat~ding Committee :
(e) Not more than two Patrons (S. C. 1\I.) 
(f) Not more than two Vice-Presidents 
(g) Six other members, of whom not less than four shall be 

Branch Representatives (S. C. :M.) 

(13) Quorum :-The quorum of the Executive Committee shall be 
seven members. 

(14) Powers :-Inviations-The Committee shall be empowered, in 
exceptional circumstances, to invite Special Delegates and Special 
Visitors to a Conference Session. 

(15) Duties :-The Executive Committee shall, among other things, 

1. ratify constitutions of Branches and Constituent-branches as 
submitted through the Constitution Member. 
2. recommend, for inclusion in the Conference agenaa, any from 
among urgent and important resolutions apart from those sent in by 
the Branches or those drafted by members of the Standing Committee 
other than Branch Representatives. 
3. decide any other matters referred to it by the Standing Committee, 
or urgent matters referred to it by the Chairwoman. 
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THE STANDING COMMITTEE. 

{16) The Standing Committee shall administer the affairs of the· 
A.-I. W. C. and decide quest_ions affecting its policy, subject to the 
Constitution, and shall carry out any general or special instructions 
that may be issued by the General Body. 

{17) Business:-
1. The b'usiness of the Standing Committee shall be carried out 
through:-

(a) Meetings 
(b) Circulars 
(c) The ~Executive Committee, within the terms defined. 

2. At 'every annual meeting of the Standing Committee, there shall 
be presented :-

{a) The report of the General Secretary for the year. 
(b) A duly audited Balance Sheet, by the Honorary Treasurer. 
(c) The Organising Secretary's report for the year. 
(d) Reports of the Fund Association and the Lady Irwin 

'College, by the Secretary of the Fund Association. 
(e) Reports of their work by : 

{ i) Members-in-charge of Special Subjects. 
(ii) Conveners of Sub-Commmittees (if any). 

(18) Quorum:~The Quorum of the Standing Com~ttee shall 
include at least four Branch Representatives (S. C. :M.), and shall be 
one-sixth of the total number of members .on that Committee. 

(l'b) Powers :-The Standing Committee shall, among other things, 
have power to: 

1. co-opt, subject to Article III (C) of the Constitution 
(d.) · Ordinary Membera : 
(b) Extraordinary Members : 

( i) Experts on any subject. 
(ii) Representatives of other AU-India Women's Organiza-

tions, on a reciprocal basis. 

2. appoint, from among the members of the Standing Committee, as 
many assistant secretaries as may be required from time to time ; 
'3. appoint Sub-Committees and Ad Hoc Committees; 
4. appoint one or more of its members to represent the A.-I. W. C. 
on any other Body or at any meeting inviting it to do so ; 
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5. appoint delegations in response to invitations ,from abroad or for 
any special purpose ; 

- 6. decide the question of affiliation of the A.-I. W. C. to any Inter-
-national Women's Organisation ; 

7. invite Special Delegates and Special Visitors to attend a Conference 
session ; 

8. refer urgent matters to the Executive Committee, within the 
terms defined. 

(20) Duties :-At its first meeting held after the Conference, the 
Standing Committee shall select special subjects for study, research 
or practical work. Such subjects shall be under the care of Members
in-charge of Special Subjects appointed in accordance with the rules 
of election. -

The powers and terms of reference of such members shall be 
clearly defined by the Standing Committee at the time of their. 
appointment. 

(21) nleetings:---

1. Ordinary Meetings of the Standing Committee shall be convened 
at least twice a year, the Half-yearly meeting, ait'd the Annual 
Meeting, at a time and place selected by the Standing Committee. 

2. Extraordinary Meetings of the Standing Committee shall be called 
on the written requisition of at least two-thirds of the total number of 
members on the Stan~g Committee. 

(22) Agenda :-
1. All items for the Agenda shall be sent so as to reach the General 
Secretary at least four weeks before the date of the meeting. 
2. The agenda shall be sent, by the General Secretary, to all members 
of the Standing Committee, and others entitled to receive it, at least 
a fortnight before the meeting. 

(23) Minutes :---The Minutes of the Standing Committee Meetings 
shall be recorded by the General Se-cretary. 

-
A copy of the Minutes shall be posted to every member of the 

Standing Committee and others entitled to receive it. 

(24) Decisions:---

!. Important decisions taken by the Standing Committee shall be 
in the form of resolutions duly proposed and seconded. 
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2. Important proposals for decision by. circulation shall be sent 
under postal certificate to every member of the Standing Committee. 
The decision shall be declared according to the majority of . replies 
received from at least one-had of the total number of members on 
the Committee within the period fixed for the purpose. Should 
the requisite number of replies be not received, or should the majority 
of -l'eplies received show any objection to the matter being decided 
by circulation, the question shall be laid before the Standing 
Committee at its next meeting. 

Urgent business not conflicting with the general policy of the 
A.-I. W. C. shall be referred for decision to the Executive Committee. 

(25) Attendance:-

1. Chair :-In the absence of the Chairwoman, the Chair shall be 
taken by some one elected by. and from among, the members present 
at the meeting. The order of selection shall be as follows : 

Patrons (S. C. ll.) 
Vice-Presidenta 
Members-in-Charge of Special Subjects 
Liaison Officers, subject to the rules .... . -·--.... Branch Representatives 
other members entitled to the vote. 

2. The General Secretary :-If the General Secretary is unable to 
· attend a meeting of the Standing Committee, she shall, in consultation 
with the Chairwoman, delegate her duties pro tem., to some other 
member of the Standing Committee, preferably an ex-Secretary. 

3. The Honorary Treasurer :-Should the Honorary Treasurer be 
unable to attend a meeting of the Standing Committee, she shall 
delegate her powers, pro tem., to the General Secretary or to some 
other responsible member of the Standing Committee, preferably an 
Ex-Treasurer. 
4. Branch Representatives :-In case a Branch Representative is not 
able to attend- a meeting of the Standing Committee, the Local 
Committee of her Branch shall authorise her to send a substitute 
whose name shall be notified to the General Secretary at least a 
week before the meeting. r 

SUBJECTS COMMITTEE 
(26) · The need or otherwise of calling a Subjects Committee for the 

forthcoming session of the A.-I. W. C. Conference shall be annually 
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decided by the Standing Committee at its Half-yearly meeting. In 
ease no Subjects Committee is formed, the Standing Committee shall 
be summoned to function in its stead. 

(27) The Subjects Committee, subject to Bye-Law No. 26, shall 
consist of :-

( i) All members of the Standing Commit~e for the ye~r. 
(ii) Branch Representatives as elected to serve on the new Stand

ing Committee for the ensuing year. 

Note :-In the event of any pl'esent Branch Representative hav
ing been re-elected for ensuing year, the Branch Com
mittee shalt appoint o·ne of its delegates as second Sttbjects 
Committee Member. 

(28) The Subjects Committee shall meet before the session of the 
Conference and may further be summoned during the session if 
required. 

(29) The Subjects Committee shall examine, and draft the final 
form of the resolutions to be brought up for discussion at the Confer
ence. It may resolve itself into sub-committees for this purpose and 
may refer on points to the Standing or Executive Committee. 

The Subjects Committee may limit the number of resolutions so as 
to facilitate fuller discussion and suggestions of practical importance. 

Sub-Committee : 

(30) 1. The period of life of a Sub-Committee appointed to carry out the 
work of the A.-I. W. C. shall be one year. The Sub-Committee. may 
be re-appointed if required. . 
2. Ad Hoc Committees may be appointed to deal with problems that 
arise from time to time. Conveners of these may be co-opted as 
Extraordinary Members of the Standing Committee, if desired. 

(31) Conveners of Sub-Committees shall have power to co-opt upto 
3 additional members who shall have specialised in the subject dealt 
with by the Sub-Committee. 

(32) The Chairwoman and General Secretary shall, ex-officio, ·be 
members of all Sub-Committees. 
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v 
VACANCIES 

-
Vae.ancies Occurring between the elections 

1. among the Office Bearers shall, subject to the rules, be filled by 
the Executive Committee from among past or present members of 
the Standing Committee. 

2. .among members of the Executive Committee shall be filled by 
that Committee, subject to the rules, from among members of the 
Standing Committee. 

3. among Members of the Standing Committee other than the Office 
Bearers, Branch Representatives or representatives of other organisa
tions shall be filled by the Standing Committee. 

4. among Branch Representatives (S. C. M.) or representatives of 
other organisations shall be filled by the Branch or organisation in 
question. 

5. on a Sub-Committee shall be filled by the Convener from among 
members of the Standing Committee. . 

~34) Paid Officers and Workers: Any vacancy among paid officers 
and workers of the A.-I. W. C. shall' be filled by the Standing 
Committee. 

VI 
DUTIES 

(35) General :-All Members of the Standing Committee shall 

(a) be conversant with the Constitution, Bye-Laws and 
Regulations and modes of procedure of the A.-I. W. C., and shall be 
responsible to the Standing Committee for the efficient discharge of 
their official duties ; 

(b) whenever possible, tour in their respective areas on behalf 
of the A.-I. W. C. In the case of a Branch Representative (S. C. :M.) 
this duty may be relegated, by her local committee, to some other 
person; 

(c) make it a point of attending all meetings of the Standing 
Committee held ·during the year. Reasons for unavoidable absence 
must be communicated, without delay, to the General Secretary. 

(~6) The Chairwoman shall be responsible for the proper conduct and 
order of all meetings at which she presides; 
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(37) Patrons (S. C. M.) and Vice-Presidents shall fulfil any special 
duties deputed to them by the Standing Committee, and shall co
operate with the Chairwoman and members of the Standing Committee 
in matters affecting the welfare of the A.-I. W. C. 

(38) The General Secretary shall . 
I. be in charge of the Central Office and carry out such other duties 
as may be decided on by the Standing Committee from time to time. 

2. issue circulars to the Standing Committee Members at least once 
in every two months. A summary of the information received in 
answer to such circulars, together . with other relevant matter in 
regard to the progress of work, shall be issued by her for information 
of the Executive Committee from time to time. 

3. circulate, as soon as possible after receiving it, any information 
which a Standing Committee Member may send · to her for that 
purpose within four weeks before the Half-yearly lieeting or Within 
six weeks before a Conference-Session meeting of the Standing Com
mittee. Urgent matters may be attended to at ·the discretion of the 
General Secretary ; , 

4. arrange for Railway concessions for all the Office Bearers, Stand
ing Committee Members and Delegates attending the meetings or 
conferences of the A.:.J. W. C.;· 
5. convene the meetings of the Standing Committee. 

( 39) The Organising Secretary shall, as directed by the St~nding 
Committee, assist in the formation, organisation and development of 
the branches and sub-branches of the A.-I.W.C. in various areas 
of the country. 

1 
She shall also assist the General Secretary in the 

· work of the Central Office, and shall carry out any other instructions 
that may be issued by the Standing Committee from time ~o time. 

( 40) The Honorary Treasurer shall be responsible for (a) the 
collection and distribution of all moneys, and for the proper 
maintenance of accounts, pertaining to the A.-I. W. C. (b) the 
framing and presentation of a Draft Budget at the first meeting of 
the New Standing Committee. 

(41) Duties of Branch Representatives (S.C. M.) 
I. A Branch Representative {S. C. M.) shall be one of the Secretaries 
of the Branch Ass~ciation and must be resident in the· area in which 
the headquarters of the branch happens to be. 
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2. The Branch Representative' (S. C. M. ) shall be the liaison Officer 
between the branch and the Standing Committee of the A.-I.W.C. She 
shall present the views of her branch on all important issues arising 
for discussion at meetings of the Standing Committee, and shall 
attend to all A.-I. W. C. circulars and correspondence in consultation 
with her local committee. 

; 

3. The Branch Representative (S. C. M.) shall be responsible for 
carrying out the work suggested in the annual time-table of the 
A.-I. W. C. She shall forward to the General Secretary :-

(a) Three weeks before the Half-yearly meeting of.the Standing 
Committee ; a six-monthly report of the work done by her branch, and 
items for the agenda of the Standing Committee meeting. 

(b) Six weeks before the Conference Session : a copy of all 
resolutions passed by the branch conference, du1y classified ; and 
items for the agenda of the Standing Committee Meeting. 

{c) Four weeks before the Conference Session :-
(ir the names of the Branch Delegates and Ordinary 

Visitors attending the All-India Women's Conference. 
(ii) the name of the Branch Representative (S. C. M.) as 

elected for the ensuing year. 
(iii) the name of a second Subjects Committee Member in 

case she herself has been re-elected as Branch 
Representative for the ensuing year. 

(iv) The full annual report of the Branch Association. 

(d) The names of any Special Delegates or Special Visitors to 
the A.-I. W. C. Conference that may be recommended by the Branch. 

( 42) Members-in-Charge of Special Subjects & Conveners of Sub-
Committees shall 

(a) within their terms of reference, collect and disseminate in
formation, do propaganda work, file relevant press-cuttings, and keep 

- in touch with other members dealing with similar subjects in the 
branches; 

(b) keep the Central Office in close touch with their work and, 
as far as possible, posted up-to-date in regard to any legislation deal
ing with their special subjects which has been introduced, or is pend
ing, in the legislature ; 

{c) forward detailed six-monthly and annual reports, one at the 
time of the Half-yearly meeting of the Standing Committee and the 
other at the time of the Conference. 
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(43) The Liaison Officers for organizations abroad shall regularly send 
to the Chairwoman and the General Secretary A.-I. W. C. important 
extracts from their correspondence. 

2. Liaison Members between the A.-I. W. C. and other organisations 
shall represent the views of the A.-I. W. C. at committee meetings of· 
the bodies to which they have been elected and shall be responsible 
for supplying the Standing Committee of the A.-I. W. C. with all 
information required. 

;vn 
THE A.-I. W. C. CONFERENCE SESSION. 

( 44) ·Invitation 

.Any Branch wishing to invite either the A.-I. W. C. to hold its 
conference or the Standing Committee to hold one of its meetings 
within the Branch area, shall 'extend a formal invitation through the 
Branch Representative (S. C. :M.) to the _Chairwoman of the Standing 
Committee 

(45) The Reception Committee 

1. A Reception Committee of women shall be organized by the 
Branch Representative (S. C. M.) as soon as possible after the invita
tion to hold the Conference Session in her Branch area has been 
accepted by the A.-I. W. C. 

2. The Reception Committee of the Conference Session shall, pro tem., 
. be deemed to be a separate unit and, as such, shall be entitled to elect 

five delegates from among its members. The other members of the 
Reception Committee may attend the Conference as Special Visitors. 

3. The entire amount of Delegates' fees shall be crediated to the 
account of the A.-I. W. C. Association. 

4. Half the proceeds of the Variety Entertainment organised by the 
Reception Committee, plus half the surplus of the money collected by 
the Reception Committee for the Conf$nce Session, after the expenses 
are paid, shall be handed over to the A.-I. W. C. Fund. 

( 46) Programme : After a formal discussion of the provisional 
programme by the Standing Committee, at its Half-yearly meeting, 
the General Secretary shall be responsible for drawing up the final 
programme of the Conference Session, in consultation with the 
Chairwoman of the A.-I.W.C. and the Branch Representative (S.C.M:.) 
of the place where the session is to be held, · 
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(47) Delegates to the Ali-India Women's Conference shall be: 

(a) All Members of the Standing Committee. 
(b) Special Delegates : 

(i) Patrons who are not members of the Standing Committee 
for the year. 

(ii) Those invited to attend as Special Delegates. 

(c) Ordinary Delegates : 
(i) A.-I. W. C. Branch Delegates. 

(ii) Five Reception Committee Delegates. 

(48) Special Delegates shall have all the rights of Ordinary 
Delegates, and shall further be entitled to attend, by invitation of the 

. Standing Committee, any of the other meetings of the A.-I. W. C. 
held during the Conference Session. At such meetings, they shall not, 
except by permission of the Chair, participate in the discussions; they 
shall not, in any case, vote at such meetings. 

(49) Visitors: 

1. Special Visitors may, by permission of the Chair, speak during 
the open discussion of the Conference but ,shall not have the right 
to vote. · 

2. Ordinary Visitors may attend the Conference meetings but shall 
not be entitled either to speak or to vote. 

(50) · Resolutions: 

1. Only those resolutions which are passed at the Branch Confer
ences or are drafted by Standing Committee Members" other than 
Branch ReP._resentatives, and which are duly forwarded to the General 
Secretary, shali be considered for inclusion in the agenda of the 
A.-I. W. C. Conference. Exceptions may be made by advice of the 
Executive Committee, in the case of important or urgent resolutions. 

All such resolutions shall be subject to alteration, revision or 
rejection by the Subj•s Committee _ (or by the Standing Committee 
if no Subjects Committee has been called for that session). 

2. Resolutions for the agenda of the A.-I. W. C. Conference shall 
reach the General Secretary not later than six weeks before the 
date of the Conference. They shall be sent duly classified according 
to the subject-matter, and should be marked as follows:-

(a) "Urgent" (such as those relating to Bills pending in 
Legislatures) 
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(b) •• (those of special importance because of their All-
India application) · 

(c) t (local resolutions for which the backing of the A.-I.W.C. 
Conference is needed). 

3. Copies of all resolutions, properly classified, shall be issued by 
the General Secretary to the members of the Standing Committee and 
to all others attending the Conference as Delegates. , 

(51) Amendment :-

1. Amendments to the original resolutions may be moved by mem
bers of the Subjects Committee during any of its sittings. 

2. Amendments to the resolutions as placed on the agenda of the 
Conference may be proposed by any Delegate. Such amendments 
shall be given to the General Secretary, in writing, one day before 
the Conference-sitting at which the resolution is due to· be moved. 

A delegate wishing to propose an amendment to an amendment 
during a sessional sitting of the Conference shall send it up, in writ- -
ing, to the Chair. 

(52) Business :'=-At every session of the All-India Women's Con-
ference there shall be presented :·-

(a) A report of the A.-I. W. C. work done since the previous 
conference (General Secretary}. -

(b) A duly audited Balance Sheet, (Honorary Treasurer). 

(c) Resumes of the Branch Reports (Brlljch Representatives). 

(d) Reports from Members-in-Charge of Special Subjects. 

(e) Sub-Committee reports, if any (Conveners). 

(/) Brief reports of the A.-I. W. E. Fund Association and the 
Lady Irwin College (Honorary Secretary, Fund Association.). 

(53) Procedure:-

1. Language :--·At sessional sittings of the Conference the speeches 
shall, as far as possible, be in Hindustani. At the discretion of the 
Chair, ·important speeches may be translated into the language of 
the area in which the Conference is held. 

2. Time and Conduct :-The amount of time to be allowed to each 
speaker, and the conduct of the proceedings, shall be left to the 
discretion of the President, subject to the rules of procedure followed 

/ 
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by the Indian Central Legislature modified, where necessary, by the 
Standing Committee. 

VIII 

PATRONS. 

(54) 1. Patrons who are not members of the Standing Committee for 
the year, 'Shall be entitled to attend the Conference Sessions as Special 
Delegates. They may also participate, but without power to vote in 
all other meetings the A.-I. W. C. 

IX 
CO-OPTED :r.IE~IDERS 

(55) 1. Ordinary Co-opted 1\lembers shall have the full rights of Standing 
Committee Members. 

2. Extraordinary Co-opted l\lembers :-
(a) Representatives of ·other organisations on the St~nding 

Committee. 

(b) Those co-opted for special purposes or for stated periods of 
time only. 

Extraordinary members shall not have the right to vote except 
as delegates.. · 

X 
JOURNALS 

(56) 1. A journal sllall be regularly published in the name of the All
India Women's Conference, in accordance with directions issued 
from time to time by the Standing Committee. 

XI 
PUBLICITY 

(57) 1. Proper publicity arrangements shall be made by the Reception 
Committee at the time and place of a Conference Session. The 
General Secretary (A.-I. W. C.,) and others appointed by the Stand
ing Committee to assist her, shall fully co-operate with the Reception 
Committee in this matter 

21 Statements :-No statement on behalf of the A.-I. W. C. shall be 
released for publication unless it has the approval and signature of the 
Chairwoman. 
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(58) 1. A.-I. W. C. Liaison Officer: The Standing Committee shall 
appoint, from among the twelve elected members on the Governing 
body of the A.-I. W. E. Fund Association, one to act as the Liaison 
Officer between the A.-I. W. C. and the Lady Irwin College. Such 
member shall rt:'present the views of the A.-I. W. C. at meetings of 
the Fund As~;otiation and shall keep herself up-to-date in matters 
pertaining to the College. 

2. Rules for Election. The rules for election to the Governing Body 
of the A.-I. W. E. Fund Association shall be published along with the 
Constitution and Bye-Laws of the All-India Women's Conference 
Association. 

XIII 

FINANCE 

of the Association of the All-India Women's Conference. 

(59) Reserve Fund. All donations shall be credited to a Reserve Fund 

2. The Financial Year of the A.-I. W. C. shall be from the 1st of 

November to October the 31st. 

10 

3. Balance Sheet and Donors. The Annual Balance Sheet, as ratified 
by the Standing Committee, and the names of all Donors paying 
Rs. 10/- or more for the current year, shall be printed in the Annual 
Report of the A.-I. W. C. 

4. Affiliation and Registration Fees shall be sent to the Honorary 
Treasurer, A.-I. W. C., before the Half-yearly meeting of the Standing 
Committee of that year. 

5. Delegates' Fees: Each delegate to the A.-I.W.C. Conference shall 
. pay a fee of Rs. 10/- to the Honorary Treasurer. · 

6. Standing Committee 1\lembers : Members-in~Charge of Special 
Subjects, Liaison Officers and Conveners of Sub-Committees (if any), 

· shall be allotted certain sums, to be determined by the Standing 
Committee, for their expenses. Any further expenditure ineurred by 
these members shall require the sanction of the Executive Committee. 
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7. Paid Officers and Workers: The salaries, increase or decrease in 
salaries, and the allowances (if any) of all paid officers and workers 
of the A.-I. W. C. shall be decided on by the Standing Committee. 

XIV 

t"/ THE A.-I. W. C. CONSTITUTION & BYE-LAWS 

(Vide Article No. IX.) 

(60) 1. All-proposals of alteration to the Articles, Bye-Laws and Regula
tions of the A.-I. W. C. shall be stated in tl1e exact ·form in which the 

- alteration is desired to be effected, and copies shall be forwarded to 
the General Secretary and the Constitution l\Iember by registered 
pos~. 

2. All proposals of alteration to the 

c (i) Articles must reach the General Secretary at least four 
months btlfore the date of the Conference Session. 

(ii) Bye-~aws and Regulations must reach the General 
Secretary at least two months prior to the Half-yearly meeting or the 
Conference-Session meeting of the Standing Committee. 

THE ALL-INDIA WOMEN'S EDUCATION FUND 
ASSOCIATION 

(As the All-India Women's Conference is strongly represented on the 
Governing Body of the All-India Women's Education Fund Association, which 
came into existence through the Conference after its first Delhi session, it 
recommends this Fund to all those interested in the development of girls' 
education along the lines of its Memorandum.) 

MEMORANDUJ.\.1 OF ASSOCIATION 

1. The name of the Association is "The All-India Women's Education 
Fund AssoCiation.'' 

2. The objects for which the Association is established are :-

(1) _The management of the Fund known as " The All-India Women's 
Education Fund.'' 

(2) The promotion of the education of women and girls of India 
including :-
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(a) 'l'he aid of any schemes for the furtherance of oou•!ation in all 
its branches, of the women and girls of India as may from time 
to time be recommended by the Conference known as the All
India Women's Conference or under such other names as the 
Conference may hereafter be registered (hereinafter and in the 
Rules and Regulations of the .Association ,referred to as the .All
India 'y omen's Conference). 

(b) The institution of propaganda for the education of the women 
and girls of India. 

(c) The increase of the supply of better trained teachers, having 
particutH· regard to the inclusion of training in domestic subjects. 

(d) The encouragement of the production of better text-books and 
attractive and suitable literature in the vernacular. 

(e) The exploration and initiation of schemes for the education of 
children of Kindergarten age, for the extension of suitable 
education amongst children in rural areas, for the support where 
possible of approved schemes which already exist, and for the 
provision of suitable housing accommodation for women teachers, 
especially in rural areas. 

(f) The extens~on of facilities in existing educational institutions for 
courses of training in home-craft, fine arts, domestic science, 
physical culture and other suitable subjects. 

(3) The purchase or acquisition on lease, or in exchange, or on hire 
or otherwise, of any real or personal property, and any rights of 
privileges necessary or convenient for the purpose of the 
Association. 

( 4) The erection, con&truction, alteration and maintenance of any 
buildings necessary or convenient for the purpose of the Association. 

( 5) The sale, improvement, management and development of all or 
any part o! the property of the Association. 

(6) The promotion and establishment of brancht>s and of other 
societies or associations with similar objects particularly in the 
constituent areas of the All-India Women's Conference, and the 
affiliatione>r amalgamation of such soeietit>s or associations with 
this Association. 

(7) The doing of all other such things as are incidental or conduci,·e 
to the attainment of the above objects or any of them. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS 

I. MEMBERSHIP 

l. There shall be the following grades of members of the Association :

(a) President. (b)· Patrons. (c) Vice-Patrons. {d) Life Fellows. 
(e) Life Members. · (f) Members. 

I 

2. The President shall be elected at a General Meeting for a period of 
three years. 

3. The Patrons of the A~ociation shall be donors of sums am'ounting 
in the aggregate to not less than Rs. 20,000, and such other distinguished 
persons as the Governing Body may think proper to appoint. Every patron 
shall be at liberty to appoint a representative to attend and vote at the. 
General Meetings of the Association on his or her behalf. 

4. Vice-Patrons shall be donors of sums amounting in the aggregate 
to Rs. 10,000. Life Fellows shall be donors of sums amounting in the aggre
gate toRs. 500. Life !!embers shall be donors of sums of not less than Rs. 100 . 

. 5. Members shall be persons who pay an annual subscription of 
not less than· Rs. 5, such subscription shall be due in advance on the 1st 
November in every year. 

6. The Governing Body may elect any p~rson to honorary member
ship-of any _grade in recognition of services rendered to the Association. 

7. The Ho:norary Secretary of the Association shall maintain a 
register of members of the Association and this register shall be open to 
inspection. 

II. · GENERAL MEETING. 

8. (a) The Annual General Meeting of the Association shall be. held 
once a year at Delhi at an interval of not less than 10 and not more than 
15 months. The Executive Committee, however, shall have power to alter the 
venue for any especial reasons (Notice of such Annual General Meetings 
shall be given at least one month before the date fixed and such notice shall 
specify the business to be transacted. Members of all grades shall be entitled 
to attend and to vote on any question that may be submitted to the meeting 
for determination). 

(b) At such Annual General Meeting the report and balance sheet 
for the past year, and the budget for the next year, ~all be presented and 
an Auditor appointed for auditing the account of the next year. Any other 
business may be brought forward with the assent of the Chair. 

9. (a) An Extraordinary General Meeting of the Association may 
be convened at any time by the President for any purpose connected with 
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the Association and shall be convened on the written requisition of at least 

30 members stating the object of such meeting. 

(b) At least 18 days' notice shall be given of such meeting, with the 
agenda to be brought before it, provided that accidental omission to give such · 
notice to any member shall not invalidate any Resolution passed at such meet
ing, and no business other than that specified in such agenda shall be transacted. 

10. (a) All General Meetings of the Association sl1all be presided over by 
the President or in her absence by the Chairwoman of the Governing Body, or 
in absence of both by some other person elected by those present. 

(b) All questions shall be decided by the votes of the members pre
sent, taken by show of hands, but anyone present may demand a division 
which shall forthwith be taken and the result declared by the officer presiding. 

(c) In case of equality of votes, the officer presiding shall have a 
second or casti!lg vote. 

III THE GOVERNING BODY 

11. (1) The Governing Body of the Association for the purpose of the 
Act XXI of 1860 shall consist of the President and 21 members including an 
Honorary Secretary and an Honorary Treasurer, all of whom with the excep
tion of the Honorary Treasurer, shall be women. 

(2) From and after tbe Annual General l\Ieeting of 1938 the .. 
Governing Body shall consist of :-

(a) the President, the Honorary Secretary and the Honorary 
Treasurer. 

(b) Nineteen members of the Association elected triennially as 
follows :-7 elected by the .Association and 12 elected by 
the Standing Committee of the ...AU-India Women's Con
ference of whom 2 shall be from Indian States. 

(3) The members of the Governing Body shall all be members of the 
Fund Association. 

( 4) Casual vacancies among office-holders or members of the Govern
ing Body shall be filled by the Governing Body and any person so chosen shall 
retain his or her office so long as the vacating member would have retained the 
same if no vacancy had occurred. In the event of a vacancy or vacancies 
occurring among those members elected by the Standing Committee of the All
India Women's Conference, the Governing Body shall fill it or them from 
among names submitted to them by the said Standing Committee. No action 
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of the Governing Body which may be otherwise valid, shallbe rendered invalid 
by the reason of any such vacancy remaining unfilled, provided, however, that 
the number of vacancies so remaining unfilled shall not at any time exceed 3 
(three). An absence of 12 months out of India shall constitute a vacancy. 

· (5) The Governing Body shall have power, when necessary, to co-opt 
persons having expert . knowledge in any Brancl! of the Association's work. 
The number of persons so co-opted shall not at any one time exceed five. Any 
co-option shall cease at the will of the Governing Body. 

12.. The Governing Body shall hold their Annual 1\Ieeting on the same 
day and at the same place as and immediately after the Annual General:M:eeting 
of the Association or at such other place and time as the Executive Committee 
may decide. The Governing Body shall, at the Annual Meeting, elect from · 
among themselves a Chairwoman who will preside in the absence of the Presi
dent and a Vice-Chairwoman who in the absence of the Chairwoman shall con
duct her duties and exercise her powers. In the absence of both at any meet
ing, such meeting may elect its own Chairwoman from those present. Any 
vacancies in these offices shall be filled up by the Governing Body. 

13. Ordinary meetings of the Governing Body shall he held at such place 
and time as may be fixed by the Executive Committee. ·The annual budget and_ 
report of the Association· shall be considered at one. such meeting in each year. 

14. An extraordinary meeting of the Governing Body may be called at 
any time by the President or Chairwoman. · 

15. Upon a requisition in writing made by any five members of the 
Governing Body stating the object the President or Chairwoman shall call an 
extraordinary meeting. 

' 
16. Eighteen days' clear notice of any meeting of the Governing Body, 

specifying the place, day and hour of the meeting and the general nature of 
the' business to be transacted shall be given to every member of the Governing 
Body by notice sent under postal certificate,_ provided that the failure to give. 

, SUCh notice t~ any of the memberS shall nQt invalidate any resolution at SUCh 
meeting. 

17. At a _meeting of the Governing Body six members must be present in 
person to form a quorum. 

18. If no quorum is present within an hour of the time fixed for a meet
ing of the Governing Body~ the meeting shall be held after an interval of 24 
hours. If there again be no quorum, only urgent business may be transacted, 
and at such meeting three members shall form a quorum. 
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19. In the event of an equality of votes at any meeting, the presiding 
officer shall have a second or casting vote. 

20. (1) The Governing Body shall at their annual meeting elect the
Honorary Secretary and the Honorary Treasurer. They may also appoint an 
Honorary Assistant Secretary and an Honorary Assistant Treasurer. These 
shall not, ex-officio, be members of the Governing Body but in the event of the 
absence from any meeting of the Secretary or Treasurer they shall act in their 
respective offices as members of the Governing Body. Persons holding these 
offices shall be eligible for re-election. Any vacancies in these offices occurring 
during the year shall be filled up by the Governing Body. 

(2) All other- appointmE:>nts shall be made by the Executive 
Committee .. 

21. The Governing Body, subject to these Rules, shall have general control 
of the affairs of the Association with authority to make standing orders regu
lating its own procedure, the procedure of the Executive Committee, and the 
powers and duties of its officers.' In particular it shall provide for a proper 
record of all proceedings, and for an accurate account of all receipts and pay
ments to be opened to the inspection of the auditor. 

22. In addition to the powers and authorities conferred on them either 
by Statute or Rules of the Association, the Governing Body shall have power 
to do all such acts as are to be done by the Association, with the exception of 
those which by these Rules or by Statute are expressly directed to be done by 
the Association in General Meetings. -

IV. COMMITTEES 

23. The Governing Body shall at theh· annual meeting elect an Executive
Committee of eight members besides the office-bearers. Any vacancies in the 
<'leeted members of the Executive Committee occurring during the year shall 
be filled by the Executive Committee. 

This Executive Committee will perform the current duties of the Associa
tion and such other duties as the Governing Body may prescribe. The transac
tions of the Executive Committee shall be duly recorded and laid before the 
Governing Body at its next meeting for information or confirmation. In case 
of emergency the Executive Committee may perform any duty and exercise any 
power of the Governing Body. 'fhe Executive Committee may appoint any 
sub-committee and delegate to it any powers which may be necessary, but the 
proceedings of such sub-committees shall in every case be reported for infor
mation or confirmation. to the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee 
shall meet at such time and in such places as they think proper and at all their 
meetings four shall form a quorum. 
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' 24. The Chairwoman, Vice-Chairwoman, Honorary Secretary and 
Honorary Treasurer, shall be ex-officio members of the Executive Committee. 
The Honorary Secretary shall be ex-·officio member of all sub-Committees (In 
the absence of either Honorary Secretary or Honorary Treasurer their Assist
ants, if any, act as members of the Executive Committee and any of the Sub
Committees). 

· 25. (1) All matters affecting the finance of the Association shall be 
referred to the Executive Committee before being determined by the Gov
erning Body. 

(2) The Executive Committee shall scrutinise the accounts of the 
Association and shall consider the Report of the Auditor. It shall also pre
pare the annual budget and submit it through the Governing Body, to the 
General Meeting of the Association. 

26. When a Branch of the Association is formed, or any other body having 
for its objects the purposes for whic~ the Association is established desires 
affiliation, the case shall be examined by the Executive Committee before being 
submitted to the Governing Body, and no such branch shall be recognised or 
body affiliated without the vote of the Governing Body. It shall be a condition 

· of recognition or affiliation that each such branch or body shall have a regularly 
constituted committee, and shall pay an annual affiliation fee to be fixed by 
the Governing Body, and that its accounts be audited by an auditor approved 
by the Governing Body. · 

27. Unless otherwise desired by them, branches and affiliated bodies shall 
· remain independent in the administration of their funds and in the conduct 
of their operations but they shall furnish to the Governing Body such reports 
and. information as may be required by the Governing Body and shall assist 
by correspondence and conference in the furtherance of their common objects. 
The Governing Body shall have power, subject to the Rules to assist branches 
and affiliated bodies in such manner and to ~uch an extent as it may consider 
to be conducive to the objects of the Association. 

28. The Governing Body shall be at liberty to appoint sub-committees 
_ for such purposes and with such powers as they may think proper. 

V. GENERAL 

29. All moneys at any time standing to the credit of the general account 
which shall not be required for current expenses, and which the Governing 
Body shall not determine to transfer to the Building or any other account, 
shall be invesied by the Honorary Treasurer, with approval of the Executive 
Committee in securities authorised_ by law for the investment of trust funds. 
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30. The Bankers of the Association shall be the Imperial Bank of India 
and also if necessary the Central Bank of India Ltd. 

31. The Executive Committee shall provide a seal and also provide for its 
safe custody, and the seal shall never be used except by the authority of the 
Executive Committee previously given and in the presence of two l\Iembers of 
the Executive Committee who shall sign every instrument to which the seal is 
fixed, and every such instrument shall be countersigned by the Honorary Sec
retary or some other person appointed by the Executive Committee. 

32. If any corporation, firm, school, college or body of trustees makes 
any subscription or donation to the Association, the privileges which such sub
~;cription or donation carries shall be exercised by a person whom the above
mentioned may from time to time nominate for a period not exceeding ten 
years to be determined by the Governing Body. 

33. (1) None of these Rules shall ~e repealed or altered and no new 
Rules shall be made except by Resolution passed by majority of not less than 
three-fifths of the members of the Governing Body present at an ordinary meet
ing and confirmed by Resolution passed by a subsequent General 1\Ieeting of 
the Association. ' 

(2} Interpretation of these Rules shall be vested entirely in the 
Governing Body. 

BYE-LAWS FOR THE ELECTION OF 1\lEliDERS TO THE 
GOVERNING BODY 

1. The Executive Committee shall conduct all election<J to the Governing 
Body. 

2. Every candidate for election to the Governing Body 8hall be a mem
ber of the Association and shall be nominated by a member of the Association. 
Nomination forms for membership for the Goverinng Body shall be posted to· 
each member of the Association in such form and at such time as the Executive 
Committee may think proper. No person can nominate herself or ·him<>elf. 

3. The nomination forms mlL<>t be returned to the Honorary Secretary of 
the Association by the date fixed for that purpose accompanied by the consent 
in writing of the candidate nominated. 

-
4. All nominations shall be scrutinised by the Executive Committee who 

shall have absolute discretion to reject any nominee. Notice of the names of 
all candidates so nominated together with voting papers in the form approved 
by the Executive Committee and instructions as to voting shall be posted to 
each member of the Association. The voting papers must be returned to the 
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Honorary Secretary in special envelopes provided only for this purpose by 
the date fixed in the notice. 

5.- The voting papers shall be opened and scrutinised at a meeting of the 
Executive Committee or by the Honorary Secretary and two scrutinisers 
appointed by the Executive Committee. . The votes for candidates will be 
counted separately and the candidate or candidates, as the case may be, receiv
ing the highest number of votes shall. be declared elected. In the event of two 
or more candidates for one vacancy heading the poll with the same number of 
votes, the Chairwoman of the Executive Committee shall exercise a casting vote. 

6. The declaration of the Chairwoman of the Executive Committee declar
ing the candidates elected shall be final and shall be reported to the Association 
at the Annual General Meeting. Successful candidates shall be notified imme
diately of their election. 

7. If, during the interval between the posting of the nomination papers 
and the counting of the votes, a candidate, nominated by a member of the Asso
ciation, is elected to the Governing Body by the Standing Committee of the 
All-India Women's Conference her name shall be removed from the Yoting 
paper. 

8. The Standing Committee of the AU-India Women's Conference shall 
have power to nominate not more than 3 (three). names for· each vacancy 
occurring during any year in the Governing Body among its representatives. 
In the event of these nominations not being sent in to the Honorary Secretary 
of the Association within one month of the request for such nominations, the 
Governing Body shall fill the vacancy or vacancies themselves. 

' . 
9. In order to simplify elections for office-holders of the Executive Com-

mittee nominations for these should be sent in by the members of the Govern.i.ug 
Body- to the Honorary Secretary at least 3 (three) days before the Annual 
General J.Ieeting. 

HISTORY OF THE ALL-INDIA WOMEN'S 
CONFERENCE 

1. Origin of the All-India Women's Conference. 

- -· - :-

The All-India \Vomen's Conference owes its origin to a circular letter 
from ].Irs. Margaret E. Cousins who, in the autumn of 1926, as Secretary· of 
the Women's Indian Association, Adyar, Madras, addressed an appeal to 
women all over the country to form local committees and hold Constituent Con
ferences in each of the Provinces and in certain other clearly defined districts 
and Indian States, for the purpose of declaring their views on problems (If 
education. 
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The. original stimulus which gave rise to Mrs. Cousins' letter was an appeal 
made by the Di,rector of Public Instruction, Bengal, at the Prize-Giving func
tion of the Bethune College, Calcutta, in which he called on Indian Women to 
" tell t~s with one voice wltat they want, a11d keep on telling tiS till tltey get it." 
1\Irs. A. L. Huidekoper, an ex-Principal of the Bethune College (who, we are · 
glad to say, is still one of our very active members), made ·use of this appeal 
as the basis of two articles which were published in St1·i Dltarma, the monthly 
magazine, of the Women's Indian Association, and it was after this that Mrs. 
Cousins took up the matter in the way just described. Her appeal met With 
a wide and enthusiastic response, and Constituent Conferences were held in 22 
places during the months of September to December, 1926, and the First All
India Women's Conference was organised to take place at Poona, where it was 
duly held from January 5th to 8th 1927, under the distinguished Presidentship 
of Her Highness the Maharani Chimnabai Saheb Gaekwar of Baroda,-l\Irs. 
Cousins being the first Honorary Organising Secretary. The Resolutions 
passed at that Conference related almost without exception to education, rang
ing from matters concerning Primary Schools up to those relating to College 
and Adult Education. The sole exception was a Resolution condemning the 
practice of early marriage, as it interfered with education and supporting Sir 
Hari Singh Gour's Age of Consent Bill, which was then about to come before 
the Legislative Assembly. 

2. The Second Conference. 

In 1928, the Second Conference wa'i held in Delhi under the Presidentship 
of Her Highness the Begum .l\lother of Bhopal, the proceedings being opened 
by Her Excellency Lady Irwin (Lady Halifax). In .addition to reaffirming 

-most of the Resolutions of the First Conference, notable Resolutions were passed 
relating to Rai Saheb Harbilas Sarda 's Bill for the restraint of Early Marriage, 
which was at that time under consideration, as well as urging the Government 
to give representation to women in the Central Legislature, so that they might 
be able to express their views on pending meas1,1res affecting the interests of · 
women and girls. The Second Conference was noteworthy also as the origin 
of All-India Fund for Women's Education. 

8. The Third Conference. 
The Third Conference, that of 1929, was held at Patna, with Her Highness 

the Dowager Rani of Mandi as President. It was on this occasion that the 
scope of the Conference was definitely widened to include Social Reform and a 
separate section for Social Reform was created to work on lines parallel to 
those of the Section concerned with Educational Reform. Three Sub-Com
mittees of the Educational Reform Section were appointed to carry on work 
throughout the year in the following directions : 
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· (a) The drafting of a special curriculum for schools, based on the idea]s 
underlying the Resolutions passed by the Conference. 

(b) The revising and creating of new text-books. 
(c) The investigation of the conditions of the training of teachers in aU 

parts of India. Und.er the Social Reform Section also a Sub-Com
mittee :was appointed to carry on the campaign to raise the age of 
marriage. 

•l. The Fourth Conference : 

· By 1930, when the Fourth Conference was held in Bombay under the 
Presidentship of Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, the increased efficiency of the organisa
tion had become very noticeable : and the Honorary Organising Secretary, -
1\frs. Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya, was able to report the accomplishment of 
a large amount of very effective work done by the constituent bodies in many 
parts of India. Prominent among the list of reforms effected. through the 
support of the Conference and its members was the passing of the Sarda 
Act which, (while in the opinion of the Conference the age-limits specified in 
the Act were much too low, and the Act possessed some other obivious defects) 
was yet a bold step in the right direction. Following up that success the 
Social Reform Section of the Conference took a very active part in the agita
tion for Reform of the Laws of Inheritance as affecting women, while on the 
educational side an immense amount of useful con~tructive work, in addition 
to propaganda, was done by local members and committees of the Conference 
and its Constituencies in such direction as the· opening of new girls' schools, 
lndustrial Schools, Schools for children of the Depressed Classes, Adult 
Education, Prison Visiting, Relief to Women passengers on the Railways and 
Child Welfare and Maternity work. A new field of work, that in connection 
with female labour, was opened up through the opportunity-of giving evidence 
before the Labour Commission, while by the delegation of distinguished 
members to International Conferences, such as the Berlin International Con
gress of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship, the work of the Conference 
became known to women of other countries and vice versa. 

It was in 1930, that the Committee of the Education Fund which had 
been registered the year before as the "All-India Women's Education Fund 
Association," decided to make a full inquiry about a suitable education for 
girls. An ·All-India Committee was appointed to investigate this matter. 
The members of the Committee made inquiries in their own provinces at 
first and then met together at Pachmarhi, C. P., in July and made their Report. 

5. The Fifth· Conference : 
The Fifth Conference was held at Lahore, in 1931 with Dr. (llrs.) 

M:uthulakshmi Reddi as President: Although the year 1930-31 had been one 
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of great difficulties owing to the pre-occupation of the country with political 
matters, it was nevertheless a year in which the work of the Conference made 
great forward strides. The number of Constituencies had by this time risen to 33, 
and many more schools, hostels and centres for adult education were reported 
as having been started through the efforts of members. The institution of the 
observance of 1\Iarch 1 as ' Women's day ' and the holding of meetings ' in 
almost all the Constituencies on that day to popularise and explain the work 
of the Conference, was another noteworthy innovation. Vigorous and well
timed propaganda was carried on with a view to safeguarding- the Sarda Act 
from amendments designed to nullify its usefulness ; work was continued, in 
the direction of getting the laws of inheritance amended, and new work was 
undertaken in Baroda towards getting the State to lead the way in putting · 
on the Statute Book a Divorce Act for Hindus. There were increasing signs 
all over the country that the propaganda of the members of the Conference in 
their various Constituencies was beginning to beat fruit in the changed attitude 
of the public towards the amelioration of the conditions of women in general, 
their better education, their proper representation in legislative and administra
tiYe bodies, and in the judiciary as Honorary :Magistrates. The question of 
abolition of untouchability began to be tackled, too, in some Constituencies, 
notably in 1\Iadras, and while the attempt to deal with Labour questions (for 
which the formation of a special Conference had been contemplated) suffered 
a tempora-ry setback owing to the disturbed· conditions of the times, the keen
ness of members to tackle that among the other many difficult problems of the 
day, was intensified rather than diminished. 

6. The Sixth Conference : 

It was in 1932, when the ConferenC'e had l\Iadras as its venue, and its 
President was 1\Irs. P. K. Ray, that it was clearly seen that although the 
constitution of the Conference dc\Jarred it from taking part in Party politics, 
it could not, if it were to perform its function of establishing women in their 
l'ightful position in the state and in society, avoid concerning itself with · 
politics in widest sense of the term. The status of women in the new constitu
tion of India, particularly in relation to their fundamental rights, their repre
senation in the various bodies and the conditions of their enfranchisement, 
was a matter of vital importance not only to politicians, but to the whole 
country : and it was over\\"helmingly felt that every opportunity must be 
taken before the constitution was actually drawn up in details, to impress 
upon those concerned in framing it, views of nearly half of those who would 
have to-abide by it when framed. To this end, in April, 1931, a representative 
meeting was held in Bombay, under the Presidentship of 1\Irs. Sarojini Naidu, 
the outcome of which was that the .AU-India Women's Conference, the Women's 
Indian Association, and the National Council of Women in India, conjointly 
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drew up a Memorandum to be placed before the Franchise Sub-Committee of 
the Round Table Conference. In May this Memorandum was submitted to all 
·the Constituencie~, with an invitation to them to give their considered opinion 
upon the views stated therein, and again in its final form, before it was actually 
submitted to the .Fran~hise Committee, the Memorandum was circulated to the 
Constituencies, from which no dissentient opinion was received. I need hardly 
remind you that the essential points which were decided to press in the Memo-
randum were as follows : -

(1) Equal rights and obligations of all citizens without any bar on 
account of sex. 

(2) No disability to attach to any citizen by rea;on of his or her religion, 
caste, creed or sex, in regard to public employment, office of power 
or honour, and in the exercise of any trade or calling. 

(3) Adult suffrage. 

(4) 'Vomen to fight elections on equal terms with men, in mixed general 
electorates. 

(5) No reservation of seats for women as such, nor special nomination 
or co-optation. 

A deputation of ladies belonging to the All-India Women's Conference 
also waited on His Excellency the Viceroy, in May, and presented a Memo
randum askin_g for women to be represente~ at the Round Table Conference. 

The Social Reforms Section was kept busy again this year in agitating 
against the attempts to amend the Sarda Act. Rai Saheb Harbilasji Sarda 's 
Bill to secure a share for Hindu Widows in their husbands' family property 
was very widely supported in ·the Constituencies. The year was also note
WC'rthy for' the number of laws passed in Indian States, safeguarding women's 
rights, or ·enhancing their status. 

The work of the Education Section went forward with unabated vigour 
·on the usual lines, progress being made with the scheme for opening a 'Vomen's 
College for Home £cience, Educational Research, and Training of Teachers. 

-The Text-book Sub-Committee made considerable progress with its arduous 
labour, as did also the Sub-Committee on Labour, and Indigenous Industries. 

1 7. The Seventh Conferenc~: 

The Seventh Conference met at Luclmow in 1933 under the Presidentship 
of Lady Ramanbhai Nilkanth. In the work of the preceding year, that of 
representing the viewpoint of Indian "\Vomanhood on the constitutional question 
had remained uppermost, owing to the fact that the Indian Franchise Committee 
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was occupied with its labours in India during the cold season of that year, 
and the Standing Committee of the Conference felt it obligatory that it should 
continue to press the views laid down in the l\femorandum presented the year 
before to the Round Table Confrence. Nine members of the All-India ·women's 
Conference gave evidence at various centres, that of Rajkumari Amrit Kaur 
(Chairwoman of the Standing Committee) being specially noteworthy for the 
firm stand which she made upon the principles laid down in the 1\t[emorandum 
in spite of the fire of searching cross-examination. From the point of view 
of immediate results however, those efforts were, alas ! in vain, and the publica
tion of the Communal Award was the sig!lal for an outburst of protests from 
our Constituencies. 

The work of the Social Section went on apace ; in many Constituencies 
the earnest practical efforts towards the removal of untouchability and caste 
restrictions proved conclusively, to those who have eyes to see, that women 
are not-as they are usually supposed to be-the custodians of orthodoxy and 
conservatism. In many of the State Constituencies as wen as those of British · 
India there was a strong movement in favour of provinding for divorc~ in 
Hindu society, and its equalisation fllr men and women among Muslims. 'l'he 
promotion of the cause of Swad~shi and of indigenous industries was also a 
VP.ry important feature of the year's work, as was also the number of instances 
in which members of the Conference were successful contesting on terms of 
equality with men elections for seats on ~[unicipal Corporations and academic 
bodies of Universities. · 

The opening of the Lady Irwin College for women, at Delhi, on November 
10, 1932 was the event of the year in the Educational Section,-concrete evi
dence of the value of the work which had quietly and steadily been proceeding 
since the starting of the Education Fund four years ago. Important as was 
that event, however, one must not allow it to overshadow all the other less 
~pectacular day-to-day work of members in the Constituencies, for without 
that real underlying zeal for the educational uplift of women, throughout the : · 
land, in villages as well as in towns in quiet and devoted care and service, 
as well as in laying of foun.dation-stones and presiding over public meetings, 
our Conference would have never grown into the solid organisation that it 
now is. 

8. The Eighth Conference : 

- Our Eighth Session was held at Calcutta. Lady Abdul Qadir' being the 
President on that occasion. The most prominent feature o~ the work of 1933 · 
had again been the political one. Owing to the publication of the White 
Paper in which it was seen that the attempt made by our representatives in 
1931 and 1932, to gain equal status had completely failed, it became neces-
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sary to frame a second memorandum in which while it was reiterat
ed that the proposals contained in the first :Memorandum provided the only 
satisfactory solution, the While Paper proposals were examined and a clear 
statement made as to how far they could be regarded as even an adequate 
"second best". This l!emorandum was submitted to the Joint Parlia
mentary Committee of the British Parliament, and later, three elected mem
bers representing our Coiiference, as also the National Council of Women in 
India, and the Women's Indian .Association, were invited to London to gi>e 
evidence before _!he Joint Parliamentary Committee. Suffice it to say here 
that through liemorandum II and the firm stand taken by our delegates in 
giYing their evidence, we showed that, while willing to adopt an accommodat
ing attitude in regard to details during the period of transition we stood 
immovably for the principle of equal status and against that of communal 
and special representation. 

One wry useful outcome of the political work outside India has been· 
the many contacts that our delegates made with women's organisations of 
other countries and with institutions of international scope including the 
Yarious organisations connected with the League of Nations. 

Wider and 1\ider though the scope of our activities has become, it must 
not be thought that this had the effect of making the current . of local work 
flow more sluggishly. On the contrary, the work of the Educational and 
Social Reform Sections grows e>en more intensive as it grows extensive. .As 
a whole our liovement gathers force e>eryday from new streams of local 
enterprise. 

9. The Ninth Conference: 

The Ninth Session of the All-India Women's Conference held its sitting 
in December, 1934, at Karachi under the Presidentship of !Irs. Rustomji 
Faridoonji. Practical achievement was the key-note of the Conference in the 
year 193!--for, in spite of many handicaps particularly of funds and workers 
the reports of WQrk in the various Constituencies showed that a distinct advance 
was bein ... made due to the unbounded enthusiasm of the members. For Bihar 
Earthqu;ke Relief Fund the Constituencies of the Conference itself raised 
over thirty thousand rupees apart from the fact that they helped in the 
collection of other Central Funds. 

T~e extracts relating to women in the Report of the Joint ~arlia~entary 
Committee were studied in detail by the Conference, and deep disappomtment 
was felt that the clear demands of Indian women were being ignored and it 
was decided that even at that eleventh hour efforts should again be made to 
impress on the British Parliament the united desire of Indian women for a 
non-eommunal electorate for women at least and their dislike of the mfe-h01.ld 
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qualification which was being imposed on them. .A resolution to this effect 
was forwarded to the Secretary of the Joint Seleet Committee and to the 
Secretary of State for India through the Liaison Offictr, and this resolution 
was reiterated unanimously at the Half-yearly meeting. 

A successful effort was made during the ~ourse of the year to create a 
widespread demand for the appointment of a Commission on the legal disabiJitits 
of Indian Women, which would suggest reforms in the light of modern condi
tions. An All-India Day was held on November 24:, 1934:, when meetings were 
held in e~ery Constituency, and thousands of signatures were collected to SUP'" 
port this demand. 'Cntil there is success in obtaining a more equitable system 
of laws, this work will be continued, as the members of the Conference feel 
that they cannot carry out their duties as citizens as long as the)' are hamper
ed by legal restrictions both personal and cine. 

The interesting report of the Committee appointed by the Conference 
to investigate the conditions in mines, and its suggestions that women should be 
eliminated from underground work aroused a great interest in the Conferenee 
and the desire there enneed to help the unfortunate women miners showed 
clearly how real was the claim that the Conference aimed at impronug the 
conditions of women of all classes. 

~ notable feature of this ytar was that for the first time a permanent 
contact was made with the British Women's Organisations. Rajl.-umari Amrit 
Kaur was appointed as the Liaison Officer for the Conference to keep in touch 
with Mrs. Lankester the Liaison Officer of the British Women •s Organisations 
appointed for the same purpose. The presence of distinguished Special 
Visitors like Dr. Maude Royden and Mrs. Corbett .Ashby during the Conference 
session was a proof of the great interest enneed by women in the ideals 
and problems of each other. 

Year by year the activities of the Conference are inereasing and the 
success with which it is tackling every new problem is abundant proof that 
the women of India are not only conscious of their duties but intend to eon
tribute their due share in the task of nation-building. 

10. The Tenth Conference : 

The Tenth Session was held in Trivandrnm in December 1935 nnder the 
presidentship of Her Highness Maharani Setu Parvati. Bayi of Trav-ancore. 
Her guidance and keen interest in the proceed.ineas of the Conference and in 
the discussions made this one of the most sueeessfnl sessions. 

It WB$ the first time that the Conferenee was held in an Indian State, a 
State where the percentage of literacy amongst women in higher than in any 
other part of India, where the purdah system is unkno'WD. and whPre womt'n 
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"have equ!ll rights and privileges,:._in other words" where· women's rights are 
recognised. 
.. . ~ 

An important feature or the -year,s work was the tremendous increase in 
the number of constituencies which have taken up ·village uplift work in 
earnest -and have already . achieved considerable · progress. Rural-work, 
Maternity and Child welfare centres have been organised and systematic courses 
of lectures on sairitation and health. arranged. 

. . . 

The Sub-Committee on the Child Marriage Restraint Act did good. work 
during the year. A Bulletin was issued giving the statistics of child marriage 
in our country. A good deal of propagand~ was done during the year through 
the Press to create opinion in favour ·of amending the Sarda Act. It is a 
matter of pride to note that Mr: B. Das was given permission to introduce a 
Bill in the Legislative Assembly to amend the Sarda Act and most of his 
-lmendments were based ·on the· suggestions ina de by the Coillerence. · 

The immediate necessity for a common language for India was r~cognised 
by· the Conference. · A Sub-Committee was appointed to report on the ways 
and-means that could be adopted for the realisation of t:bis ideal. Another Sub
Committee was appointed for the spread of literacy in the country. It was 
realised that unless a concerted and intensive campaign against illiteracy was 
organised, the normal and material progress of the. land was b01md to be 
·hampered .. 

·The work of the Liaison Group which was appointed for the first time 
lasi ye.ar had gone on well during the year. The establishment of this contact 
:With the· British women's organisations has been of great service t& the Con
ference. The Group as a whole, worked increasingly to press the demand of 
·the Conference concerning Franchise and did their best to educate pi.1blic 
opinion in England. The Group also arranged busy programmes for Conference 
,members during their stay in England. This gave them an opportunity of 
.speaking about the Conference. Ample pubJicity was given in English news:
_papers to all they said and did on behalf of the Conference. 

The Constituencies had collected funds in the previous year ·for relief of 
people in Bihar stricken by the earthquake ; this year also ftmds were raised 
in the same way for the Quetta Earthquake Relief. Special mention must be 
made here of the organised help that was given· by the members of Consti
·tuencies iri. Central Punjab, Sind and North-West Frontier Province to the 
refugees in Karachi, Laliore, Peshawar and other places. 

With regard to franchise there was nothing much left to be done. -.All 
:~fforts ·to aJ:ter the qualifications for franchise mentioned in the Government 
· of -India Bill were of no avail ; repeated demands, representations, and state
. ments met with but little· success and the Government. of India Blll was passed 
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into an Act. A resolution was passed reiterating the disapproval of the 
Conference of the franchise qualifications but urging on the women to use 
the powers granted to them by the Act, however inadequate they may be. 

There was lively discussion on the question of Birth Control during the 
proceedings of the Tenth Session. The Conference was fortunate in having 
?~Irs. Sanger, one of the prominent workers in the United States of America, 
whose vast experience and knowledge was helpful. The Conference passed by 
a large majority the resolution supporting the necessity for instruction in 
methods of Birth Control through recognised clinics. 

Notable visitors from foreign countries, U. S. A., England, Japan and 
China were present at this Session. It was a source of great encouragement 
and inspiration to all. The women's cause is the same all over the world and 
it gave one an opportunity of exchanging ideas and learning one another's 
experiences. 

The number of Constituencies and members had been increasing during 
the year. The report of the work done in the different constituencies showed 
that women were taking a much greater interest in social work. The activities 
had increased and most of the constituencies had undertaken practical work in 
some direction. 

11. The Eleventh Conference : ··- ~ .... 

The Eleventh Session of the A.-I. W. C. was held at Ahmedabad in 
December 1936, under the Presidentship of Mrs. M. E. Cousins. This year . 
we entered the second decade of our work. It is gratifying to note from 
the work of the past ten years that the A.-I. W. C. has now taken ita rightful 
place as a representative and fully est~tblished women's organiSation in India.' 
This year more concentration was given to the need for medical inspection in 
schools and to the opening of hostels for girls and for the removal of illiteracy 
by starting ev~ night schools. The year 1936 should be mentioned for the· 
outstanding event of the year, viz., the opening of the State Temples of 
Travancore to all classes of Hindus by H. H. the Maharaja of Travancore, 
when H. H. Maharani Setu Parvati Bayi, his illustrious mother, was our 
President. A great deal of propaganda work was carried out by our Consti
tuencies by holding meetings and enlisting public support for the Social Bills 
introduced in the Legislative Assembly-e.g., Dr. Deshmukh's Bill to amend 
the Hindu Law governing Hindu Women's Rights to Property, Mr. B. Das's 
Bill to amend the Sarda Act in order to make it more stringent, Dr. Bhagwan 
Das 's Bill seeking recognition of inter-caste marriages, and Mr. Hafiz Abdullah 'a 
Muslim Personal Law Application Bill,-and to urge their adoption by the 
Assembly. . 
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Our Constituencies also tried to introduce improvements with regard to 
sanitation, health and education in the villages- and this year was also devoted 
to the uplift of Harijans. Leper relief, tuberculosis work, maternity and child 
welfare encouragement of indigenous industries were dealt with during the 
year. The Special feature of this year was the work done by our Franchise 
-Sub-Committee for the enrolment of women voters for the new Legislature, 
Municipalities and District Boards. At the request of the International 
Alliance of Women for Suffrage and Equal Citizenship, a :Memorandum on 
the Political, Legal, Socjal and Educational Sta~ of Women in India was 
submitted to the League of Nations and the Government of India. The ques
tion of a Central Office to meet·the expansion of our work was also considered 
and a scheme for the same was also prepared. We had this year Special 
Visitors from England, Australia and other visitors. from U.S.A. and Holland 
who attended the Confemce. 

lZ. The- TweHth- Conference : 

-The Twelfth Session of the All-India Women's Conference was held at 
Nagpur in December, 1937, under the Presidentship of Rajkumari Amrit Kaur. 

The most notable feature of the year 1937 was the inclusion of about 60 
women in the Legislatures of the various province.s, which was possible on 
account of the facilities given to women to contest elections held under the 
Government of 'India Act 1935:· One of these~ namely, the Hon 'ble Mrs. 
Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit was elected to be a Cabinet 1\Iinister which shows 
gigantic strides made by the women's movements in the country. A few 
of our women have been elected as- Deputy Speakers of various _Legislatures 
and some have been appointed Parliamentary Secretaries. 

1\Iore constructive work was undertaken by the Branches. The Standing 
Committee considered tlie draft curriculum of girls, primary schools in India, 
and the suggestions made by us were considered helpful by the Educational 
Commissioner to the Government of India. Some of the Constitue~cies have 
started conducting village schools and also other useful village work, such 
as, adult classes, night schools, etc. A scheme has been prepared by the 
Convener of the Common Language Sub-Committee, which is expected to be 
useful for solving the common language problem. 

The Standing Committee prepared a programme of legislation for im
proving the social status of women and the same was forwaded to the Prime 
1\Iinisters of the new Provincial Governments and to the new women members 
of the Legislatures. Also brochures dealing with such vital problems as child 

· mariage, birth control, temperance, etc., have been prepared in different 
vernaculars and forwarded to local committees. :Much propaganda was done and 
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meetings were held regarding the legal ~isabilities of women and resolutions 
expressing public opinion in the matter were forwarded to proper quarters. 

:Mrs. S. C. J.Iukerjee, an ex-Chairwoman of the Standing Committee, was 
appointed by the Government of India as Indian delegate to the Conference
of the Central Authorities of the League of Nations in Eastern Countries for 
combating traffic in women and children, held at Bandoeng, Java, in February, 
1937. An excellent report on the women suffrage movement was prepared by 
Rani Lakshmibai Rajwade, which is expected to educate women on the subject. 

:Mr. Ekstrand, Director of Opium Traffic and Social Questions Section of 
the League of Nations, visited India on his way back from Java and gave 
lectures under the auspices of the A.-I. W. C. stressing the work to be done 
for children suffering from physical and mental congenital defects and some 
of our Constituencies have started work on the lines suggested by him. 

Propaganda against child marriage was vigorously carried on and steps 
were taken to file complaints and to prosecute cases against offending parents 
and priests, with some measure of success. 

Mrs. Grace Lankester, our Liaison Officer in England, was presE!nt at the 
Nagpur Session. It is gratifying to note that our Liaison work is getting on 
satisfactorily. There has been increasing contact with other countries in the 
world and an invitation was received from British Guiana to attend the 
Centenary Celebration of the Indian Emigration. 

Untouchability work has been pushed ahead, and as a result some Munici
palities have thrown open tanks and wells to Harijans. One of our Consti
tuencies is running a free Harijan School. Following the example of the 
Travancore State, some other Indian States have allowed Temple entry to all 
Hindus. Some members of Constituencies are paying regular visits to Jails 
and provincial and State Governments are being urged to take steps to improve 
the condition of women prisoners, and also to provide suitable occupations for 
women labourers eliminated from the mines. ' 

Swadeshi Exhibitions were held in many Constituencies and there was a 
large sale of Swadeshi articles. A directory of Swadeshi articles has been 
prepared. The Indigenous Industries Sub-Committee prepared a Scheme which 
was forwarded to the Director of Industries in various provinces and states. 
A scheme for unregulated industries is in hand . 

. New Sub-Constituencies have been opened at Bhusawal, Kirloslrerwadi 
Bijapur, Belgaum, Patan, Mehsana, Visnagar, Navsari; Amreli, Surat, Broach 
and Rajpipla. This· brings the list of sub-constituencies to more than 100. 
There are now. 38 working Constituencies. 
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The most important development this year was the Resolution tabled at 
the Session at Nagpur for widening the scope of the Conference by amending 
Article II of the Constitution so as to enable the Conference to take part in 
the progressive welfare of the people of India in all directions and not merely 
in educational and social spheres. To this resolution several amendments were 
tabled. For want of the necessary four-fifths majority required for changing 
the Constitution, the question remained undecided. But the discussion showed 
a keen desire amongst the members to widen the scope of the activities of 
the Conference. 

13. The Thirteenth Conference : 
The Thirteenth Session of the All-India Women's Conference was held in 

Delhi in December, 1938, under the Presidentship of Rani Lakshmibai Rajwade. 
The Conference had distinguished visitors, Miss Alary A. Dingman, President 
of the Peace and Disarmament Committee of the International Women's 
Organisations, lillie. P. Hage of the International Labour Office, Geneva, Mrs. 
Ali from Japan, Airs. Harlow from the United States of America, Afiss G. F. 
Greig of Australia, and Afiss Agatha Harrison. Most active work was done 
in the removal of illiteracy and this was not restricted to towns but was ex· 
tended to the villages as well. Schools have been started for Harijans and 
practical . knowledge on subjects of sanitation and hygiene given. The Con· 
ference studied in detail the Wardha Education Scheme and a practical scheme 
of working Nursery schools was drawn up. 

A Common Language Sub-Committee carried its work and suggested a 
constructive scheme which was followed by many Branches. The social worll 
of the "Conference has been extensive. Public opinion was created regarding 
bills introduced in the Provinces and in the Central Legislature in particula1 
dealing with· Divorce, Monogamy, Restraint of Polygamy and the Legal Dis· 
abilities of women. 

Exhibitions of the products of agriculture and various industries, such as 
home-craft, painting, leather-work, clay-modelling, needle-work, etc., were held. 

· Considerable attention was given to maternity and child welfare. Several 
of our Branches conduct maternity and child welfare clinics. The Healtll 
Sub-Committee devoted itself to improving the sanitaiy conditions prevailing 

· in the schools of their Provinces and persuaded the authorities to improve 
living conditions of workers. Indigenous industries were encouraged 
by helping the sale of the products of cottage industries by canvassing orders 
for them. 

Another important feature was the promotion of inter-communal harmon;, 
by the formation of what is called the " Family Circle " which includes men 
and women of all castes and creeds and communities. 
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Propaganda against child marriage continued as before. 

The Liaison Group in England continued its work of giving publicity to 
the work of the A.-I. W. C. abroad. · · 

The newest venture, however, is the publication of a journal belonging to 
the Conference. 

The work of the Conference has extended and there are now 40 Branches 
and 150 Sub-Branches. New Branches were opened in Jath and Kathiawad 
during the year. Work in several other Branches was re-organised through the 
services of an Organising Secretary. 

14. The Fourteenth Conference : 

The Fourteenth session of the Conference was held in Allahabad under the 
presidentship of Begum Hamid Ali. Owing to the International situation, over
seas members were not able to come. The Conference continued its work but 
the horror of totalitarian wars and the insecurity of small states were too near 
and rec~nt not to have brought out the wholesale condemnation of such wars 
by the Conference. The procedure followed in the previous Conference held 
at Delhi was continued at Allahabad. The group discussions naturally reduced 
the time available for plenary sessions but it was felt that free and frank 
discussions and exchange of experiences were more valuable and educative than 
platform oratory. 

The Liaison group in Great Britain continued its work of not only giving 
publicity to the women's work in India but also of creating public opinion to 
recognise the just claims of this country in the political sphere. 

The creation of a new liaison officer for South Africa was another feature 
of this session. 

For the first time the General Secretary of the year was made responsible 
for the Bulletin of the Conference and with the help of the President and 
Patrons and other members of the Conference four issues of the Bulletin were 
published with two supplements, one on Education and the other on Health • ... 

The appointment of an Organising Secretary for the United Provinces was 
followed by further activities in this direction and resulted in the organisation 
o.r a new Branch in Dehra Dun and the re-organisation of the Benares unit. 
The total number of Branches at present is 35, the number of units 121, and 
total membership is 8607. 

15. The Fifteenth Conference : 
.•• - r• •! ,._ • .. 

The Fifteenth session of the Conference was held at Bangalore in December 
1940, under the Presidentship of Shrimati Rameshwari Nehru. After the Tenth 
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session this was the first time· that the Conference met in an .Indian State. 
Though the country was paSsing through very critical times and though some 
of our leading workers were in jail still a fairly large number of delegates 
attended the Conference. The decision to send a ·goodwill mission to China 
on behalf of the A.-I. W. C. was postponed due to unavoidable reasons. A 
welcome feature of this session was that some of our sisters from Ceylon were 
present and it is sincerely hoped that this precedent will be followed by our 
sisters from other neighbouring countries to foster better . understanding 
amongst the Asiatic nations. 

The Branches of the_ Association carried on their various actirities during 
the year and while some of them did very valuable work, the activities of 
others were only nominal. Almost all the .Branches did &Ome valuable work 
to tackle the problem of the appalling illiteracy of our masses and it is a matter 
of legitimate pleasure and pride to us that their activities bore useful 
fruit. Besides, various Branches ·did useful work in other directions, such as 
opening hostels for girl students, operung maternity and child welfare clinics, 
opening nursery schools and organising Swadeshi exhibitions. 

As a result of the agitation carried on by the Conference the Government 
of India was persuaded to appoint a Committee to examine the injustice done 
. to women under the Hindu Law. The Conference :r:aised its emphatic protest 
against the limitations imposed by the terms of reference to the Committee so 
appointed. It is a matter of deep regret that the Government has not realised 
the futility of such piecemeal legislation when the whole problem of the position 
of woman under Hindu Law requires a full and comprehensive examinati9n in 
order to adapt the law to meet modern conditions. 

The Lady Irwin College continued to progress satisfac~orily during the 
year under review. The number of admissions was increased during the year 
and the increasing number of applications for admission to the College demon
strate its great utility and popularity. 

;hlrs. Lakshmi N. Menon continued to render valuable service to the Con
ference as Editor of the Ro~hni. Roshni bas become a valuable inStrument 
for carrying on the propaganda -of the Conference and for expressing the 
feelings of the womanhood of India. We hope this mouthpiece of the Con
ference Will continue to expand its manifold services to the cause. 

The Coiuerence represents the womanhood of India of all castes and creeds 
and of all shades of opinion. · Its priniary object is the amelioration of the 
conditions of the women of our country and all its propaganda and acti,ities 
are directed towards achieving that primary aim. 
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16. The Sixteenth Conference. 

The Sixteenth Conference met at Cocanada in December 1941 under the 
Presidentship of Bhrimati Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit. Inspite of the comparatively 
smaller attendance due perhaps to the. remoteness of Cocanada, the enthusiasm 
and seriousnesss evinced by those present made the Conference a great success. 

The resolutions of the Session covered a wide field of national and interna
tional importance such as 'Var and Peace, Civil Liberties, Control of Prices 
and Communal Harmony, etc. The Conference adopted two concerete propo
sals, the village Reconstruction Project and the Scheme of starting a training 
Camp for Provincial Organisers and other women workers. Both these resolu
tions were implemented with considerable success. 

Despite the worsening internal and international situation, constructive 
work of various kinds was undertaken by the Conference and its Branches. 
New Branches were opened at Kashmir and Hyderabad (Sind) and several 
moribund Branches were revived. All the Branches worked for the spread of 
literacy among adults. The notable success of the Bombay Branch in conducting 
thirty classes earned well-merited recognition from the Bombay Government 
which sanctioned a grant for six months of Rs. 500/- a month, the maximum it 
pays to ~ny society. 

The questionnaire of the. Hindu Law Committee engaged the serious 
attention of all the Branches. The detailed replies of the Branches were con
solidated and sent to the Rau Committee. The Standing Committee of the 
Conference urged in its report to the Hindu Law Committee the appointment 
of at least two representatives on the Committee and the extension of the-terms.. 
of reference so as to include an inquiry into all the disabilities of women under 
Hindu Law. . 

The Lady Irwin College by ra1smg the status of Domestic Science as a 
school subject progressed steadily. 

'fhe Branches rendered valuable service to the cause of the health and · 
welfare of women and children by running nursery schools, physical activitY. 
centres, clinics, and by arranging distribution of milk to needy children, 
lectures on sanitation and dietetics, hospital visiting, T.B., investigation, etc. 
Harijan work and general educational activities were also undertaken by some 
of the Branches. 

The training of women in small ·cottage industries and the marketing of 
these products as well as the finding of employment for women formed import
ant planks of the programmes of· some Branches. Exhibitions, organised by 
local Conferences of the Branches, of women's handicrafts, particularly of 
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swadeshi materials, attracted much attention and thus popularised the use of 
swadeshi. 

At the beginning of the Session, Shrimati Kamaladevi formally presented 
to the All-India Women's Conference a beautiful Chinese scroll worked in silk 
-the picture of an Eagle perched on a pine tree before the rising sun. It is 
the gift of 1\Iadame Chiang Kai Shek and when Shrimati Kamaladevi was _in · 
Chungking she received it on behalf of the women of India. It will always be 
treasured as a symbol of the good fellowship between China and our country. 


